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A NOTE ON HYDROGEN SAFETY
Most people have little or no experience in handling hydrogen. By contrast, most people are quite
familiar with gasoline, propane and natural gas. We have confidence in handling hazardous substances
when we understand the risks and know the safe procedures. Hydrogen is not inherently more or less
dangerous than other fuels, but the circumstances that give rise to risk are often different (as are the
practices that enhance safety). Internationally recognized standards exist for the safe use of hydrogen
and for training of first responders. That is why hydrogen is commonly used as an industrial gas in
many manufacturing processes, and why it is available at public refuelling forecourts in Asia, Europe
and North America. Currently, there are nearly 10,000 hydrogen-fuelled passenger cars registered in
California, supported by a network of roughly 40 hydrogen refuelling stations. Hydrogen can be
dangerous if mishandled. However, with education and experience, the benefits of this zero-carbon
fuel can be realized for society.

NOTICES
This report is produced from a Canadian perspective, but the content and context addresses the North
American railway sector as a whole. Therefore, units of measure are a mixture of imperial and metric units
(as per current Canadian railway convention) and American units (as per current railroad convention in
the U.S.). Dollar amounts are in Canadian currency unless otherwise indicated.

PROJECT TEAM
The Project Team is composed of individuals representing four distinct companies: Change Energy
Services, CAD Rail Industries, Hydrogenics and Telligence Group. Collectively, this team represents a
substantial array of skills, knowledge and experience that cuts across the domains of railway operations
and locomotives, and hydrogen technology and infrastructure. Brief descriptions are presented below.
Change Energy Services. An engineering service firm specializing in alternative fuel solutions, from
feasibility and planning to project design and delivery. Based in Oakville, Ontario. Serving global clients as
lead developer of approximately 80 hydrogen, natural gas and blended fuel facilities, including both high
pressure and liquefied product.








Bob Oliver, P.Eng. [Project Manager] – Expertise in vehicle technology and policy. Specializing in
advancing practical solutions for decarbonizing transportation energy use.
Rymal Smith, P.Eng. Principal – Recognized leadership experience in compressed gas energy
system design and analysis. Current Chair of CSA B108 Natural Gas-Fuelling Installations Code
Committee, and Chair of CSA Transportation Strategic Steering Committee.
Al Davidson, P.Eng. Principal – Recognized leadership experience in design and construction of
natural gas and hydrogen infrastructure systems, and in operational aspects of safety and risk
management. Current Chair of CSA B401 Vehicle Maintenance Facilities Code.
Alyssa D’Cunha, P.Eng. – Techno-economic modeling and energy systems simulation.
Cheryl Robinson – Technical system layout and drafting.
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CAD Railway Industries. The preeminent Canadian railway equipment overhaul and refurbishment
specialist, with over 50 years experience performing overhauls, re-builds, upgrades and custom repairs
for the inter-city passenger, commuter rail and freight locomotive markets, as well as large scale
refurbishment programs for rail transit and passenger industry coaches. CadRI owns major facilities in
Montreal and Calgary (through its recently acquired Caltrax subsidiary), as well as satellite operations in
Toronto and Lethbridge. In Alberta, Caltrax is the supply chain leader in tank car servicing, repair, cleaning,
painting and storage.




Greg Percy, BSc, MBA. Executive Vice President – Canadian railway industry professional with 38
years experience in Class 1 freight and large commuter rail, as well as bus industry environments.
Past President of GO Transit and Chief Operating Officer for Metrolinx in Toronto. Currently
working with the CadRI leadership team to strengthen and grow the organization’s Canadian
manufacturing and operations profile, as well as assessing strategic access opportunities to
expand into the US market.
Michael Iden, PE – Industry consultant, extensive experience (Southern, C&NW and Union Pacific
railroads and GM-EMD locomotive builder). Previously licensed locomotive engineer. Project
manager for Genset diesel and Green Goat battery-hybrid switchers, new Tier 4 road locomotives
and fuel/emissions reducing technologies at UP. Advisory Trustee at Southwest Research
Institute; member US EPA subcommittee on mobile source fuels and emissions. AAR
environmental award and Committee chairmanships including LNG fuel tender. Thirteen
US/Canadian patents.

Hydrogenics (part of Cummins Inc.). Global leader in the development and manufacture of hydrogen
generation and fuel cell products, headquartered in Mississauga, Ontario. Worked with Alstom SA to
deploy the world’s first hydrogen fuel cell-powered passenger trains (i.e., the Coradia iLint) in service in
Germany in 2018. Hydrogenics was acquired by Cummins in 2019.




Rob Harvey, P.Eng. Director, Energy Infrastructure – Leading strategy and business development
for hydrogen refuelling infrastructure and fuel cell-electric fleets, including commuter trains
(hydrail), transit buses and delivery trucks. Past Chair of Energy Storage Canada (2015 – 2017).
Michael Xu, P.Eng. Senior Program Manager – Systems engineering and product development
leadership in advancing novel products with innovative technology. A recipient of the PEO S.E.
Wolfe Thesis Award. Industry-leading experience in the application of hydrogen power systems in
the fields of transportation and aerospace.

Telligence Group. Consultancy specializing in bringing energy-efficient transportation technologies
through the innovation cycle to operational deployment in Canada. Based in Montreal, Quebec.


Peter Eggleton. P.Eng. Principal – Extensive experience in the design, test and development of
railway advancements and reduction of polluting emissions. Project involvements included the
TurboTrain (Pratt & Whitney Canada) and when with Transport Canada’s Transportation
Development Centre the prototype aluminum LRC locomotive and coach (now in VIA Rail service),
the automated LIM propelled Advanced Light Rail Transit (now Vancouver Skytrain) and 50,000volt electrification of BC Rail Tumbler Ridge coal line. Drafted annual Locomotive Emissions
Monitoring reports for Railway Association of Canada and, since 2013, undertook studies applying
Hydrogenics’ fuel cells for powering trains, which assisted Hydrogenics to be accepted as fuel cell
provider for the Alstom Transport Coradia iLint hydrail commuter train.
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EXECUTIVE BRIEF
Switcher locomotives perform a vital function in railway operations. They are used as tugs to marshal
railcars into complete trains departing a railyard, and to disassemble trains upon return. Relative to
locomotives hauling trains across mainlines, the total diesel fuel consumed and the emissions produced
by switcher locomotives is relatively small. However, they operate continuously within a railyard,
constituting a concentrated, persistent source of criteria air contaminants and greenhouse gases – often
within an urban environment.
This report presents an assessment of the potential to replace the diesel engine onboard a common
switcher locomotive with hydrogen as the fuel, and to use hydrogen fuel cells as the prime mover instead
of a combustion engine to generate motive and auxiliary power, thus eliminating emissions from the
vehicle. Hydrogen technology is already in the early stages of commercial service in passenger railways
around the world, and it is considered ready for demonstration in freight railyard applications.
The GP38-2 road switcher produced in the U.S. and Canada in the 1970s and 80s was selected as the
reference locomotive. More than 2,000 units are currently in service, of which 200 are in Canada. Based
on analysis of an industry-standard duty cycle, a conceptual design was developed using commerciallyavailable fuel cell power modules, onboard hydrogen storage and battery packs of sufficient capacity to
match (or exceed) the power and energy requirements of daily use. It is estimated that the removal of the
diesel generator and its connected subsystems from under the hood of the locomotive, as well as the fuel
tank, liberates enough space for the subsequent integration of the new hydrogen, battery, power control
and thermal management subsystems. The estimated cost of this conversion could range from roughly
$5M to $8M, due to uncertain, non-recurring engineering expenses.
Furthermore, there is enough space onboard to store more than 20 hours’ worth of hydrogen at 350 bar,
requiring daily refuelling (weekly would be typical for diesel). Two hydrogen refuelling solutions were
examined: one to support a single locomotive for demonstration purposes, and another to support a fleet
of 10 units operating continuously within a railyard. The single locomotive refuelling solution involves
compressed hydrogen delivered by-truck and stored on-site, at a capital cost of approximately $300K.
Analysis of fueling 10 units suggests that production of hydrogen on-site via a water electrolysis plant may
be more cost-effective in the long-term, notwithstanding a capital cost of approximately $7M. Initially,
the operating costs of the refuelling solution, including energy and personnel expenses, are roughly twice
that of diesel. However, the difference narrows over time and the hydrogen alternative may begin to
generate net savings in roughly a decade, depending on the future costs of diesel and power. The
associated polluting emissions reductions are estimated to range from 4,000 to 6,000 tonnes annually,
based on a lifecycle assessment of the hydrogen supply options for 10 units.
To understand how hydrogen technology would be introduced into service by a federally regulated
railway company, a review of the regulatory framework was conducted. This included applicable rules and
regulations promulgated under federal law, as well as codes and standards referenced by other
authorities having jurisdiction. Changes to operations were also considered that would require new
processes and training for personnel.
In the course of the analysis, no practical barriers to the design and deployment of a hydrogen fuel cellpowered switcher locomotive in Canada could be identified, of either a technical, a regulatory or an
operational nature. The timing seems right for careful consideration of a pilot demonstration.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
An implication of the high-level assessment reported herein is that an initiative to convert a locomotive
from diesel to a hydrogen fuel cell-based prime mover could be confidently planned, with the intention
of demonstrating the prototype in switchyard service (and possibly road switching service). The project
team has developed a detailed set of recommendations for government to consider. These are
summarized as follows:
1. Partner with industry
Commercialization of zero-emission locomotive technology should be the goal. This requires coleadership with industry to ensure the innovation process is relevant to the needs of the market.
2. Treat the initiative as a program
Innovation is a process of learning and discovery, involving a degree of trial and error. Simply
demonstrating that the technology can work is not enough. A comprehensive, long-term program
is needed to realize the potential for commercial scale-up.
3. Involve key stakeholders
Advancing this concept will touch upon many stakeholders. Identifying and engaging this
community-of-interest early and often is key to success.
4. Consider opportunities to improve on the reference locomotive design
The conversion of an old locomotive provides an opportunity to enhance aspects of its overall
performance and appeal to operators, which encourages frequent use and more learning.
5. Integrate communications planning
Regular progress reporting to stakeholders will elevate the relevance of the work and help
maintain support for the initiative.
6. Celebrate the initiative and its outcomes
Pride should be taken in the learnings and discoveries emerging from demonstrations and pilot
trials, but value to the market should remain the pragmatic purpose of the initiative.
7. Cultivate low-carbon hydrogen supply chains
The deployment of the prototype could help to support local hydrogen supply chains. Where
appropriate, the cultivation of low-carbon hydrogen supplies could complement the initiative.
To supplement the recommendations with specific guidance, a set of actions to consider undertaking in
sequence is also included in this report. These actions constitute a roadmap to the next logical phases of
work, focusing on comprehensive engineering design for the concept locomotive (Phase 2) followed by
implementation of the planned conversion (Phase 3).
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NOTE DE SYNTHÈSE
Les locomotives de manœuvre remplissent une fonction vitale dans l’exploitation ferroviaire. Elles sont
utilisées comme remorqueurs pour transformer les wagons en un train complet au départ d’une gare de
triage et pour démonter les trains à leur retour. Par rapport aux locomotives qui tirent les trains en voie
principale, la consommation totale de carburant diesel et les émissions produites par les locomotives de
manœuvre sont relativement faibles. Cependant, comme elles fonctionnent en permanence dans une
gare de triage, elles constituent une source concentrée et persistante de principaux contaminants
atmosphériques et de gaz à effet de serre, souvent dans un environnement urbain.
Ce rapport présente une évaluation concernant la possibilité de remplacer le moteur diesel d’une
locomotive de manœuvre commune par une alimentation à l’hydrogène et d’utiliser des piles à hydrogène
comme moteur principal, au lieu d’un moteur à combustion afin de générer une puissance motrice et
auxiliaire, ce qui permettrait d’élimer les émissions du véhicule. La technologie de l’hydrogène, qui est
déjà au stade initial du service commercial dans le transport ferroviaire de voyageurs à travers le monde,
est jugée prête à la démonstration dans des applications de gare de triage pour le transport de
marchandises.
La locomotive de manœuvre-ligne GP38-2, qui était produite aux États-Unis et au Canada dans les
années 70 et 80, a été choisie comme locomotive de référence. Plus de 2 000 unités sont en service à
l’heure actuelle, dont 200 au Canada. En se basant sur l’analyse d’un cycle d’utilisation standard dans
l’industrie, un concept a été élaboré en utilisant des modules d’alimentation à piles à combustible
disponibles dans le commerce, un stockage d’hydrogène à bord et des batteries d’une capacité suffisante
pour répondre aux besoins d’alimentation et d’énergie d’une utilisation quotidienne (ou pour les
dépasser). On estime que le retrait de la génératrice diesel et de ses sous-systèmes connectés sous le
capot de la locomotive, ainsi que du réservoir de carburant, libère suffisamment d’espace pour
l’intégration ultérieure des nouveaux sous-systèmes d’hydrogène, de batterie, de contrôle de
l’alimentation et de gestion thermique. Cette conversion devrait coûter entre 5 et 8 millions de dollars
environ, à cause des dépenses techniques incertaines et non récurrentes.
En outre, il y a suffisamment d’espace à bord pour stocker plus de 20 heures d’hydrogène à 350 bars, ce
qui nécessite un ravitaillement quotidien (hebdomadaire pour le diesel). Deux solutions de ravitaillement
en hydrogène ont été étudiées : une pour soutenir une seule locomotive à des fins de démonstration, et
une autre pour soutenir un parc de 10 unités fonctionnant en continu dans une gare de triage. La solution
de ravitaillement d’une seule locomotive consiste à livrer de l’hydrogène comprimé par camion et à le
stocker sur place, pour un coût d’investissement d’environ 300 000 dollars. L’analyse du ravitaillement de
10 unités suggère que la production d’hydrogène sur place par le biais d’une usine d’électrolyse de l’eau
pourrait être plus rentable à long terme, malgré un coût d’investissement d’environ 7 millions de dollars.
Au départ, les coûts d’exploitation de la solution de ravitaillement, dont les dépenses d’énergie et les frais
de personnel, sont environ deux fois plus élevés que les coûts d’utilisation du diesel. Cependant, la
différence se réduit avec le temps; la solution liée à l’hydrogène pourrait commencer à générer des
économies nettes dans une dizaine d’années, en fonction des coûts futurs du diesel et de l’électricité. Les
réductions d’émissions polluantes connexes devraient atteindre entre 4 000 et 6 000 tonnes par an, sur la
base d’une évaluation du cycle de vie des options d’approvisionnement en hydrogène pour 10 unités.
Afin de comprendre comment la technologie de l’hydrogène sera mise en place par une compagnie de
chemin de fer de compétence fédérale, un examen du cadre réglementaire a été effectué. Celui-ci
comprenait les règles et les règlements applicables promulgués en vertu des lois fédérales, ainsi que les
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codes et les normes auxquels les autres autorités compétentes font référence. Des modifications aux
opérations ont également été envisagées, ce qui nécessiterait de nouveaux processus et une nouvelle
formation visant le personnel.
Au cours de l’analyse, aucun obstacle pratique à la conception et au déploiement d’une locomotive de
manœuvre alimentée par une pile à hydrogène au Canada n’a pu être décelé sur le plan technique,
réglementaire ou opérationnel. Le moment semble bien choisi pour envisager une démonstration pilote.

RÉSUMÉ DES RECOMMANDATIONS
L’évaluation détaillée présentée dans ce rapport sous-entend qu’une initiative visant à convertir une
locomotive diesel en une locomotive à pile à hydrogène pourrait être planifiée en toute confiance afin
d’effectuer la démonstration du prototype dans une gare de triage (et éventuellement dans un service de
manœuvre-ligne). L’équipe du projet a élaboré une série de recommandations détaillées à l’intention du
gouvernement, qui sont résumées ci-dessous :
1. Établir un partenariat avec l’industrie
La commercialisation de la technologie des locomotives à émissions zéro devrait être l’objectif.
Cela nécessite une codirection avec l’industrie afin de s’assurer que le processus d’innovation est
adapté aux besoins du marché.
2. Traiter l’initiative comme un programme
L’innovation est un processus d’apprentissage et de découverte, ce qui implique une certaine part
d’essais et d’erreurs. Il ne suffit pas de démontrer que la technologie peut fonctionner. Un
programme complet à long terme est nécessaire pour concrétiser le potentiel de mise à l’échelle
commerciale.
3. Faire participer les principaux intervenants
L’avancement de ce concept concernera de nombreux intervenants. Pour réussir, il est souvent
essentiel de repérer et de faire participer cette communauté d’intérêts dès le début.
4. Examiner les possibilités d’améliorer la conception de la locomotive de référence
La conversion d’une vieille locomotive est l’occasion d’améliorer certains aspects de ses
performances globales et d’attirer les exploitants, ce qui encourage une utilisation fréquente et
un apprentissage accru.
5. Intégrer la planification des communications
La transmission régulière de rapports d’avancement aux intervenants renforcera la pertinence
des travaux et favorisera le maintien du soutien à l’initiative.
6. Célébrer l’initiative et ses résultats
Il faut être fier des enseignements et des découvertes qui ressortent des démonstrations et des
essais pilotes, mais la valeur marchande doit rester l’objectif pragmatique de l’initiative.
7. Établir des chaînes d’approvisionnement en hydrogène à faible teneur en carbone
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Le déploiement du prototype pourrait contribuer à soutenir des chaînes locales
d’approvisionnement en hydrogène. Le cas échéant, l’établissement de chaînes
d’approvisionnement en hydrogène à faible teneur en carbone pourrait compléter l’initiative.
En complément des recommandations, un ensemble de mesures à envisager dans un ordre précis est
également inclus dans ce rapport. Ces mesures, qui constituent une feuille de route pour les prochaines
phases logiques des travaux, mettent l’accent sur la conception technique complète de la locomotiveconcept (phase 2), puis sur la mise en œuvre de la conversion prévue (phase 3).
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INTRODUCTION

What this report is about
This report presents the outputs of a series of activities involving research, concept-level engineering
design, systems modelling and consultation with experts on railway systems. These activities were
conducted by the Project Team according to a work plan under contract to Environment & Climate Change
Canada. The objective of the undertaking, hereafter referred to as The Project, was to assess the design,
deployment characteristics and requirements of a hydrogen fuel cell-powered switcher locomotive
operating within a railyard environment with supporting refuelling infrastructure.
The work plan consisted of eight distinct areas of focus, as follows:
Activity A: Assessment of hydrogen fuel cell technology for rail primer movers
Literature review, analysis and stakeholder consultation to identify drivers of interest in
hydrogen systems in railway applications, worldwide, and design trends, as well as an
assessment of the state of the technology for freight service.
Activity B: Identification of a representative and typically used switcher locomotive
Assessment of switcher locomotives in service in Canada to identify a model suitable to
serve as a reference on which to conceptualize a conversion from diesel to hydrogen power
systems.
Activity C: High level design and deployment characteristics as well as estimated cost of conversion
Based on an analysis of the power output requirements of the reference locomotive, a
conceptual integration and packaging of hydrogen and battery subsystems and components
is developed, including a high-level estimate of the costs of implementing the design.
Activity D: Overview of refuelling infrastructure options
To support the concept locomotive design, prospective hydrogen supply and dispensing
solutions are considered and assessed, and additional uses of the hydrogen infrastructure
on-site are scoped.
Activity E: Estimated air quality, GHG and economic impacts
The operational impacts of the concept locomotive functioning as a single unit and as a fleet
of ten units in a railyard are examined to estimate the changes in emissions and operating
expenses, relative to the diesel reference.
Activity F: Overview of codes, standards and regulations
Review of the regulatory framework under which railway companies in Canada operate to
assess the pathway to deployment of hydrogen systems within a railyard environment.
Activity G: Impact on railway operations
Exploration of the operational prerequisites to deployment of hydrogen systems in a
railyard environment, including procedures, maintenance personnel training and
certifications.
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Activity H: Recommendations to advance project
Framing and actions to consider in advancing this initiative from a technical feasibility
assessment to a practical innovation initiative.
The activities were carried out by the Project Team in the spirit of objective discovery. This undertaking
and this report do not represent advocacy on the team’s behalf for the use of hydrogen systems to power
freight rail transport. Any perceived bias is unintentional, and likely owes to the framing of the question:
“How could a switcher locomotive be practically powered by hydrogen?” as opposed to “Why shouldn’t a
switcher locomotive be practically powered by hydrogen?”
The Project Team consists of experts in the areas of railway systems and operations, as well as hydrogen
technologies and infrastructure, represented by Change Energy Services (the project lead), CAD Railway
Industries, Hydrogenics (a Cummins company) and Telligence Group.

How this report is organized
This report is structured as a series of sub-reports, each of which maps to one of the corresponding work
plan activities listed above. Labelled A through H, each of these sub-reports constitutes a section of the
overall report. In some cases, these sections are further segmented into distinct parts and may have their
own appendices, relevant to the area of focus. Generally, the findings and outputs of one section inform
the analysis in the section that follows. In this way, the report builds to the final section, in which the
recommendations of the Project Team are presented.
Conceptually, the overall assessment reported herein, pertaining to the design, deployment
characteristics and requirements of a hydrogen fuel cell-powered switcher locomotive, can be considered
“Phase 1” of a longer-term initiative. Follow-on phases of this initiative are expected to include detailed
engineering work to plan out the conversion of a switcher locomotive (Phase 2), as well as the actual
implementation of the conversion plan (Phase 3), which includes preparations for the launch of a pilot to
demonstrate the vehicle and supporting equipment in actual switcher service.

Project Background
Switcher locomotives perform a vital function in railway operations. They are used to make up complete
trains departing a railyard and to disassemble trains upon arrival. Relative to locomotives hauling trains
across mainlines, the total diesel fuel consumed and the emissions produced by switcher locomotives is
relatively small. However, they operate continuously within a railyard, constituting a concentrated,
persistent source of criteria air contaminants. These emissions are a threat to the respiratory health of
railyard personnel, as well as people in local communities and within the regional airshed. Hence, switcher
locomotives can generate an environmental health impact that is disproportionately high compared to
mainline locomotives. Moreover, switcher locomotives are often older units that have been retired from
mainline service and are not equipped with advanced emissions controls. The local deposition of diesel
emissions can also make railyards a hazardous environment.
This project will assess the potential for replacing diesel fuel with hydrogen onboard a common switcher
locomotive and using hydrogen fuel cells as the prime mover instead of an internal combustion engine,
to electrically power the unit. If shown to be technically feasible and economically practicable, the
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conversion of existing diesel-powered switcher locomotives to hydrogen fuel cell-based power systems
could eliminate emissions of criteria air contaminants, as well as greenhouse gases, and contribute to the
health and safety of railyards as an industrial work environment, and of local communities.
Commercial deployment of hydrogen fuel cell-powered locomotives is already underway. Alstom and
Canada-based Hydrogenics have introduced two Coradia iLint hydrogen-electric passenger trains into
service in Germany. However, there have been very few applications of hydrogen powered railway
locomotives (“hydrail”) to freight, and these examples are limited to single unit demonstration projects,
many years ago.

Policy Context
The Government of Canada is committed to tackling climate change and leading the transformation
towards a low-carbon economy. In December 2016, the Government of Canada adopted the PanCanadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change, which is a plan to grow the economy, reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and build resilience to the impacts of a changing climate. The plan reflects
Canada’s international commitments to reduce Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions to 30 per cent below
2005 levels by 2030, and is built on four pillars: pricing carbon pollution; taking action to reduce emissions
in each sector of the economy; adapting to climate change; and supporting clean technologies, innovation
and jobs.
This project is relevant to each of the four pillars, but it is believed to be most relevant to supporting clean
technologies, innovation and jobs. In addition to the potential to convert existing diesel-powered switcher
locomotives to hydrogen, the learnings from this project could also inform and support the development
of entirely new models of hydrogen locomotives in railyard service that are zero-emission and fullyelectric; eventually, even mainline locomotive models could be developed to operate on hydrogen fuel
cell-based prime movers. Additionally, the introduction of hydrogen infrastructure into railyards could
support broader use of clean hydrogen in other, local transportation applications. This allows the railway
sector to contribute and participate in clean technologies, innovations and new job growth.
The project is also relevant to reducing emissions in each sector of the economy. Canada’s rail industry
accounts for 4 per cent of Canada’s transportation GHG emissions; roughly 6.8 Mt, and the sector’s share
of transportation emissions has fluctuated between 4 per cent and 5 per cent between 2005 and 2016.
While the sector has positively improved its emissions intensity, absolute emissions from the sector
continue to grow in contrast to Canada’s climate commitments. The contribution to these emissions from
switcher locomotives (versus mainline locomotives, for example) is roughly 2.9 per cent, and it is known
that in 2016 there were 179 road switchers/shunters in use in all Class 1 railways. Again, this contribution
may be small, but the experience gained from operating switcher locomotives in railyards can potentially
transfer to other locomotives and modes of operation, scaling up the emissions reduction impact.
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SECTION A
ASSESSMENT OF HYDROGEN FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY FOR RAIL PRIMER MOVERS
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SECTION A ASSESSMENT REPORT

Activity A within the project work plan is composed of three distinct elements of research and analysis
that have been conducted by the project team:
i.

ii.
iii.

research literature on existing and planned applications of hydrogen and fuel cell technology in
rail prime move applications, worldwide, the output of which is a catalogue of initiatives
(appendix A);
a study of the literature for market trends in the selection and specification of technologies
applied, the output of which is a technical brief (appendix B); and
identification of organizations and individuals with an interest in the deployment of hydrogen
systems in Canada’s freight railway sector, providing insight into the perspectives of the industry,
the output of which comprises a stakeholder registry and brief report (appendix C).

This assessment report summarizes the key findings of the research and analysis.
Based on the research, there are approximately a dozen hydrogen fuel cell-powered railway vehicles
currently in commercial operation or pre-commercial trials around the world. Toward the lighter-duty end
of the railway vehicle spectrum, these deployments are all designed for passenger service, configured as
either regional trains, trams or trolleys. Based on the announced orders for new trains and their delivery
schedules, as well as planned conversions of existing trains to hydrogen power, there could be another
two to three dozen fuel cell-electric trains introduced into service by the end of 2022. Most of these trains
will accommodate 50-150 passengers (seated and standing) or more.
Most of the currently operating hydrogen-powered trains use fuel cells provided Ballard Power Systems
(in North Vancouver) and Hydrogenics (in Mississauga). The fuel cell stack configurations tend to have
rated power outputs ranging from approximately 200 kW to 400 kW. Lithium-Ion battery packs are also
commonly used to supplement peak power output during acceleration, and to recoup a portion of the
braking energy during deceleration. In one regional train application, the Li-Ion battery pack can store
more than 100 kWh of energy, and dispatch power at more than 400 kW for limited periods of time,
effectively doubling the power output capacity for propulsion.
Onboard hydrogen storage solutions involve a number of composite cylinders pressurized to 350 bar (i.e.,
5,000 psig), which is common for heavy-duty vehicles, such as transit buses, and provides sufficient
operating range for once-daily refuelling. The hydrogen dispensing systems, to date, have been relatively
low volume, which is consistent with the current level of demand. Hydrogen appears to be most often
delivered to the dispensing site via over-the-road trucks hauling hydrogen tube trailers from established
industrial gas suppliers.
Certification of compliance with codes and standards does not appear to have been a barrier to current
commercial or planned operation of hydrogen fuel cell-powered passenger trains and trams. As well,
government involvement is a consistent aspect of the hydrogen railway initiatives researched. The
motivation that underlies current and planned deployments is to advance environmental policy in terms
of air pollution and climate change, and to support technology commercialization. Relative to traditional
electrification of locomotive propulsion using catenaries or third rails, hydrogen fuel cell systems are cited
as more cost-effective in many applications.
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The identified deployments of
hydrogen fuel cell-powered
trains tend to be in
applications that can be
considered gentle compared
to conditions typical of North
American freight railways.
That is, the operations appear
to be on passenger-quality
tracks and may not be subject
to the longitudinal shock of
freight car shunting or from
jointed track. Therefore, while
the Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) of hydrogen
technologies in light-rail
NASA Technology Readiness Levels. https://www.researchgate.net/figure/NASA-TechnologyReadiness-Levels-Source-27_fig1_330508248 [accessed 4-March-2020]
passenger applications has
been clearly qualified through
testing and demonstration – in other words, TRL 7-8 – the TRL for North American freight sector
applications is lower.
Only one locomotive identified in the research was developed for potential use in North American railway
operations: the BNSF 1205 shunter prototype, first tested in 2008 and later removed from service. The
experience of that demonstration suggests a TRL of 6-7.
Yet technologies that are proven can still be difficult to integrate into normal operations. Time is needed
for shakedown trials to reveal modes
of failure, which then must be
corrected through modification or
redesign. Crews operating a new
locomotive model must be selected
and prepared to manage through
unexpected developments, as this is
how the technology is learned. Even
after a technical demonstration
period is successfully completed, the
market may not have the capacity to
immediately absorb the new
product at an operational or
personnel level. In other words,
commercial readiness can often lag
technology readiness, especially
where large, critical pieces of
industrial equipment are concerned.
Technology Readiness Level relating to Commercial Readiness Index. Source:
Indeed, commercial viability is not
Technology Readiness Levels for Renewable Energy Sectors, Australian
only a concern of innovative,
Renewable Energy Agency. 2014.
hydrogen-based systems; even
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diesel-powered locomotives newly acquired by railways may be subject to months of testing,
troubleshooting and training of crew and maintenance teams before they are considered ready for regular
operation.
Therefore, based on the research of available literature and consultation with experts and industry
stakeholders, it is the judgement of the project team that hydrogen fuel cell technology for rail prime
movers can be considered TRL 7-8 for most commuter applications and TRL 6-7 for freight sector switcher
locomotive applications. This means that the time is right to start considering the prospect of commercial
trials at a small scale. A “5D” innovation process1 is proposed, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define the application
Design the concept
Develop the prototype
Demonstrate its use
Deploy into commercial service

This project is concerned with above stages 1 and 2 and laying the track for stages 3 and 4 to follow.

1
Eggleton, P.L., Oliver, R., Riemer S., Hydrail Deployment in Canada – Defining the Prerequisites, TP15389E Prepared for Transportation
Development Centre, Transport Canada, April 2018
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SECTION APPENDIX A – CATALOGUE OF HYDROGEN FUEL CELL-POWERED RAIL PRIME MOVERS
Alstom Coradia iLint
Two Coradia iLint trains entered revenue service
on the Buxtehude-Bremervörde-BremerhavenCuxhaven
line,
operated
by
Landesnahverkehrsgesellschaft Niedersachsen
(LNVG) and Eisenbahnen und Verkehrsbetriebe
Elbe-Weser (EVB), in Lower Saxony, Germany, in
September 2018. An additional 14 iLint trains are
expected to enter service by 2021. The current
trains are supported by a mobile hydrogen
refuelling station, but a stationary system is to
be built by 2021.
In 2019, Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund, the
transit network serving the Frankfurt RhineMain region, ordered 27 iLint trains, to be
delivered by December 2022. Operated by MainVerkehrsverbund (RMV), the trains will run on
the RB11 Frankfurt-Höchst – Bad Soden, RB12
Frankfurt – Königstein, RB15 Frankfurt – Bad
Homburg – Brandoberndorf and RB16
Friedrichsdorf – Friedberg routes.
ProRail in The Netherlands is conducting nighttime testing of an iLint on the Groningen – Leeuwarden line
during February-March 2020.
Specifications
Peak propulsion power: 540 kW
Range between refuelling: 800 km
Top speed: 140 km/h
Capacity: 150 passengers
Fuel consumption: 0.25 kg·H2/km
Hydrogen fuel cell power generators (prime mover)




Manufacturer: Hydrogenics
Model/configuration: HD 50 x 8 units
400 kW output (i.e., each unit 51 kW continuous
output, 0 – 450 ADC, 108 – 220 VDC)

Refuelling solution


Delivered hydrogen to mobile dispensing stations,
designed to 2 tons per day at 350 bar.
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Hydrogen storage onboard






Manufacturer: Hexagon Xperion
Model/configuration: Type 4 composite highpressure tanks
full carbon fiber
H2 pressure up to 950 bar
2 tanks at 350 bar contain 90 kg each

Li-Ion battery system







Manufacturer: AKASOL
Model/configuration: 3P AKASYSTEM 18 AKM, liquidcooled (number of units unknown…assumed 2 units,
paired)
111 kWh at nominal voltage of 800 volts
221 kW average output, 450 kW peak output for 40
seconds
<30% recuperation of traction energy used

Certifications








Certification of pressure vessels in accordance with
EC 79/2009
Certification of overall system in accordance with
2014/68/EU (PED)
Validation of structural safety (frame/vessels/piping)
by S&V-test in accordance with EN 61373
Certification of railway conditions (Environment,
EMC, Fire Safety)
Fire safety -EN 45545-2
Environment - EN 50125/IEC 60077
EMC -EN 50121-3-2

Information sources








Wikimedia Commons; ILint 654 602 Vorführfahrt
Sandkrug.jpg
James Varney/Alstom presentation APTA Rail
Conference; Coradia iLint – Hydrogen Fuel Cell Train.
2019
Alstom corporate website; https://www.alstom.com/our-solutions/rolling-stock/coradia-ilintworlds-1st-hydrogen-powered-train
AKASOL corporate website; https://www.akasol.com/en/reference-coradia-ilint
Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking; https://shift2rail.org/
RailTech.com. https://www.railtech.com/rolling-stock/2020/02/28/hydrogen-train-on-testtracks-in-netherlands/
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China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC) Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs)
CRRC launched a trial of seven hydrogen fuel cell
powered tram models in 2016 in the coastal city of
Qingdao, China, on an 8 km line with 12 stops. The trains
were reported as operating at 70 km/h and carrying 285
– 380 passengers.
In 2017, CRRC Tangshan Railway Vehicle Company (TRC)
commenced passenger service in one newly developed
hydrogen fuel cell-powered, low-floor tram on the
Chinese Railway Headstream Tour tram line in Tangshan
City, Hebei Province, serving 4 stations on a 14 km line.
The refuelling station is rated as having a 100-kg
capacity.
Specifications (Tangshan line tram)
Peak propulsion power: Unknown
Range between refuelling: 40 km
Top speed: 70 km/h
Capacity: 366 passengers (66 seated)
Fuel consumption: 0.3 kg·H2/km
Hydrogen fuel cell power generators (prime mover)




Manufacturer: Ballard Power Systems
Model/configuration: FCveloCity® 100 kW x 2 units
200 kW output

Refuelling solution


Li-Ion battery system

Rated as having a 100-kg capacity.

Hydrogen storage onboard


12 kg at 350 bar





2 units x 20 kWh
373 kW output
Supplemented by supercapacitors, 2 x 45
Farads

CRRC is deploying eight hydrogen fuel cell-powered
trams to operate on the Gaoming line on the west bank
of the Xijiang river in Foshan, China. The entire line,
when completed, will have 20 stops along 17 km. The
trams being tested are three-section, low floor vehicles.
The first of the trams entered official service in
December 2019.
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Specifications (Gaoming line trams)
Peak propulsion power: Unknown; Ballard FCveloCity® fuel cell technology
Range between refuelling: 100 km
Top speed: 70 km/h
Capacity: 285 passengers
Fuel storage: 6 hydrogen tanks, 350 bar

Information sources






https://www.railwaygazette.com/qingdao-opens-fuel-cell-tram-route/42177.article
https://www.railjournal.com/passenger/light-rail/crrc-tangshan-trials-new-hydrogen-fuelledtram/
https://www.crrcgc.cc/en/g7389/s13996/t288848.aspx
CRRC Qingdao Sifang Co. presentation at Metrolinx Hydrail Symposium, Toronto, 2017
Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking; https://shift2rail.org/
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Alstom Conversion of EMUs
A program of converting old electric multiple unit (EMU) passenger trains in the United Kingdom was
announced in 2018. The vehicles to be converted are Class 321 four-car EMUs built approximately 30 years
ago, currently operated by Eversholt Rail Group for Network Rail in the U.K. Alstom was selected to
implement the conversion. A design was publicly revealed in 2019. Approximately 100 trains are
contemplated in the conversion program, with the first entering operation as early as 2021.
Specifications
Range between refuelling: 1,000 km
Top speed: 140 km/h
Information sources


Fuel Cell & Hydrogen Energy Association,
http://www.fchea.org/intransition/2019/9/23/hydrogenpowered-train-blog-update

Stadler hydrogen multiple units for Zillertalbahn, Austria
Zillertalbahn awarded a contract to Stadler in 2018 for the supply of five hydrogen fuel cell-powered
passenger trains. Each trainset is 75 m long with four-cars. The line of operation is 32 km, serving an
important tourism function in the region. Delivery is expected in 2022.
Specifications
The fuelling solution is to involve hydrogen
production via electrolysis, powered by local
hydroelectricity, and transported to the dispensing
station via over-the-road trucking of tube trailers.
Capacity: 452 passengers
Information sources


International Railway Journal, https://www.railjournal.com/fleet/zillertalbahn-hydrogen-traindesign-revealed/
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Stadler FLIRT H2
In November 2019, Stadler received a contract to supply one hydrogen-powered train, based on its FLIRT
model (Fast Light Intercity Regional Train), to the San Bernardino County Transportation Authority
(SBCTA). The contract includes an option for the SBCTA to order four more in the future, pending
evaluation in-service. Passenger service is scheduled to commence in 2024 as part of the Redlands
Passenger Rail Project: a 14 km connector
line between Redlands and San
Bernardino’s Metrolink station. The
configuration is expected to comprise two
cars with a power back in between,
containing the fuel cells and hydrogen
tanks.
Specifications
Top speed: 130 km/h
Capacity: 108 passengers
Information sources


Stadler corporate website, https://www.stadlerrail.com/en/media/article/green-tech-for-the-usstadler-signs-first-ever-contractfor-hydrogen-powered-train/649/

Vivarail
English rolling stock manufacturer,
Vivarail, announced a hydrail passenger
train development initiative in partnership
with Arcola Energy, an engineering
services firm specializing in hydrogen
supply and fuel cell systems. The
announced concept will be based on
Vivarail’s Class 230 model and consist of
four cars: two battery-driving motor cars
and two intermediate cars housing the
fuel cells and hydrogen tanks. Development work is scheduled begin in 2020.
Information sources


Vivarail corporate website, https://vivarail.co.uk/vivarail-and-arcola-announce-partnership-tobring-emission-free-trains-to-the-uk/
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HydroFLEX (converted Class 319 EMU)
The University of Birmingham’s Centre for Railway Research and Education (BCRRE) and rolling stock
solutions provider Porterbrook demonstrated a Class 319 passenger train to hydrogen fuel cell-power in
2019. Considered a proof-of-concept initiative,
the HydroFLEX has been approved for mainline
railway tests throughout 2020 on the Cotswold
line in England and the Alloa line in Scotland. The
HydroFLEX is also operable via power supplied
from a 750 VDC third rail or a 25 kV overhead line,
transitioning between onboard hydrogen power
and external power supply (i.e., originally a dual
voltage AC/DC train, now a “tri-mode” variant).
Specifications
Hydrogen fuel cell power generators (prime mover)



Manufacturer: Ballard Power Systems
Model/configuration: FCveloCity-HD fuel cells, 100 kW output

Refuelling solution


Delivered hydrogen to mobile dispensing stations, designed to 2 tons per day at 350 bar.

Hydrogen storage onboard


Manufacturer: Luxfer, 20 kg at 8.5 bar, sufficient for 3 hours of typical operation

Battery system


Manufacturer: Denchi Group

Information sources




Railway Technology. https://www.railway-technology.com/projects/hydroflex-hydrogen-train/
BBC. Next stop, hydrogen-powered trains. https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200227-howhydrogen-powered-trains-can-tackle-climate-change
University of Birmingham. https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/spotlights/hydrogenpowered-train.aspx
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BNSF 1205 shunter locomotive
BNSF Railway Company and Vehicle Projects LLC
converted a Railpower model GG20B (i.e., a “Green
Goat”) switcher locomotive (itself originally a
converted EMD GP9), substituting its original
diesel-battery hybrid propulsion system with
hydrogen fuel cell-based prime mover as an
experimental unit. The unit was demonstrated for
approximately three months, beginning in 2009, in
railyard service in Commerce, California, until a
mechanical failure unrelated to the fuel cells forced
a shutdown. Due to a lack of funding for repair and
program support, the locomotive was removed
from service and later dismantled.
The battery system of the Green Goat was used
and the hydrogen powerplant and onboard
hydrogen storage was based on a Mercedes-Benz
Citaro FuelCELL-Hydrid bus. The converted unit
was light, requiring ballast in the form of a 9,000 kg
steel plate in the undercarriage bay.
Specifications
Peak propulsion power: 1.5 MW / 2,000 hp traction, 600 VDC to traction motors from battery pack
Range between refuelling: 8-16 hours
Capacity: 200 – 1,800 tons
Fuel consumption: 5.6 kg·H2/hr
Hydrogen fuel cell power generators




Manufacturer: Ballard
Model/configuration: P5 stacks
240 kW output with transient surges in
excess 1 MW

Hydrogen storage onboard




Manufacturer: Dyntek
Model/configuration: 2 hydrogen storage modules, each consisting of 7 carbon fiber/aluminum
tanks that collectively store approximately 35 kg of compressed hydrogen
Total onboard H2 storage 70 kg at 350 bar

Information sources




Arnold Miller/Vehicle Projects presentation to Statewide Railyard Agreement Technology
Symposium. Fuel Cell Locomotives for Zero-Emissions Urban Rail. 2007
United States Patent No.: US 8,117,969 B1; Miller et al. Feb. 21, 2012
Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking; https://shift2rail.org/
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ÖBB hydrogen shunter, Austria
Austrian Federal Railways presented an ÖBB Class
1063 shunter locomotive retrofitted to operate via
onboard fuel cells or power from a catenary
overhead. The fuel cells can collectively generate
800 kW. Trials were to follow the presentation,
informing long-term decisions on retrofitting the
railway’s fleet of 47 class 1063 locomotives.
Information sources


International Railway Journal, 2017. https://www.railjournal.com/locomotives/bb-presentsprototype-hydrogen-powered-shunter/

Oranjestad Streetcars
Four hydrogen fuel cell-powered streetcars operate on
a tramway loop in the capital city of Aruba, Oranjestad:
2 single decker and 2 open-top double decker “heritage
style” cars. The tram operator is Arubus and the
streetcars were built by TIG/m LLC. The powertrain
includes Li-Ion batteries for acceleration power and for
recuperating braking energy. The streetcars consume 4
kg of hydrogen per day.
Information sources



Tramways & Urban Transit. Fuel cell tram evolution. 2017. http://www.tautonline.com/fuel-celltram-evolution/
Wikipedia. Trams in Oranjestad. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trams_in_Oranjestad

Fuel cell tram testing in St. Petersburg
A single-section LM-68M2 tram was retrofitted with
hydrogen fuel cells for propulsion and tested in 2019
by operator Gorelektrotrans and the Central Research
Institute of Electrical & Marine Technology. The fuel
cell stacks, the hydrogen tanks and eight seats for
operators comprise the interior. The tram’s top speed
was set at 10 km/h. Following the test, the tram was
to be restored to conventional operation and placed
back in regular service.
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Information sources


Metro Report International, 2019. https://www.railwaygazette.com/modes/st-petersburg-testshydrogen-tram/55096.article

Siemens Mireo Plus H
Siemens and Ballard Power Systems are collaborating on a new variant to the established series of Mireo
EMU passenger train models. It is expected to use HD 8 “next gen” fuel cells with Type IV hydrogen storage
cylinders onboard. Two configurations have been described: 2-car trainset with 120 seats and 800 km
range, and a 3-car trainset with 165 seats and 800 – 1,000 km range (between refills).
Information sources


Shift2Rail workshop, 2019. https://shift2rail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/FCHHydrogenTrain-Study-Workshop.pdf

Hyundai Rotem & Hyundai Motor
In 2019 Hyundai Motor and its locomotive division, Hyundai Rotem, announced the co-development of
hydrogen fuel cell-powered passenger train, with an expected range of 200 km and a top speed of 70
km/h. There are reports of prototype testing to commence in 2020.
Information sources



The Korea Herald. http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20190610000620
Metro Report International. https://www.railwaygazette.com/technology-data-andbusiness/hyundai-rotem-to-develop-hydrogen-fuel-cell-tram/48706.article

East Japan Railway Co.
The East Japan Railway Co. has announced a plan to test new hydrogen-powered passenger trains,
beginning in 2021. Expected as a two-car EMU setup for test runs, the stated goal is to commercialize the
design by 2024. The system is to have a top speed of 100 km/h and are range of 140 km for each tank of
hydrogen onboard.
Information sources



Fuel Cell & Hydrogen Association. http://www.fchea.org/in-transition/2019/9/23/hydrogenpowered-train-blog-update
The Japan Times. https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/06/05/business/corporatebusiness/jr-east-test-hydrogen-fuel-cell-trains/#.XlwLMUBFzZu
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Defunct initiatives identified but not further researched:




FEVE H2-Series 3400, Spain.
http://www.interempresas.net/Equipamiento_Municipal/Articulos/60557-El-Fabiolo-a-puntode-empezar-su-segunda-andadura.html
NEEC prototype locomotive, China.
https://hydrail.appstate.edu/sites/hydrail.appstate.edu/files/8-0_Chen.pdf
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SECTION APPENDIX B – TECHNICAL BRIEF ON HYDROGEN SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
IN RAILWAY APPLICATIONS

Trends emerging from review of current and planned deployments of hydrogen fuel cell-powered rail
prime movers are listed as follows.










Most deployments are in regional or light rail passenger service. The duty-cycles demand onboard
hydrogen storage sufficient for ranges of several dozen to several hundred kilometres between
refuelling.
Nearly all deployments use hydrogen fuel cell power plants supplied by Ballard Power Systems
and Hydrogenics, in configurations ranging from 200 kW to 400 kW.
Li-Ion battery packs are an integral component for managing peak power loads and storing
braking energy. The combined power output of the fuel cells and the batteries is applied during
period of high acceleration. The energy storage capacity of onboard battery packs can be up to
100 kWh or more, with transient power dispatch that can match or exceed that of the fuel cell
power plant.
Hydrogen is commonly stored onboard in gaseous form at 350 bar in composite cylinders. This
pressure level tends to be a common design choice for heavy-duty vehicles, such as transit buses,
delivery trucks and vocational vehicles that return to base daily. An alternative would be 700 bar,
which is an automotive standard that could be considered for locomotives. It would roughly
double the hydrogen stored in the same volume onboard, thus increasing operating range and
up-time. However, pressurizing to 700 bar would also increase the cost of refuelling dramatically.
More energy is required to pressurize the gas. As well, pre-chilling of the hydrogen is needed to
enable rapid dispensing. This is to compensate for a temperature increase that would otherwise
occur in the gas upon a rapid pressure drop. Therefore, 350 bar is a preferred option when the
space exists to make it practical. Storage amounts vary by application, ranging up to 200 kg.
The DC power output from the fuel cells and the batteries is often converted to AC through
inverters for use by AC traction motors and onboard systems.
Most refuelling solutions rely on delivered hydrogen with nominal on-site storage and 350 bar
compression with mobile / temporary dispensing (to support early-stage trials).
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SECTION APPENDIX C – STAKEHOLDER REGISTRY, IDENTIFIED DRIVERS AND BARRIERS TO
HYDROGEN SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

In the course of this project, the following representatives of industry were approached for their insight
and sector expertise. The Project Team is grateful for their contributions to the research and analyses.















Emily Cosburn, Manager, Environmental Management, Metrolinx
Chantale Després, CN Sustainability Director, CN Rail
Robert Eager, NBM railways
Robert Gaudet, Directeur conformité et SSE chez Exo – Réseau de transport métropolitain
Spencer Grecco, System Safety Specialist, Metrolinx
Michael Gullo, Senior Director of Policy and Public Affairs, Railway Association of Canada
David Huck, Manager, Sustainability and Environment Systems, CP Rail
Murray MacBeth, Chief Mechanical Officer, West Region Canada, Genesee & Wyoming Inc.
(GWRR)
Thomas Rolland, exo
Enrique Rosales, Manager, Policy Development and Research, Railway Association of Canada
Ben Chursinoff, Policy Analyst and Program Coordinator, Railway Association of Canada
Bruno Soto, Superintendent, BNSF Railway
Laszlo Czihaly, Chief Mechanical Officer, SRY Rail Link
Kyle Mulligan, Chief Engineer, CP Rail

Interest in hydrogen systems for use in railway applications is driven mainly by environmental concerns.
Pursuing opportunities to reduce or eliminate the emissions-intensity of locomotives in Canada could
contribute to fulfilling commitments industry has made to sustainable development. As well, technology
innovation is consistent with joint actions scoped under the Memorandum of Understanding Between
Transport Canada and the Railway Association of Canada for Reducing Locomotive Emissions (20182022).2 Moreover, industry investors are increasingly demanding that assessments of enterprise risk, in
the context of carbon mitigation policies and climate change, be reported. In some cases, investors require
evidence that companies have decarbonization strategies under development. Lastly, a growing interest
in sustainability is evident among a new generation of employees, and this is becoming a factor in
recruitment. Similarly, the communities in which railway companies operate are becoming less tolerant
of emissions contributing to air pollution and climate change, demanding evidence that transitions to
cleaner energy systems are underway.
Barriers to the deployment of hydrogen systems are less defined. Generally, apprehensions are associated
with broad uncertainties about the cost and complexity of operating hydrogen systems, the accessibility
and reliability of hydrogen supply and certified personnel, and the absence of guidance on how to
incorporate hydrogen systems into the safety procedures of the railway. Above all, the question of
whether the technology is suited to the rigours of the railyard work must be answered.

2

Railway Association of Canada. News release: Fourth Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed between the Railway Association of Canada
and the Federal Government for Reducing Locomotive Emissions. 2019. https://www.railcan.ca/news/fourth-memorandum-of-understandingmou-signed-between-the-railway-association-of-canada-and-the-federal-government-for-reducing-locomotive-emissions/
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SECTION B
IDENTIFICATION OF A REPRESENTATIVE AND TYPICALLY USED SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVE
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SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT

Activity B within the project work plan is composed of four distinct elements of research and analysis that
have been conducted by the project team:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

develop a profile of the current fleet of freight switcher locomotives operating in Canada;
selection of a reference locomotive on which to base the conceptual conversion from diesel to
hydrogen-based power;
validation of selection by stakeholders; and
selection of a representative duty-cycle on which to base the conceptual design.

This report presents the findings of the research and analyses, as follows.
a) Composition of the current Canadian freight switcher locomotive fleet
The freight yard and road switcher locomotive fleet in Canada is generally composed of older units,
built between the 1950s and 1980s. Built prior to the introduction of US-EPA emissions standards,
these older locomotives are among the higher-emitting stock currently in-service. Rated engine
power tends not to exceed 2,000 hp and most are built with 4-axel design, facilitating a tighter turn
radius. More than 540 active locomotives in Canada align with these characteristics, many of which
are used in applications beyond just railyard switching.
b) Make, model, year and engine Tiers most representative on which to base the conceptual design
work, including a typical duty-cycle
The analysis conducted by the project team led to the GP38-2 as the recommended reference model
for the conversion study. Manufactured in 1970s and 80s by General Motors – Electro-Motive
Division (EMD) in the U.S. and General Motors Diesel (GMD) in Canada – it is widely used among
Class 1 Railways throughout North America. Approximately 2,000 are estimated to be in-service,
working in yard and road switcher applications, as well as line-haul work. Some units have been
upgraded with Tier 0+ emissions kits, but most operate as originally constructed, prior to the
emissions regulatory regime beginning in the 2000s. The most recently revised duty cycle for
switcher operations, as provide by the Railway Association of Canada, will be used as the reference
for establishing the power and energy parameters of converted locomotive.
These findings are supported by the research and analyses summarized in the appendices that follow.
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SECTION APPENDIX A – PROFILE OF CURRENT FLEET OF FREIGHT SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVES
OPERATING IN CANADA

The Locomotive Emissions Monitoring Report 20173 (LEM Report) published in December 2019, represents
the most recent and comprehensive public reporting on the composition of locomotives operating in
Canada. Appendix B-2 of the report lists the units operating in freight yard switching and work train
applications, tabulated by original manufacturer and model, an image of which is presented below.

3

Railway Association of Canada. 2019. https://www.railcan.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2017_LEM_Report-1.pdf
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The overwhelming majority of
identified locomotives in switcher
and work train operations are
rated as 1,750 – 2,000
horsepower
and
were
manufactured prior to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
established emissions regulations
by engine Tier level. The fleet is
almost entirely composed of 4axle models, with the exception
of the SD38 and SD40 models
listed, which have 6-axles and
thus wider turning radii.

Locomotives by horsepower
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Generally, it appears that the prevalent features of switcher locomotives in Canada are power output
levels not exceeding 2,000 hp with 4-axle design. Moreover, the period of original manufacture can be as
long ago as the 1950s (more than 60 years) to as recent as the 1980s. A small number of selected units
have been fitted to comply with emissions regulations set at Tier 0+.
With an eye towards commercial adoption of a fuel cell switcher locomotive solution in the long-term, it
was decided that the scope of the assessment of the switcher fleet should incorporate the population of
locomotives that reflect the characteristics identified above, but may be found in Line-Haul and Road
Switcher service. Therefore, the LEM Report fleet data was scanned for all locomotives with up to 2,000
hp and 4-axle configurations. The number of locomotives by model type are presented in the table below.
Manufacturer
Model
Engine
Horsepower
Year Original Manufacture
Line-Haul Operations
Class 1
Regional
Short Line
Road Switchers
Class 1
Regional
Short Line
Yard Switching / Work
Class 1
Regioinal
Short Line
Sub-Totals

GM/EMD
SW 900
8V-567C
900
56-64

SW1200 SW 1200-RB SW 14
12V-567C 12V-645
12V-567
1200
1200
1400
56-62
56-62
1950

SW1500
12V-567
1500
66-74

MP15
16V-645
1500
1976

GMD-1
12V-645
1200
58-60

GMD-1
12V-645
1200 T0+
58-60

GP7
16V-567
1500
49-54
Re 80-88

GP9
16V-645
1750
50-60

GP9-RM
16V-645C
1800
55-68

GP9
16V-645C
1800
55-68

GP10
16V-567
1800
67-77

GP15
16V-645
1500
1970

GP20-ECO
8V-720
2000 T0+
2011

GP35-2
16V-645
2000
63-66

GP38
16V-645
2000
70-86

1
16
17

1

13
13

2
2

1

1
1

8
8

5
5

17

1

2
2

88
2
4
110

20

7
1
8

1

4

10

3
1

1
20

1

GP38 GP38-2-QEGGP38-2-QEG GP38-2
16V-645
16V-645
16V-645 16V-645E
2000 T0+ 2000 T0+
2000
2000
2012
2012
73-86
72-73

3
3

86

29

4

1

90

4
5

4

1
11
4

34

38

35

GP38-3
16V-645E
2000
72-86

MLW
RS-13
6V-251
900
59-60

RS-18
12V-251
1800
54-58

RS-23
16V-251
2000
1959-60

3

4

3

3

2

3

3
7

3

3

2

8
23

58

11

48

39

81

31

Examination of this data reveals some interesting features of the fleet:






the GP9, originally manufactured by GM and EMD and rated at 1750 hp and up, is the most
populous yard switcher in the Class 1 fleet;
variations of the GP38, originally manufactured by EMD and rated at 2,000 hp are most popular
as road switchers in Class 1 fleets, with some designated to line-haul and yard switcher duties;
most GP38 locomotives have had ‘modernization’ kits installed – an upgrade to microprocessorbased control systems;
the SW900 and SW1500 models, originally manufactured by GM and EMD, are the most popular
Short Line yard switcher locomotives; and
the GP20-ECO function almost exclusively as road switchers in Class 1 service.
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SECTION APPENDIX B – IDENTIFICATION OF A SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVE FOR CONVERSION

Drawing on the fleet analysis described in appendix A, as well as the input of industry experts, the
following three locomotive models were identified as the most promising candidates. They are wellknown, commonly used, reliable and versatile members of the North American locomotive population. It
is likely that any of these models could serve as a reference model for the study of a conceptual conversion
from diesel to hydrogen fuel cell-powered operation. To converge on the best option, a matrix-based
assessment was conducted, as follows.
The following three locomotives were considered.
GM/EMD Model GP-9 series
4-axle road switcher
original manufacture: 1954-1968
1750-1800 hp
L 56'2" x W 10'3" x H 15'
Class 1: 108 units
Regional & Short Line: 30 units

EMD Model GP-20-ECO
4-axle road switcher
original manufacture: 1959-1962;
ECO: 2000-2001 Tier 0+
2000 hp; L 56'2"
Class 1: 90 units
Regional & Short Line: 0 units

EMD Model GP-38 series (GP38-2/3)
4-axle road switcher
original manufacture: 1966-1986;
ECO: 2000-2012 Tier 0+
2000 hp
L 59'2" x W 10'4" x H 15'4”
Class 1: 195 units
Regional & Short Line: 42 units
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The general attributes considered most important when comparing these models were defined and
assigned a relative value: not applicable = 0, low = 1, medium = 2, high = 3. Each model was then assessed
on these attributes using the same scale of 0-3. The values were multiplied and summed to achieve a final
score, as shown in the following table.
Attributes
Prevalence
/
currency
Class 1 railways
Prevalence
/
currency
Regional & Short Lines
Modernized componentry
Space / Volume (conversion)
Versatility / Unfettered service
Future
commercial
scalability
(North American market)

Importance

GP9
Assessment

Score

2

2

4

1

2

3

6

1

2

2

0

0

2

2

2
2
3

1
2
1

2
4
3

2
2
1

4
4
3

2
2
3

4
4
9

2

1

2

1

2

2

4

Total

GP20-ECO
Assessment Score

17

15

GP38-2/3
Assessment
Score

29

This approach is a subjective exercise, and the output quantifications should be considered a reflection of
the project team’s attempt to minimize bias and fairly apply the assumptions to all candidate locomotive
models. The attributes are further described as follows:
Prevalence / Currency

This attribute encompasses the general popularity and population of the
model in the fleet, and its continued importance to ongoing operations.
This is assessed separately for Class 1 railways and regional/short lines.

Modernized componentry

A general assessment of the model’s preparedness for conversion to
current hydrogen and battery systems, considering the interface of
power electronics and control systems between the old and newly
integrated equipment, and the overall prevalence of modern design in
locomotive subsystems.

Space / Volume

Perception of area and volume available to fit new components (e.g., fuel
cell stacks, hydrogen in the space vacated by displaced engines, tanks,
etc. More space should enable a more flexible, less expensive conversion,
all else held equal.

Versatility / Unfettered

An evaluation of the versatility of the locomotive model across a range of
service environments and conditions. As well, the quality of model serve
in an “unfettered” capacity is considered (i.e., not restricted to specific
geographies or duty-cycles).

Commercial scalability

The prospects of the model, converted to hydrogen-fueled propulsion, to
be broadly adopted into commercial application in sufficient numbers to
justify a substantial program of manufacture and/or conversion. Put
simply, does the converted model have market appeal?
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This process of assessment and analysis identifies the EMD Model GP38 series (i.e., specifically, the GP382 and -3 variants) as the preferred reference switcher locomotive for conversion to hydrogen fuel cellpowered operation.
The GP38-2 is a popular model, used throughout North America. More than 2,200 were built, of which
some 2,000 are probably still in-service (of which more than 200 are in Canada). A hydrogen-powered
version of the GP38-2 would thus be marketable across a wide range of applications and railways
continent-wide.

SECTION APPENDIX C – STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK ON IDENTIFIED SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVE
FOR CONVERSION

The GP28-2 was generally accepted as a versatile and reliable workhorse locomotive, widely used
throughout North America, and a good model on which to implement a conversion to hydrogen.
Familiarity was a noted plus, as many operators are trained in its use. Also, it was remarked that GP38-2s
were assembled with alignment control draft gear and couplers, considered a positive safety feature.
The only downsides noted by stakeholders related to shortline operations and the availability of GP38-2
units for conversion. In some shortline railyards, the turns can be very tight, requiring the use of smaller
switcher locomotives, such as the GP-9. The GP38-2 has a wider turn radius, which can make it less
appealing for smaller operations. Where the GP38-2 is a practical model (i.e., in most railyards), it is
“beloved” by operators. An unwillingness to part with their GP38-2s may drive up the cost of acquiring
one for conversion.
Overall, the view of the GP38-2 as the reference locomotive seems to have been positively received. If
hydrogen fuel cells can be demonstrated as an effective prime mover alternative to diesel generator sets
on the GP38-2, stakeholders have speculated that it should be scalable to larger, newer models, as well.
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SECTION APPENDIX D – INDUSTRY-STANDARD DUTY CYCLE FOR SWITCHER LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN

The duty cycle is an element of the daily locomotive utilization profile. As shown in the figure below,4 a
locomotive’s duty cycle is the profile of the different engine throttle settings (i.e., Low-idle, Idle, Dynamic
Braking [DB] and Power Notch levels N1 through N8, lowest to highest power output) as percentages of
daily Engine Operating Time.

The Duty Cycle can be expressed as a percentage of the Engine Operating Time spent at each engine
setting. The Railway Association of Canada provided access to a recent study produced by GHD,5 an
engineering services and consulting firm, for Transport Canada that introduces new duty cycle information
for the categories of locomotive operation on Canadian railways. For the Yard Switching category, the
duty cycle is:
Idle
80.7%

N1
7.3%

N2
6.3%

N3
3.1%

N4
1.4%

N5
0.5%

N6
0.3%

N7
0.1%

N8
0.3%

DB
0.0%

For the purposes of the analyses conducted in this project, the above duty cycle will be considered an
appropriate reference. Given the reference locomotive identified is considered a “road switcher” (see
previous section), the duty cycle for that operation is also presented for comparison:
Idle
71.4%

N1
7.7%

N2
6.9%

N3
4.8%

N4
2.8%

N5
1.5%

N6
0.8%

N7
0.5%

N8
1.7%

DB
1.9%

A review of these duty cycles shows that engine time is mostly accumulated at lower power output
settings, with a significant percentage accumulated at idle. Yet the time spent at peak power output
(notch 8), while comparatively low, represents significant energy demand, nonetheless. These profiles of
energy and power demand will inform the design choices undertaken in the conversion work.
According to the LEM and GHD reports reviewed, few locomotives in yard or road switching service comply
with emissions regulations, having been manufactured as early as 2-3 decades prior to the establishment
of Tiered emissions standards. This will also be considered as part of the reference case.

4

Railway Association of Canada. Locomotive Emissions Monitoring Report 2017. p.49. 2019. https://www.railcan.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/2017_LEM_Report-1.pdf
5 GHD (for Transport Canada). Review of Duty Cycle Profiles for the Canadian Diesel Locomotive Fleet. 2018.
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SECTION C
HIGH LEVEL DESIGN AND DEPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS AS WELL AS
ESTIMATED COST OF CONVERSION
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HIGH LEVEL DESIGN AND DEPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS REPORT

Activity C within the project work plan is composed of three distinct elements of concept-level engineering
design that have been conducted by the project team:
i.
ii.
iii.

analysis of power output requirements for the reference locomotive identified in the previous
Activity C (an EMD GP38-2);
conceptual systems integration of hydrogen-electric subsystems and components; and
high-level budgeting of expenses associated with the conceptual conversion.

This report presents the design assumptions and calculations in the sections that follow.

Section I – Power and energy analysis

Layout of the GP38-2 locomotive subsystems
As a system, the reference locomotive is composed of many mechanical and electrical subsystems, some
of which will be removed and replaced in the conversion from a diesel to hydrogen fuel cell prime mover.
The key subsystems and components that are considered in this conversion are listed below. The numbers
correspond to general locations shown in the diagram that follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Engine 16-645E
Main generator
Auxiliary generator
Auxiliary alternator – Traction motor
blower
5. Electrical control cabinet
6. Air compressor assembly

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Grid blower fan
Radiator, cooling fans
Sand box
Batteries
Fuel tank
Air reservoirs
Truck – 4-wheel

Underlay image sourced from the EMD GP38-2 Operator Manual.
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Subsystem descriptions
1. Engine 16-645E
A two-stroke, V-16 diesel engine is the prime mover, delivering power to the main generatoralternator. Idle speed: 315 RPM, full speed: 900 RPM. The rated power is 2,000 hp (1,491 kW),
although in reports the measured gross power output can be as high as 2,140 hp. Total
displacement 169.1 L.
2. Main generator
Mechanical, rotational energy from the engine is converted to electric energy by the main
generator-alternator. In the reference locomotive, the generator-alternator is integrated with a
solid state rectifier assembly, producing DC power for the traction motors.
3. Auxiliary generator
Directly driven by the engine through a flexible coupling, the auxiliary generator provides DC
power for lighting, controls, charging the batteries, various low-voltage subsystems, as well as
excitation current for the auxiliary alternator.
4. Auxiliary alternator / Traction motor blower
Directly driven by the engine, the auxiliary alternator provides AC power for various blower
motors, including the radiator blower, as well as excitation current for the main generator, and
for various control circuits. This assembly includes a blower, mechanically driven from the engine,
for cooling the traction motors via flexible ductwork.
5. Electrical control cabinet
Located near the cab to facilitate access by the operator, this cabinet contains the controls for
electrically powered subsystems.
6. Air compressor
Compressed air is used for operating the locomotive air brakes and auxiliary devices such as
sanders, shutter operating cylinders, horn, bell and windshield wipers. The compressor is shaft
driven from the engine with flexible couplings at either end.
7. Grid blower fan
The engine exhausts through manifolds that lead to stacks on either side of a blower fan. This fan
is actuated by current generated in the traction motors during dynamic braking, which heats
braking resistor grids. The grid blower fan transfers heat from the grid to atmosphere.
8. Radiator, cooling fans
Powered by the auxiliary alternator, the cooling fans transfer heat from the radiator to the
atmosphere.
9. Sand box
Sand is used to enhance adhesion between wheels and rails, as needed.
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10. Batteries
A 32-cell storage battery provides power to start the engine and temporary power when the
engine is not running.
11. Fuel tank
The basic GP38-2 locomotive is equipped with a 1,700-gallon fuel tank (6,435 litres) but tanks of
up to 3,200 gallons are sometimes used.
12. Air reservoirs
A charge of compressed air for the air brakes is maintained in these cylindrical tanks, adjacent to
the fuel tanks under the floor of the locomotive.
13. Truck – 4-wheel
Two truck assemblies, each with two axles include the DC traction motors. Each motor is geared
to an axle at a ratio suited to the intended purpose (usually 62:15).
The following image shows the principal dimensions of the GP38-2. The space within the existing hood,
containing the primer mover systems, is approximately 34’ long x 7’ wide x 9’4” high (10m x 2m x 2.8m).
The volume within which the core systems can be converted is thus 56 m3, roughly.
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The width of the locomotive floor is 10’3” with a walkway around the hood that is estimated at 18” wide.
Internal components are thus accessed from the outside through hatches in the hood.

Power and fuel data and estimates
Within the locomotive cab is the control
stand, containing operating handles,
switches, gauges and indicator lights used by
the operator. The throttle handle allows the
operator to set the power output of the
engine to one of nine detent positions (or
“notches”): Idle and 1 through 8. The highest
tractive effort is achieved when the highest
power output (notch 8) is applied at the
lowest speed, per the relationship between
power, torque and speed:
Power = torque x angular velocity
A generally accepted relationship for diesel
locomotives is:
tractive effort [lbf] = 375 x power [hp] x efficiency / velocity [mph]6
where efficiency accounts for energy losses between the engine and the rail, and power diverted to
auxiliary systems. An efficiency of 82% is often suggested for older diesel locomotives. The service manual
3rd edition (1975) for the GP38-2 lists the tractive effort at the minimum continuous speed of 10.5 mph as
55,400 lbf. Using these values in the above equation results in a peak output of 1,892 hp, which
approximates the locomotive power rating of 2,000 hp. This means that the power system converted to
hydrogen fuel cells will need to be capable of matching this output.
To establish a reference case for the GP38-2 locomotive power generation and diesel use, against which
to assess the hydrogen system specifications for conversion, a set of assumptions must be made. For each
notch setting, the power output of the diesel engine and the fuel consumed can vary according to a range
of operating and environmental conditions. A set of baseline data was synthesized according to the
following methodology and presented in the table, further below.
Engine and tractive power by notch setting
Several resources and published reports were consulted and reviewed to inform a selection of engine
power output levels by notch.7 These selections are shown in the table by horsepower and kilowatt.
Tractive power was calculated as 82% of the engine output, per the rule-of-thumb noted in the
preceding discussion, with the remainder accounting for auxiliary loads and various losses.

6

Hay, William (1978). Railroad Engineering. Wiley, New York. p. 100.
GATX Corporation: fuel consumption data, www.gatxlocomotive.com; McCarthy Tetrault report on methodology to calculate locomotive fuel
consumed for crew comfort (2009); S.G. Fritz for NREL: Evaluation of Biodiesel Fuel in an EMD GP38-2 Locomotive (2004, NREL/SR-510-33436).
7
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Switcher duty cycle and energy output
The duty cycle is represented as the percentage of the time the locomotive is considered to operate
at each notch while in switch yard service, based on the reference case described previously in the
Activity B report. The time duration is chosen to be one hour. Multiplying engine power output by the
per cent share of an hour yields the energy supplied by the engine at the corresponding notch.
Similar to the selection of engine power output by notch, the thermal efficiency of the engine at
different notch settings was selected by reviewing available reports and by consulting resources.
Available brake-specific fuel consumption (BSFC) measurements in published reports (usually
presented as lb/hp-hr) was converted to thermal efficiency using a lower heating value for diesel. The
following examples illustrate the calculation using data from a 2004 report by the U.S. Department of
Energy evaluating fuel consumption in an EMD GP38-2 locomotive.8





At notch 8, gross power output measured at 2,140 hp and fuel rate at 912 lb/hr.
BSFC: (912 lb/hr) / (2,140 hp) = 0.426 lb/hp-hr (equivalent to 259 g/kWh).
LHV diesel taken as 18,500 BTU/lb (equivalent to 0.0119531 kWh/g).
Efficiency is the inverse of BSFC: 1 / (259 g/kWh x 0.119531 kWh/g) = 0.323 or 32.3%

The engine efficiencies shown are, therefore, estimates that compare well to available data. Note that
optimal efficiency occurs at higher notches and the lowest efficiency at idle.
Energy input
Adjusting the energy output by the efficiencies yields an estimate for the amount of diesel consumed
by the engine at each notch during the hour-long duty cycle, expressed in kWh and in litres, based on
an assumed 10 kWh in a litre of diesel. This assumption is rough, as the energy content can vary with
ambient temperature, but it is considered sufficient to assess overall power and energy demand.
The final two columns in the table represent estimates based on data in published reports.9 These are
presented to compare the accuracy of the calculated total diesel used during one hour of operation
of the assumed duty cycle. The relative error is approximately 5-6 per cent. This is considered an
acceptable deviation from observed data, and this is further considered to support the assumptions
and calculations presented in the table.

8

S.G. Fritz. 2004. NREL: Evaluation of Biodiesel Fuel in an EMD GP38-2 Locomotive (NREL/SR-510-33436).
GATX Corporation: fuel consumption data, www.gatxlocomotive.com; McCarthy Tetrault report on methodology to calculate locomotive fuel
consumed for crew comfort (2009); S.G. Fritz for NREL: Evaluation of Biodiesel Fuel in an EMD GP38-2 Locomotive (2004, NREL/SR-510-33436).

9
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Assumptions & Calculations

Notch
Idle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Auxiliary
Engine output Tractive power
power, losses
[hp]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
20
14.9
0.0
14.9
100
74.6
61.2
13.4
330
246.1
201.8
44.3
590
440.0
360.8
79.2
950
708.4
580.9
127.5
1,230
917.2
752.1
165.1
1,525 1,137.2
932.5
204.7
1,860 1,387.0
1,137.3
249.7
2,135 1,592.1
1,305.5
286.6

Reference data

RAC switcher
duty cycle
[% hr]
80.7%
7.3%
6.3%
3.1%
1.4%
0.5%
0.3%
0.1%
0.3%

Assumptions & Calculations

Energy
output
[kW-hr]
12.0
5.4
15.5
13.6
9.9
4.6
3.4
1.4
4.8

Engine
efficiency
6.5%
21.5%
32.0%
35.0%
35.5%
35.5%
35.0%
34.0%
33.0%
Sum

Diesel use
Diesel input
hourly
[kW-hr]
[L]
184.6
18.5
25.1
2.5
48.4
4.8
38.9
3.9
27.9
2.8
13.0
1.3
9.7
1.0
4.1
0.4
14.5
1.5
366.2
36.6

Check against actual

Diesel
consumption
[L/hr]
20.0
33.4
78.5
128.5
202.5
261.2
328.7
408.3
487.0
< compare >

Diesel use
hourly
[L]
16.1
2.4
5.0
4.0
2.8
1.3
1.0
0.4
1.5
34.5

The daily and annual fuel use can thus be extrapolated:




The reference locomotive consumes 36.6 litres of diesel each hour of operation on the assumed
Duty-Cycle.
Assuming an Engine Operating Time of 16 hours per 24-hour day, daily diesel consumption is
585.6 litres.
Assuming 90% Locomotive Availability during 365 days of operation per year, annual diesel
consumption is 192,370 litres.

These figures will form the basis of comparison against the hydrogen-powered concept locomotive, in
terms of operating emissions and economic impact. It also provides a basis for considering the hydrogen
supply solution.

Identifying power and energy characteristics for a conceptual hydrogen-powered locomotive
As a starting point for assessing the hydrogen
system operating characteristics, the total
power output of the diesel engine will be
considered, which meets both tractive and
auxiliary loads. As shown in the inset chart, the
duty cycle includes a peak power demand of
nearly 1,600 kW, but only for short periods of
time (i.e., approximately 45 minutes over a 16hour working day). The average power demand
over that period is much lower – approximately
71 kW. The total energy supplied by the engine
over a 16-hour period is 1,131 kWh.

Duty cycle
Idle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sum

80.7%
7.3%
6.3%
3.1%
1.4%
0.5%
0.3%
0.1%
0.3%
100.0%

16-hour
Gross power Total energy
operating
output
delivered
day
[hr]
[kW]
[kWh]
12.912
14.9
192.4
1.168
74.6
87.1
1.008
246.1
248.1
0.496
440.0
218.2
0.224
708.4
158.7
0.080
917.2
73.4
0.048
1,137.2
54.6
0.016
1,387.0
22.2
0.048
1,592.1
76.4
16.000
1,131.1

At this point, a design choice must be addressed. Should some configuration of hydrogen fuel cells be
defined that can meet the peak power demand, or should an energy storage element be incorporated
that can accumulate and discharge power for short periods of time? Most hydrogen fuel cell-powered
vehicle designs incorporate a mix of fuel cell modules and battery packs. Generally, batteries are an
expensive way to store energy, but are cost-effective for high-power discharge. Hydrogen and fuel cells
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have the opposite economic characteristic – they are effective for energy storage and conversion but are
an expensive means of delivering short bursts of high power. Hybrid systems can reduce overall system
cost by integrating modestly sized fuel cell modules and battery packs, such that energy and power
management are optimized.
Unfortunately,
event
recorders
used
to
measure duty-cycles for
locomotives
do
not
provide
second-bysecond resolution on
power demand. For
example, notch-8 power
is only required for 0.3%
of the operating time, but
whether
this
is
accumulated
in
increments of only a few
seconds or for several
minutes at a stretch is
unclear. Were detailed
Sample high-resolution duty cycle profile associated with BNSF 1205 fuel cell shunt
engineering design work
locomotive. Miller, 2010. Fuelcell Propulsion Institute.
to be conducted for the
conversion of an actual
switcher locomotive from diesel to a hydrogen-based prime mover, direct data-logging of the principle
subsystems would be advised. In this manner, a high-resolution time series of power distribution and
energy use profiles could be generated (see example in inset figure). This would support detailed
simulations that lend high confidence to critical design choices; namely, how the power and energy
capacities of the fuel cell modules and battery packs should be shared. As the purpose of this study is to
assess the prospect of converting the reference locomotive to hydrogen-powered operation as a
conceptual exercise from which high-level design and deployment characteristics are drawn, such
simulations are beyond the present scope of work.
Given the typical switcher locomotive duty cycle (i.e., comprising intermittent bursts of higher power
output for several seconds or minutes and extended periods of lower power draw) and the contrasting
characteristics of fuel cells (i.e., cheap energy / expensive power) versus batteries (cheap power /
expensive energy) a battery-dominant hybrid system appears to be the most likely outcome of the
powertrain design exercise. Based on observations of hydrail locomotive designs, past and present, and
the experience of the project team, an initial estimate of 400-600 kW of total fuel cell power output and
approximately 1,000 kW of battery (or capacitor) discharge output (sustained for some minutes) is judged
to be an appropriate starting point for the design.
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Section II – Conceptual systems integration of hydrogen-electric subsystems and components

This section presents the design choices of the project team for the conceptual conversion of the
reference locomotive from diesel to a hydrogen fuel cell-based prime mover. The subsystems remaining
and those that are changed in the conversion process are identified along with their location in the
locomotive system. Characterizations of the newly introduced subsystems, their integration and technical
specifications (where available) are also presented, as well as gross locomotive system changes resulting
from the conceptual conversion.

Reference locomotive subsystem layout
The following image provides a more detailed version of the subsystem layout previously shown in this
report. It is taken from a GP38-2 service manual and identifies subsystem by label and location.

Basic power system architecture for hydrogen fuel cell prime mover
To scope the subsystems that will be affected in the conversion of the reference locomotive, a basic power
system architecture is needed. This will help to identify the components that need to be removed or
replaced. The following block diagram represents the power sources (i.e., the fuel cell power modules,
labelled FC #1 through FC #n, as well as the battery packs, #1 through #n) on one side of an energized,
high-voltage bus, and the power loads on the other side, representing the traction motors that propel the
locomotive and the various powered devices that comprise its auxiliary systems. Note that fuel cells and
batteries produce direct current (DC) at varying voltage levels. Power management between these
sources and the bus is achieved through DC/DC converters, while DC/DC converters and DC/AC inverters
condition power on the load side of the bus. It is possible that the battery packs can be designed to supply
power to the high voltage bus at the prescribed level, obviating the need for DC/DC converters.
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hi-voltage bus

FC
#1

DC / DC
Converter
#1

FC
#n

DC / DC
Converter
#n

Battery Pack
#1
Battery Count TBD

DC / DC
Converter
#1

Battery Pack
#n
Battery Count TBD

DC / DC
Converter
#n

Power
Control #1

Trac
Motor #1

Power
Control #2

Trac
Motor #2

Power
Control #3

Trac
Motor #3

Power
Control #4

Trac
Motor #4

DC / DC
Converter

Onboard DC
Load

DC / AC
Inverter

Onboard AC
Load

Reference locomotive subsystem layout, repeated here to complement table on opposing page.
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Impacted subsystems under proposed conversion
The effect of the proposed power system architecture on each of subsystems identified in the preceding
table is listed as follows, by subsystem number.
#

Description

Comment

1

Sandbox (×2, front & rear)

Remains as is

2

Battery

Remains as is; must be connected to power supply

3

Control stand

Remains as is; notch settings must integrate with new traction controls

4

Electrical cabinet

Remains as is; must be connected to power supply

5

Electrical cabinet air filter

Remains as is

6

Inertial filter blower

Remains as is; blower motor must be connected to power supply

7

Traction motor blower

Remains as is; blower motor must be connected to power supply

8

Generator blower

Removed (main generator replaced by fuel cells)

9

Auxiliary generator

Removed; replaced by fuel cells

10

Engine air filter

Removed (engine replaced by fuel cells)

11

Main generator

Removed; replaced by fuel cells

12

Diesel engine, exhaust

Removed; replaced by fuel cells

13

Dynamic brake blower

Removed or downsized, may not be necessary for switcher service

14

Equipment rack

Removed; related equipment is gone

15

Radiators

Removed (diesel engine replaced by fuel cells)

16

Radiator cooling fan

Removed or replaced (ventilation/cooling fan for fuel cell bay is expected)

17

Air compressor

Removed; liquid-cooled unit shaft-driven by engine to be replaced with air
cooled unit in different location

18

AC cabinet

Removed (part of #17 – air compressor)

19

Truck

Remains as is

20

Fuel tank

Removed
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Proposed subsystem layout and characterization of reference locomotive, converted
The following isometric drawing shows the relative positioning of the newly introduced hydrogen
subsystems in the reference locomotive, as well as the estimated space occupied by the components. The
components are numbered and described in the table that follows.

The chart on the opposing page identifies the subsystems and components numbered in the image above
by label and provides additional description and commentary. In some cases, detailed engineering
solutions are needed for the integration of the existing and newly introduced components. For example,
control system and power system integration will require electrical engineering design that is beyond the
scope of this conceptual study and may be appropriately addressed in follow-on phases of an overall
locomotive conversion and prototyping initiative. Such needs are noted in the chart.

Note that to size up the approximate packaging of the subsystem components in the available space on the
reference locomotive, certain manufacturers’ products were assumed (i.e., Hydrogenics for fuel cells, Hexagon
for hydrogen storage, Lithium Werks for battery packs). This should not be perceived as the outcome of a rigorous
comparative assessment among competing suppliers. There may be many combinations of commercially
available makes and models that will satisfy the performance requirements of the concept locomotive conversion.
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#

Subsystem / component label

1h

Sandbox

Existing, no change

2h

Battery

Existing, integration solution to be developed

3h

Control stand

Existing, integration solution to be developed

4h

Electrical cabinet

Existing, integration solution to be developed

5h

Electrical cabinet air filter

Existing, integration solution to be developed

6h

Inertial filter blower

Existing, integration solution to be developed

7h

Traction motor blower

Existing, integration solution to be developed

8h

Proton Exchange Membrane
(PEM) fuel cells

Comprising:
 Qty 8: Hydrogenics HD50 power modules (stack + balance of
plant) 973mm L × 406mm W × 261mm H
 Air supply, cooling modules

9h

Main power converter #1

Converts fuel cell output DC to DC power for traction motors

10h

Main power converter #2

Converts battery output DC to DC power for traction motors

11h

Auxiliary power converter #1

Converts fuel cell + battery output DC to AC for non-traction
power systems (i.e., AC-powered auxiliary systems)

12h

Auxiliary power converter #2

Converts fuel cell + battery output DC to DC for non-traction
power systems (i.e., DC-powered auxiliary systems)

13h

Engine bay cooling fan

Specifications to be developed

14h

Air compressor

Electric drive, air cooled

15h

Hydrogen fuel storage

Hexagon 350 bar, type 4 cylinders 2,342mm L × 509mm dia.
8.4-kg
capacity
in
angle
iron
frame,
nominal 600mm L × 600mm W × 2500mm H
Total on board storage (based on 12 cylinders): 100 kg

16h

Gas control panel

Controls hydrogen flow and pressure to fuel cells

17h

Power systems control and
communications panel

Specifications to be developed

18h

Lithium-ion battery pack

Valence (a Lithium Werks company)
Model U27-36XP 50 Ah Lithium Ion Battery Module:
 V = 36, A = 100, kW = 3.6, kWh = 1.92
 L 306mm × W 172mm × H 225mm
Battery pack comprising 378 batteries (estimated, TBD)
 contained within volume: 14’ L × 9’ W × 3’ H
 output: 1,360 kW; storage: 725 kWh

19h

Battery pack cooling fans

Specifications to be developed

20h

Ballast (to preserve
wheel-rail traction)

mass,

Description, comments

Estimate 8-10 tonnes (e.g., steel deck plate, steel shot in
containers) required
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Approximate gross dimensions of the converted reference locomotive are shown below, illustrating the
proposed positioning of key subsystems and space occupied by component assemblies.

The above rendering demonstrates that there are no immediately apparent physical barriers to converting
an EMD model GP38-2 from its native diesel-electric powertrain to a hydrogen fuel cell-based prime
mover, capable of meeting the propulsion and auxiliary power performance characteristics of the
locomotive. The volume of space created by removing the diesel engine and those subsystems directly
linked to it, including the diesel tanks, makes it possible to conceptually integrate a mix of hydrogen, fuel
cell and battery components, along with supporting power electronics, air handling and heat radiation
equipment.
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As proposed, the concept locomotive’s hydrogen fuel cell-battery hybrid powerplant should be capable
of a gross output up to 1,760 kW. This exceeds the reference locomotive’s notch 8 power output (i.e.,
1,592 kW – see table) by roughly 10 per cent. Furthermore, the onboard hydrogen storage of 100 kg
represents a potential energy supply 3,330 kWh (i.e., 33.3 kWh/kg-H2). Energy conversion efficiencies in
the fuel cell power modules are conservatively estimated at 45 per cent (see inset figure). In other words,
approximately 15 kWh are available to the
locomotive’s traction and auxiliary systems for
each kg of hydrogen consumed by the fuel cells;
that is, 1,500 kWh. This exceeds the estimated
energy produced by the reference locomotive’s
diesel-generator prime mover (i.e., 1,131 kWh)
over a 16-hour duty-cycle by more than 30 per
cent. While the GP38-2 power characteristics
are exceeded in the proposed hydrogen system
conversion, the hydrogen will require daily
refuelling on the reference duty-cycle. For
comparison, diesel refueling would probably
occur on a weekly basis, depending on the size
of the fuel tanks on the reference locomotive.
Put simply, under the conceptual conversion
from diesel to a hydrogen-based prime mover,
tractive effort and auxiliary system operation
should not be compromised, and the locomotive should be fully capable of daily switchyard service.
Indeed, road switcher service should also be feasible, and this potential warrants further investigation.
Earlier in this document, the daily diesel consumed by the reference locomotive on the 16-hour reference
duty cycle was estimated at 586.6 L. This met the total system demand for energy to power both tractive
and auxiliary loads. The diesel-generator converted diesel into electrical power at efficiencies ranging
from 6.5 per cent at idle to 35 per cent at higher notch settings, delivering a total energy of 1,131 kWh.
At an assumed constant energy conversion efficiency of 45 per cent, the fuel cells require 2,513 kWh of
hydrogen, or roughly 75 kg. The energy use comparisons between the reference and concept locomotives
are summarized below.
Timeframe
Hourly fuel consumption over duty-cycle
Daily fuel consumption over engine operating time (16 hours)
Yearly fuel consumption (assuming 90% availability)

Diesel reference
(assume density of 0.85 kg/L)

36.6 L
586.6 L
192,370 L

31.1 kg
498.6 kg
163,515 kg

Hydrogen
concept
4.71 kg
75.4 kg
24,756 kg

Referencing the PEM fuel cell efficiency chart above, the conversion efficiency clearly varies from
approximately 40 to 50 per cent over much of its power output range. Therefore, using an efficiency of
45 per cent for all the locomotive notch settings is inaccurate. Nonetheless, it is judged accurate enough
as an average to estimate the gross volume of hydrogen supply required to operate the concept
locomotive for a full day’s duty cycle. This estimate is needed to develop a hydrogen fuelling solution and
to assess the relative changes in emissions and operating expenses, which is the focus of the next section
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of the report. In this context, it is helpful to recognize that under the reference duty-cycle, each kilogram
of hydrogen consumed by the concept locomotive would displace approximately 6.6 kg of diesel
consumed by the reference locomotive.

Design considerations
Changes in mass
The GP38-2 Loaded Weight on Rail is approximately 252,500 lbs, for the basic model fully fueled. The
removal of the 16-645E diesel engine and the main generator assembly drops approximately 32,500
lbs and 16,000 lbs, respectively. The removal of the diesel tank, air compressor assembly and other
components could reduce mass by a further 20,000 lbs, at least for a total of 68,500 lbs.
It is expected that the fuel cell power modules will weigh approximately 7,000 lbs, the battery packs
20,000 lbs, and the hydrogen tanks and gas panel 5,000 lbs. The replacement air compressor, cooling
fans and radiators, and the power converters are estimated to weigh 20,000 lbs for a total of 52,000
lbs. The net change in mass is, therefore, estimated to be a reduction of 16,500 lbs (7,500 kg).
To maintain traction at the wheel-rail interface, it is assumed that the design mass of the reference
locomotive should be maintained. Therefore, additional mass in the order of 8-10 tonnes, possibly in
the form of steel ballast should be considered. This
practice is not uncommon in railway operations.
Some locomotive solutions in switchyards involve
two traction units coupled in a mother-slug
configuration. The locomotive “mother” powers
the traction motors on its own axles as well as
those of a coupled railcar “slug” unit, which is
loaded with deadweight. Indeed, to enable longerrange operation of a fuel cell-electric locomotive, a
paired vehicle configuration could be considered.
The fuel cells and hydrogen tanks could reside on
one unit while the battery packs reside on the
Source: Wikimedia Commons. Norfolk Southern Engine 3004
and Slug 912 await their next assignment outside the Dupont
other, and tractive power could be distributed to
titanium dioxide plant in Wilmington, Delaware.
the axles on both.
The assumed maximum allowable weight of the locomotive on rails is 277,000 lbs (according to the
GP38-2 Service Manual, 3rd edition, published by GM Electro-Motive Division, 1975).
Thermal management
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells and lithium-ion batteries tend to operate at lower
temperatures than combustion engines. It can be a challenge to transfer heat from the locomotive
and its subsystems to atmosphere when the difference in temperature (i.e., ∆T) is relatively low.
Therefore, a larger heat exchange surface is typically needed, meaning a larger radiator than would
be needed for a typical diesel engine coolant radiator-and-fan system. This means that more space in
the converted locomotive may be needed for “engine” thermal management, compared to its original
design.
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However, the grid blower fan (also called the dynamic brake fan) may not need to perform the same
level of cooling air exchange within the locomotive, post-conversion. In typical switchyard service
characterized by slow operating speeds, the dynamic brake may not be required; hence, there is no
need to cool as large a brake resistor grid, if any at all. Indeed, a more elegant solution would be to
charge the newly integrated battery pack with braking energy generated by the traction motors.
These design considerations should be addressed in follow-on phases of work.
The balance of volume for thermal management in the locomotive (post-conversion) resulting from
localized increases and decreases in blower and radiator subsystems, is expected to be minimal and
manageable.
Crashworthiness, shock and vibration
The GP38-2 model was manufactured before the current crashworthiness standard (i.e., S-580,
published by the American Association of Railroads) was introduced in 1990 (see Section F: Overview
of codes, standards and regulations). Sometimes GP38-2 locomotives, as well as other older models,
will experience damage in railyards due to hard couplings at speeds above the operating rule limit of
4 mph. These can result in broken underframes. Even if single locomotives can couple at speeds as
high 7-8 mph with little damage, should there be a loaded train behind one of the locomotives, then
breakage can occur due to “squeeze” loads. To ensure the converted locomotive is prepared for the
rigours of daily use, couplings at more than 4 mph should be considered. Compliance with S-580 may
require various modifications, such as rebuilding or replacing the operator cab/front-nose of the
locomotive and underframe anti-climber to align with the rule. This should be fully assessed during
the detailed engineering design phase to follow.
Similarly, subject to testing for durability under vibration, some form of isolation frames to guard
hydrogen and battery subsystems from high impulse loads may be considered and adapted from other
solutions to ruggedize equipment assemblies. Indeed, it may be advisable to ensure deck-mounted
hardware and systems can withstand a minimum 7g longitudinal acceleration.
Outer walkway
The GP38-2 is designed with an 18” walkway around the perimeter of the engine hood. The conceptual
conversion plan herein preserves this walkway. Thus, access to the internal systems and equipment
for maintenance will be through access panels on the sides and hatches in the hood.
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Section III – High-level budgeting of expenses associated with the conceptual conversion

This section presents high-level estimates of the various costs of executing the locomotive conversion
conceptually described in the foregoing discussion. The aim is to reasonably assess all costs from the
procurement of the reference locomotive through completion of its conversion to hydrogen-powered
operation, tested and ready for field trails. An attempt is made to incorporate estimates of the residual
value of equipment removed during the conversion, or that is remaining at the conclusion of a pilot
program.
Note that more precise costing of a conversion and testing project would follow detailed engineering
design work, and is heavily dependent on purchase negotiations, both of which are beyond the scope of
this assessment. Accordingly, the quality of the estimates herein should be regarded as preliminary and
very rough. The primary value of this exercise is to set expectations of the cost of developing a prototype
switcher locomotive, which will be many times higher than the price of a routine conversion or new
production unit once the design is standardized and the process is learned.
Some estimates reference industry rules-of-thumb. For example, $1,000/kW is considered an upper
bound for fuel cell power modules, fully integrated into a space-constrained area with advanced thermal
management systems. If, on the other hand, the modules are mountable in a relatively open space and
simple air cooling is possible, the price may be closer to $500/kW. Furthermore, the price of fuel cells is
projected to drop significantly in the coming years if production volumes rise. It is similarly difficult to
accurately price the various thermal management systems and power converters, since these may be
subject to custom design solutions. In response to such uncertainties, the Project Team has tried to err on
the side of caution.10
Some items simply cannot be estimated with any degree of confidence. Chief among these is the
development of the controller for the overall locomotive power system. It is expected that a suitably
elaborate algorithm must be developed to manage the state-of-charge of the battery cells, the output
voltage of the fuel cell power modules and the response to the demands for power from the various
subsystems connected to the central bus (i.e., tractive and auxiliary loads). At some point, the controller
may also be required to direct energy transfer from the traction motors to the battery pack as a form of
dynamic braking. Such a controller could become an industry-standard solution for a new generation of
hydrogen-battery hybrid locomotives, and it is hard to imagine that this non-recurring engineering (NRE)
could be achieved as a diminutive line item in the table of expenses. Alstom, for example, declares that
its intelligent energy and power management systems is the core of its Coradia iLint passenger train, the
development of which may have cost millions of Euros (to be recouped with increasing iLint sales).
The estimates are presented in the following table in Canadian currency (CAD). Shown are the equipment
costs plus any professional fees for original design work and labour, as well as any administrative expenses
and fees related to procurement and shipping of materials. The intent of the Project Team is to aim high
and thus capture many of the real yet unexpected and often unidentified expenses that occur in the
10

The Project Team considered published records of past attempts to integrate battery systems into switcher locomotives, which indicate a
pattern of underestimating the technical challenge. Examples:
 Kreibick, Cleary – The Pennsylvania State University. Thermal Analysis of an Energy Storage System for a Battery Electric Switcher Locomotive.
Proceedings of the 2015 Joint Rail Conference.
 Norfolk Southern. A Battery-Powered Alternative. 2015. Part 1: https://www.3blmedia.com/News/Battery-Powered-Alternative-Part-OneTwo-Part-Series. Part 2: https://www.3blmedia.com/News/Battery-Powered-Alternative-Part-Two-Two-Part-Series.
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course of a prototype effort. Note that a second locomotive is expected to cost must less, as learnings can
be replicated, incrementally reducing the cost with each iteration. Importantly, the initial control system
is an NRE cost not incurred in subsequent builds (although ongoing improvement costs would be
expected).
Project cost item, description

Notes

approximate
transport
person-days,
expenses, deduct asset /
fully loaded administrative salvage value
($2,500/day)
fees

equipment,
purchased
components

engineering,
professional
fees, labour

$425,000

$25,000

10

$30,000

$25,000

10

$30,000

$25,000
$25,000

$30,000

12

$3,000

$100,000

$3,500
$4,000
$3,500
$4,000
$4,500
$49,500

1
2
1
2
2
20

$7,000

$3,000
$3,000
$2,000
$4,000
$3,000
$115,000

$70,000

0
28

$15,000
$15,000

$50,000
$5,000

$30,000

$80,000

Locomotive procurement
EMD GP38-2

Negotiate purchase of existing unit, or
contribution by a partner railway operator
Post-pilot demonstration unit (stripped)

Converted locomotive
Subtotal
$425,000
Subsystems removal from locomotive
Assume the components are kept together as a
Diesel engine 16-645E
complete generator unit
Main generator
Auxiliary generator
Generator blower
Engine air filter
Air compressor assembly, cabinet
Grid blower (dynamic brake)
Equipment rack
Radiators, cooling fans
Fuel tank
Subtotal
$0
Subsystems addition, integration into locomotive
PEM fuel cell power modules
Qty 8, Hydrogenics HD50 (stack, balance of plant)
$400,000
FC air supply, cooling modules
Custom configuration may be required
$70,000
Main power converters - fuel cells Fuel cell output DC-DC for traction motors
Main power converters - batteries Battery pack output DC-DC for traction motors
$600,000
Auxiliary power inverters
FC+battery output DC-AC auxiliary loads
Auxiliary power converters
FC+battery output DC-DC auxiliary loads
Engine bay cooling fan
Custom configuration may be required
$30,000
Air compressor
Electric drive, air cooled
$40,000
Hydrogen storage
Qty 12, each Hexagon type IV, 8.4-kg
$250,000
Gas control panel
Custom configuration may be required
$50,000
Components
$50,000
Power system control and
Software, logic controller development (unable to estimate )
commications panel
Battery pack
Valence, Li-ion cells
$250,000
Battery pack cooling system
Custom configuration may be required
$80,000
Integrate operator controls
$25,000
Integrate electrical cabinet
$130,000
Ballast addition
Steel plate afixed to deck
$25,000
Conducted at a locomotive remanufacturing
facility; includes design of structural supports for
Overall system build, integration
$350,000
subsystems, on-site testing, commissioning by
subsystem suppliers
Subtotal
$2,350,000
Stationary testing, commissioning (locomotive prepared for field trials)
Fuel cell subsystems
Battery pack subsystems
Fuel supply for testing
$10,000
Gas management subsystems
Power systems
Vibration, shock testing
Test on-track
Subtotal
$10,000
Sums, taxes
Subtotal
$2,785,000
Contingency (+20%)
$557,000
Subtotal + congtinency
$3,342,000
Tax (HST - 13%)
$434,460
Total
$3,776,460
Grand total (equipment & services)
After deducting residual value of equipment

$40,000

$4,000

16
$5,000
$20,000
$5,000
$15,000

$5,000
$5,000
$25,000
$1,000

$30,000

12

$150,000
$50,000
$80,000
$10,000

60
20
32
4

$30,000
$15,000
$5,000
$5,000
$10,000

$650,000

260

$75,000

$1,080,000

432

$245,000

$238,500

$40,000
$100,000
$25,000
$30,000
$80,000
$80,000
$150,000
$505,000

16
40
10
12
32
32
60
202

$20,000
$30,000
$5,000
$10,000
$20,000
$40,000
$50,000
$175,000

$0

$1,659,500
684
$331,900
(Roughly 3
$1,991,400
FTEs for a full
$258,882
year)
$2,250,282
$6,646,434
$6,267,934
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$91,400
$548,400
$71,292
$619,692

$50,000
$15,000

$2,500

$378,500

$378,500
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Note that the cost of the power system controller does not include the cost of developing the software
for reasons described earlier. A fully-developed, robust controller solution could cost several million
dollars, depending on the complexity of the algorithm and whether there is existing product on which to
build. However, it may be wise to develop the controller only to the immediate needs of the field trials.
For example, the locomotive may be tested in stages, beginning with only the battery subsystem or the
fuel cells. This stage-gate approach provides for a shakedown of each major subsystem in sequence,
ensuring that expenses are incurred gradually as the overall system is proven out. Accordingly, the
controller solution can be developed gradually, beginning with simplicity and adding layers of functionality
over time and as appropriate. Thus, the capital outlay may be metered judiciously.
It is important to be mindful of the value created by these investments. The commercial worth of the
systems integration, the engineering solutions and the programming arising from the envisioned
conversion work can be significant, returning the costs many times over in the form of profitable
locomotive sales and manufacturing. Canadian intellectual property can be valuable product arising from
this enterprise, as well.
The outputs of this exercise, combined with the experience of the Project Team, suggests that an
allocation of at least $15M should be considered for a multi-year program of innovation, which includes
locomotive conversion and pilot operation. The project team can imagine that full commercialization of
the concept design – a process that would likely take many years, as do most disruptive powertrain
solutions – could accumulate total costs of up to $50M or more, although the share of this cost borne by
industry interests should increase as the innovation process transitions from initial prototype trials to the
development of a marketable product.
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SECTION D
OVERVIEW OF REFUELLING INFRASTRUCTURE OPTIONS
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OVERVIEW REPORT
Activity D within the project work plan is composed of three distinct elements of research and analysis
that have been conducted by the project team:
i.
ii.
iii.

development of a conceptual hydrogen refuelling solution for the reference locomotive and duty
cycle (appendix A);
identification of practical hydrogen sourcing options (appendix B); and
scoping the ways in which the hydrogen supply solution can support and integrate with other local
uses of hydrogen technology, beyond the switcher locomotive (appendix C).

This overview report summarizes the key findings of the research and analysis, with details presented in
appendices A, B and C.
Note that a proprietary, technoeconomic model developed by Change Energy Services was used in the
design of refueling infrastructure solutions and to estimate the respective costs. This model is calibrated
using real-world costing for equipment and services. Unlike hydrogen-powered switcher locomotives,
hydrogen refuelling equipment is commercially available, and the costs are well-understood.
Conceptual hydrogen refuelling solution
Seven scenarios were developed and analyzed that considered hydrogen delivered to the railyard and
hydrogen produced on-site. The hydrogen refuelling requirements of one locomotive were considered as
a potential pilot demonstration, as well as a fleet of ten such locomotives in daily operation. As described
in the previous section, approximately 75 kg of hydrogen are required each day for the concept fuel cellelectric switcher locomotive to operate on the reference duty-cycle. 750 kg are thus required for a fleet
of ten.
Two refuelling solutions emerged from the analysis as the most cost-effective options.
1. Single locomotive, demonstration pilot
Hydrogen is delivered by truck, pre-compressed in one or more tube trailers, which are unhitched
and left on-site. Hydrogen is dispensed through a dispensing post using a three-stage cascade
strategy with locomotive refuelling taking roughly 15 to 45 minutes. This option is inexpensive
and can be quickly built and commissioned. As hydrogen is consumed, fresh tube trailer deliveries
are scheduled.
Estimated cost of installation: $300,000 approximate
2. Ten-locomotive fleet
Hydrogen is produced on-site using a water electrolysis plant, purified and then pressurized into
storage tanks from which the fuel is dispensed to the locomotives. Dual dispensers allow two
locomotives to be fuelled at a time, each filling in approximately 2 hours or less. A supply of
electrical power and water is required.
Estimated cost of installation: $7,000,000 approximate
Note that the refuelling times are function of the overall system solution, in which the window of time
available for a refuelling event is a design parameter. Faster refuelling times are technically feasible at
additional cost, where the need is identified.
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Hydrogen sourcing options
The most common source of hydrogen is natural gas, produced via a process called steam-methane
reforming. Most of the hydrogen that is purchased from industrial gas suppliers is produced in this way,
and it typically involves the release of greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, hydrogen delivered by truck
to the railyard is likely to be part of a hydrogen supply chain that is relatively more carbon-intense.
For hydrogen produced on-site, electrolysis of water is a relatively common option. If the source of
electricity used for electrolysis is low-emission (e.g., renewable, nuclear, hydro), then the hydrogen will
be considered similarly low in carbon-intensity. The capital costs of building an electrolysis plant are higher
than simply having hydrogen delivered to a railyard, but considering the volume of refuelling for a tenlocomotive fleet, on-site hydrogen production is expected to cost the operator less over time. These
economics are explored in the next section of the report (i.e., Section E).
Many other sources of hydrogen are potentially viable, at varying costs and carbon-intensities, depending
on local conditions. By-product hydrogen may be available from a nearby industrial facility at an attractive
price, for example. Or perhaps an electrolysis plant can be sized to produce fuel for locomotives, as well
as valued grid services to the local electricity system operator. Each railyard should take stock of the local
hydrogen ecosystem opportunities, including those within its operations, when scoping the prospects for
hydrogen refuelling of its switcher locomotives.

Co-modal hydrogen refuelling opportunities
Establishing the capacity within a railyard to produce, store or dispense hydrogen to fuel cell-powered
switcher locomotives also presents opportunities to power other pieces of equipment (internal and
external to the railyard) that would otherwise rely on diesel to operate. These include:








Yard tractors and forklifts
Container handlers
Yard cranes
Other locomotives (e.g., road switcher service)
Back-up power generators
(Outside-the-fence) transit buses, warehouse materials handling vehicles
Energy storage and grid services to local electricity system operator via Power-to-Gas electrolysis

Sizing hydrogen delivery or production to accommodate the refuelling requirements of these co-modal
applications, incremental to the requirements of the switcher locomotives, will add cost but also increase
the benefits. In some cases, hydrogen production on-site could become an additional revenue stream for
the railway company. Another implication of the co-modal benefits of hydrogen as a zero-emission fuel
for switcher locomotives, is that it can also facilitate a broader program of emissions reductions
throughout the railyard and in the local community, and supports the development of hydrogen
infrastructure, regionally.
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SECTION APPENDIX A – CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS FOR A HYDROGEN REFUELLING
SOLUTION FOR THE CONVERTED REFERENCE LOCOMOTIVE

Refuelling solution – component descriptions
Hydrogen refuelling solutions are usually designed to a specific purpose and, therefore, can significantly
vary in their design characteristics. Some are designed to dispense hydrogen quickly to passenger cars at
a retail forecourt (i.e., a self-serve “gas” station), while others provide a slow fill to equipment operating
exclusively within a commercial facility. Some are designed to receive deliveries of hydrogen that is stored
on-site; others generate their own supply hydrogen. The constraints of the resources available and the
demands of the service usually define the design of the refuelling solution. Within the scope of possible
station configurations, there are some commonly used systems and equipment, brief descriptions of
which are presented below.
Electrolysis plant: These are used for on-site
hydrogen generation. The application of
electricity to water disassociates the H2O
molecule into molecular hydrogen (H2) and
oxygen (O2). The hydrogen is collected and
stored for later dispensing. Electrolysis plants
are usually used for on-site generation of
hydrogen.
Purifier: A device that removes impurities from
the hydrogen gas. Depending on the source of
the hydrogen, the purity may vary, which
determines the type of purifier. The output
should be hydrogen that meets the purity
specification for the fuel cell.

This installation features an enclosure housing an electrolysis
plant with hydrogen purifier, low-pressure storage and
compressor. Adjacent is a container with several high pressure
hydrogen
storage
cylinders.
Photo credit: Change Energy Services

Low-pressure ground storage: In the context of this project, low-pressure ground storage refers to a
hydrogen accumulator/buffer system, situated between the purifier unit and the inlet to the highpressure compressor (see below). Depending on the source of hydrogen gas and the quantity to be
accumulated, low-pressure ground storage may maintain hydrogen between 100 and 1,000 psig.
Compressor: A device that raises the pressure of the hydrogen to a specific level for dispensing
directly into a vehicle or into high-pressure ground storage.
High-pressure ground storage: Refers to the hydrogen storage downstream of the compressor. The
configuration of this storage depends on the volume, frequency and speed of refuelling. In a slow
filling situation, the compressor typically drives the refuelling. Where faster, intermittent refuelling is
required, several storage tanks may be arranged to supply hydrogen in a cascade filling manner. This
storage system is usually accessed through the Gas Control Panel (see below) and is situated between
the compressor and the inlet to the dispenser. In the case of a heavy-duty vehicle fueling system, this
storage system will typically (but not necessarily) operate at a pressure of 6,000 psig or higher.
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Gas control panel (Priority panel): A valve
panel used to manage the flows of hydrogen
gas among the integrated components.
PCC panel or module: The “power, control and
communications” panel houses the system
electrical power supply and distribution
panels, the station Master Control PLC
(programmable
logic
controller),
the
automatic safety systems and all two-way
station communications systems that are
needed. If the equipment is large enough to
warrant being mounted in a walk-in enclosure,
then this system is referred to as the PCC
module.

This on-site electrolysis installation features gas control (centre), a
PCC Panel, high- and low-pressure hydrogen storage tanks, and
various
structural
works
on
a
concrete
pad.
Photo credit: Change Energy Services

Fast dispenser: The term “fast dispenser”
typically implies a unit that includes integrated
metering, safety shutdowns and point-of-sale display capability. For locomotive trials, such metering
and displays are not necessary. Therefore, the label “fast” does not properly apply, even though fast
rates of refuelling are expected (e.g., 36 kg/hour).
Slow dispenser: The term “slow dispenser” typically refers to a
simple fill post that dispenses gas at a rate of approximately 30
kg/hour or less. The fill post will have a manual shutoff and may have
some automated safety systems integrated into it, but more
typically the emergency control systems are handled at the gas
control panel or on the line leading to the fill post. A slow dispenser
augmented to provide a somewhat higher than usual flowrate is
considered appropriate for the designs proposed herein.
Instrumentation and algorithms to provide a volume estimate may
be incorporated into the Gas Control Panel.

A hydrogen dispenser by OPW

Tube trailer: A trailer- or truck-mounted storage
system, used for delivering hydrogen from a
point of supply to the hydrogen refuelling
facility.
Receiving facility:
The equipment and
infrastructure that accommodates and connects
to the tube trailers at a “Trucked-In” facility.
Chiller: Compressed hydrogen will heat up as it
is dispensed. In certain fill scenarios this
Note: Unloading of a rack is unlikely for this project. A
temperature rise can compromise performance.
tube trailer would be unhitched and left on-site.
In these cases, a chiller is used to compensate by
Image credit: Linde Group
cooling the hydrogen prior to dispensing.
Chilling capacity is not considered necessary for the refuelling scenarios herein.
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In addition to the equipment described above, hydrogen refuelling stations and facilities may also
encompass the following.
Buildings: In the context of this assessment, the term “buildings” refers to any on-site building that
will require modification to accommodate operations with hydrogen gas.
Auxiliary equipment: This refers to any supporting equipment that may be required for the system
under consideration. This may include lighting, access control and remote (or local) safety
annunciation systems.
Civil/structural works: This refers to any special roadway, surface, or structural treatments required
to accommodate the facilities at the refuelling site. Site preparation may include granular
reinforcement of roadways and parking areas, paving, landscaping, shoring, curbing or the erection
of utility trestles and bridges.
Electrical service: Depending on the power requirements of the facility and the existing electrical feed
at the site, there may be a need to install or upgrade the electrical service at the site.

Refuelling solution – design options
To scope the development of a conceptual hydrogen refuelling solution for the reference locomotive
operating on the reference duty cycle (previously defined in Section C), seven scenarios were considered
that represent a spectrum of practical options. A proprietary in-house model developed by Change Energy
Services was used to produce specifications and comprehensive cost estimates based on each set of
scenario inputs. Scenarios 1 through 5 are intended to support a single locomotive as a demonstration
pilot. Scenarios 6 and 7 support a fleet of ten locomotives operating within the same railyard, each being
equivalent to the demonstrator unit in terms of design and duty cycle. Based on the reference duty-cycle,
it is assumed that each locomotive may be filled daily outside of its 16-hour operating time.
One locomotive in a demonstration capacity
1. A fast/cascade refuelling facility using hydrogen produced on-site via electrolysis over a 22-hour
period (sparing 2 hours for any outage or maintenance). Fast dispensing is provided by a threestage cascade storage arrangement.
2. A fast/cascade refuelling facility using hydrogen produced off-site and delivered by tube trailer.
Fast dispensing is provided by trailer-mounted tubes connected and configured as a three-stage
cascade storage arrangement.
3. A slow refuelling facility using hydrogen produced on-site via electrolysis. Slow dispensing
(including operation of the electrolyser) occurs during an 8-hour refuelling window.
4. A slow refuelling facility using hydrogen produced off-site and delivered by tube trailer. Slow
dispensing occurs during an 8-hour refuelling window.
5. A slow refuelling facility using hydrogen produced on-site via electrolysis. Slow dispensing occurs
during an 8-hour refuelling window. This scenario differs from #3, in that the electrolyser operates
for 22 hours, 8 of which are filling the locomotive, leaving 14 hours to fill the ground storage.
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Ten-locomotive fleet operating within a host railyard
6. A fast/buffer refuelling facility using hydrogen produced on-site via electrolysis. The window for
refuelling the fleet is 22 hours, with each vehicle filling in sequence, directly from the electrolysis
plant accumulator/buffer through the compressor over a 2.2-hour period.
7. A fast/buffer refuelling facility using hydrogen produced off-site and delivered by tube trailer. The
window for refuelling the fleet is 22 hours, with each vehicle filling in sequence, directly from the
electrolysis plant accumulator/buffer through the compressor over a 2.2-hour period.
The table below summarizes total capital expenses for each of these scenarios. A detailed breakdown of
the expenses for each scenario, including explanatory notes and assumptions follows this discussion.
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total Capital Expenses
$3,916,011
$297,677
$4,267,389
$1,539,487
$2,792,875
$6,964,707
$2,007,711

For the initial pilot of the converted locomotive, Scenario 2 is the simplest and by far the most costeffective refuelling solution. By sourcing from local, merchant gas suppliers and integrating delivery
trailers into the facility, the station can be quickly built with minimal equipment and relatively little capital
expense. Fill time is expected to range from 15 – 25 minutes. Since the hydrogen is delivered already
compressed, no compressor is needed. Electrical requirements are likewise minimal, and no water supply
is needed. However, the hydrogen delivered is more expensive in this solution on a per unit basis. Fuelling
numerous locomotives over a longer term would possibly favour on-site hydrogen production. The design
characteristics are presented in the table below.
Scenario 2 Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
116 psig
Discharge Pressure
5,000 psig
Daily Fuel Consumption
75.4 kg H2/day/vehicle
Redundancy Adjustment
110%
Daily Facility Throughput
88 kg H2/day
Compressor Operating Window
N/A
Total No. of Compressors
N/A
Total Required Flow Rate
N/A
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
N/A
Electrical Load Requirements
< 20 kW
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
N/A
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
N/A
No. of Fast Fill Dispensers
N/A)
No. of (Modified) Slow Fill Dispensers
1 unit(s)
Total Capital Expenses
$297,677
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Conceptual layouts of the equipment for Scenario 2 are presented below: one option showing a single
tube trailer dispensing hydrogen and another option showing a three tube trailers. Aside from the trailers,
the equipment for both options is similar. The difference is in the way the tubes are connected to achieve
dispensing characteristics.
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To support a fleet of ten converted locomotives, assuming each operates for a full 16-hour day, fast filling
is required. Scenario 6 is considered the optimal solution. The capital expenses are higher, but the
operating expenses are lower than in Scenario 7, for example, making it the more cost-effective option
for a long-term, permanent hydrogen refuelling solution for the hypothetical deployment. The economic
analysis in Section E that follows, provides more details justifying this recommendation. The design
characteristics are described below.
Scenario 6 Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor/Electrolyser Operating Window
Total No. of Compressors
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispensers
No. of (Modified) Slow Fill Dispensers
Total Capital Expenses

116 psig
5,000 psig
75.4 kg H2/day/vehicle
110%
831 kg H2/day
22 hours
2 units
37.8 kg/hour
133.5 HP
2,601 kW
N/A
14 kg H2
N/A
2 units
$6,964,707
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A conceptual layout of the equipment for Scenario 6 is presented above. The electrolysis plant and PCC
cabinets are shown in walk-in containers, large enough to store spare equipment, tools, desk and chair,
etc. If space is limited, then a smaller footprint can be designed.
A comparison of component costs for scenarios 2 and 6 is presented in the following table.
Refuelling Facility Component
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
(Modified) Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense
Scenario 2
Scenario 6
$0
$2,798,634
$0
$1,014,303
$0
$47,793
$20,452
$25,812
$50,000
$100,000
$19,745
$39,000
$3,750
$90,000
$22,500
$1,057,500
$109,200
$0
$0
$600,000
$45,147
$381,333
$6,573
$333,666
$20,310
$476,666
$0
$0
$297,677
$6,964,707

To facilitate the quantitative modelling exercise, a set of assumptions were made:










The daily facility throughput is based on the daily fuel consumption per vehicle, rounded to the
nearest “5” plus a redundancy adjustment.
The compressor arrangement follows an “N+1” operating philosophy – the total number of
compressor units given in the summary table above includes one (1) additional unit for
redundancy.
In Scenario 2, the electrical load requirement is based on the total compressor horsepower and
includes an additional 10% for ancillaries. In Scenario 6, the load is based on the total compressor
horsepower and the electrolyser load (and includes an additional 10% for ancillaries).
In Scenario 2, low pressure ground storage is not required because the delivery tube trailer
performs this function.11 In Scenario 6, the high-pressure ground storage required is based on 15
minutes (nominally) of compressor run time.
The fast fill dispenser is composed of a slow fill post that is augmented with a pressuretemperature transducer and a volume calculation.
In Scenario 6, a second dispenser was included to facilitate continuous refuelling.

Generally, the longer an electrolysis plant and compressor can run, the smaller they can be, reducing both
capital and maintenance expense.

11
Note that in scenario 2, a three-stage cascade arrangement containing approximately 280 kg at 6,000 psig would be capable of providing a 75
kg full fill to 5,000 psig. If 6,000 psig tube trailers are not readily available, then lower pressure trailers (containing approximately 240 kg at 3,600
psig) could be used instead. In this lower pressure option, the locomotive would need to receive an initial fill at the beginning of its 16-hour work
cycle and then an additional “bump fill” approximately halfway through the day.
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Scenario 2 and 6 represent either extreme of the capital cost spectrum. The various trade-offs are
explored in the remaining scenarios, the design characteristics of which are described as follows.
Scenario 1
One locomotive and a fast (cascade) refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen.
Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor/Electrolyser Operating Window
Total No. of Compressor(s)
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispenser(s)
No. of (Modified) Slow Fill Dispenser(s)






Value
116
5,000
75.4
110%
88
22
2
4
14.1
276
N/A
277
N/A
1

Unit
psig
psig
kg H2/day/vehicle
%
kg H2/day
hours
unit(s)
kg/hour
HP
kW
kg H2
kg H2
unit(s)
unit(s)

The daily facility throughput is based on the daily fuel consumption per vehicle, rounded to the
nearest 5 plus a redundancy adjustment.
The compressor arrangement follows an “N+1” operating philosophy – the total number of
compressor units given in the summary table above includes one (1) additional unit for redundancy.
The electrical load requirement is based on the total compressor horsepower and electrolyser load
and includes an additional 10% for ancillaries.
The fast fill dispenser used in this scenario is a slow fill post augmented by a pressure-temperature
transducer and a volume calculation.
Refuelling Facility Component
Low Pressure Ground Storage & Receiving Facility
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
(Modified) Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense
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$0
$480,000
$862,683
$937,836
$20,452
$50,000
$25,669
$52,500
$622,500
$0
$200,000
$212,598
$186,024
$265,748
$0
$3,916,011
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Scenario 3
One locomotive and a slow refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen that only operates over an
8-hour period.
Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor/Electrolyser Operating Window
Total No. of Compressor(s)
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispenser(s)
No. of Slow Fill Dispenser(s)





Value
116
5,000
75.4
110%
88
8
2
11
38.9
758
N/A
50
N/A
1

Unit
psig
psig
kg H2/day/vehicle
%
kg H2/day
hours
unit(s)
kg/hour
HP
kW
kg H2
kg H2
unit(s)
unit(s)

The daily facility throughput is based on the daily fuel consumption per vehicle, rounded to the
nearest 5 plus a redundancy adjustment.
The compressor arrangement follows an “N+1” operating philosophy – the total number of
compressor units given in the summary table above includes one (1) additional unit for redundancy.
The electrical load requirement is based on the total compressor horsepower and electrolyser load
and includes an additional 10% for ancillaries.
Refuelling Facility Component
Low Pressure Ground Storage & Receiving Facility
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense
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$0
$1,320,000
$910,854
$169,350
$8,369
$6,000
$23,755
$56,250
$641,250
$0
$400,000
$234,100
$204,837
$292,625
$0
$4,267,389
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Scenario 4
One locomotive and a slow refuelling facility supplied by delivered hydrogen over an 8-hour period.
Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor Operating Window
Total No. of Compressor(s)
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispenser(s)
No. of Slow Fill Dispenser(s)








Value
116
5,000
75.4
110%
88
8
2
5.8
20.4
17
N/A
N/A
N/A
1

Unit
psig
psig
kg H2/day/vehicle
%
kg H2/day
hours
unit(s)
kg/hour
HP
kW
kg H2
kg H2
unit(s)
unit(s)

Assumption as in previous scenarios, except for the following:
We can assume that at least 100 kg of hydrogen is being delivered to site in this scenario – this
provides an excess factor of greater than 10% (as compared to the daily facility throughput), and
therefore the residual pressure should remain greater than 300 psig.
Using the parameters in this table, we expect approximately 41.8 kg of the required 88 kg to be
transferred from the delivery tube trailers to the locomotive via pressure equalization, over the course
of a half-hour period. This leaves 7.5 hours of the 8-hour period mentioned above in which to transfer
the remaining gas (46.2 kg) to the locomotive, giving the total required flow rate summarized in the
table above.
Low pressure ground storage is not required as the delivery tube trailer performs this function.
Refuelling Facility Component
Low Pressure Ground Storage & Receiving Facility
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense
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$0
$0
$877,439
$0
$6,594
$6,000
$18,273
$18,750
$240,000
$109,200
$0
$92,516
$65,799
$104,918
$0
$1,539,487
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Scenario 5
One locomotive and a slow fill refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen. The electrolyser
operates over a 22-hour period (8 hours of which are dedicated to filling the locomotive and 14 hours of
which are dedicated to filling high-pressure ground storage).
Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor/Electrolyser Operating Window
Total No. of Compressor(s)
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispenser(s)
No. of Slow Fill Dispenser(s)










Value
116
5,000
75.4
110%
88
22
2
8.03
28.4
287
N/A
61
N/A
1

Unit
psig
psig
kg H2/day/vehicle
%
kg H2/day
hours
unit(s)
kg/hour
HP
kW
kg H2
kg H2
unit(s)
unit(s)

The daily facility throughput is based on the daily fuel consumption per vehicle, rounded to the
nearest 5 plus a redundancy adjustment.
8 hours of the 22-hour electrolyser operating period will be dedicated to filling the locomotive. The
remaining 14 hours will be dedicated to filling high pressure ground storage.
The amount of high-pressure ground storage required can be calculated by considering the amount
of hydrogen produced by the electrolyser in 14 hours – 56 kg. If a “full” storage pressure of 5,000 psig
is assumed, and a minimum drawdown storage pressure of 300 psig, then the actual amount of highpressure ground storage required, is 61 kg.
Using the parameters in this table, we expect approximately 27.8 kg of the required 88 kg to be
transferred from high pressure ground storage to the locomotive via pressure equalization, over the
course of a half-hour period. This leaves 7.5 hours of the 8-hour period mentioned above in which to
transfer the remaining gas (60.2 kg) to the locomotive, giving the total required flow rate summarized
in the table above.
The compressor arrangement follows an “N+1” operating philosophy – the total number of
compressor units given in the summary table above includes one (1) additional unit for redundancy.
The electrical load requirement is based on the total compressor horsepower and electrolyser
throughput and includes an additional 10% for ancillaries.
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Refuelling Facility Component
Low Pressure Ground Storage & Receiving Facility
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense
$25,000
$480,000
$893,158
$205,177
$14,857
$6,000
$23,755
$37,500
$431,250
$0
$200,000
$152,377
$133,330
$190,471
$0
$2,792,875

Scenario 7
Ten locomotives and a fast (buffer) refuelling facility supplied by delivered hydrogen over a 22-hour
period.
Design Characteristics
Suction Pressure
Discharge Pressure
Daily Fuel Consumption
Redundancy Adjustment
Daily Facility Throughput
Compressor Operating Window
Total No. of Compressor(s)
Total Required Flow Rate
Total Required Compressor Horsepower
Electrical Load Requirements
Low Pressure Ground Storage Required
High Pressure Ground Storage Required
No. of Fast Fill Dispenser(s)
No. of (Modified) Slow Fill Dispenser(s)







Value
116
5,000
75.4
110%
831
22
2
37.8
133.5
109
N/A
14
N/A
2

Unit
psig
psig
kg H2/day/vehicle
%
kg H2/day
hours
unit(s)
kg/hour
HP
kW
kg H2
kg H2
unit(s)
unit(s)

The daily facility throughput is based on the daily fuel consumption per vehicle, rounded to the
nearest 5 plus a redundancy adjustment.
The compressor arrangement follows an “N+1” operating philosophy – the total number of
compressor units given in the summary table above includes one (1) additional unit for redundancy.
The electrical load requirement is based on the total compressor horsepower and includes an
additional 10% for ancillaries.
Low pressure ground storage is not required because the delivery tube trailer performs this function.
The high-pressure ground storage required is based on 15 minutes (nominally) of compressor run
time.
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The fast fill dispensers used in this scenario are slow fill posts augmented by a pressure-temperature
transducer and a volume calculation.
A second dispenser was included to allow for continuous refuelling.

Refuelling Facility Component
Low Pressure Ground Storage & Receiving Facility
Electrolyser
Compressor(s)
High Pressure Ground Storage
Priority Panel
(Modified) Slow Dispenser(s)
PCC Panel
Auxiliary Equipment
Installation Budget
Civil / Structural Works
Electrical Service Upgrades
CATS, Training, Project Management & Engineering
General Contractor Fee
Contingency
Owner Oversight & Administrative Fees
TOTAL

Capital Expense

As this report is produced under contract to ECCC, any disclosure, use, or duplication of this document
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$0
$0
$1,014,303
$47,793
$25,812
$100,000
$30,000
$26,250
$318,750
$109,200
$0
$110,749
$88,090
$136,763
$0
$2,007,711
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SECTION APPENDIX B – COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN SUPPLY PATHWAYS

Most of the hydrogen produced and used around the world is not used as fuel; rather, it is used in
manufacturing processes. Hydrogen is an important material in petrochemical processing and in fertilizer
production, for example, as well as the finishing of metalwork, glass products and electronics. The majority
of this hydrogen is sourced from methane (i.e., natural gas), but in areas where electricity is cheap and
plentiful, electrolysis of water can be a practical option.
The supply of hydrogen required for demonstrating a fuel cell-powered locomotive or for supporting a
modest deployment of ten such vehicles in a railyard for switching service, as considered in this
assessment, is most likely to draw on two sources:
1. Hydrogen produced via steam-methane reforming at a high-volume industrial gas facility and
delivered over-the-road by truck-and-tube trailer to the railyard site. The characteristics of this
supply option are:
 Readily available – Commercial gas suppliers operate across North America, serving
industrial customers wherever there is significant demand.
 Market pricing – The price of hydrogen, as with any commodity, is a function of supply
and demand. Delivered to a customer, hydrogen can range from as little as $20 to
upwards of $100 per kilogram.
 More carbon-intense – Typically, production of hydrogen via steam-methane reforming
releases carbon dioxide, contributing considerable greenhouse gas emissions to this
supply chain. However, there is growing interest in capturing and sequestering (or
utilizing) the carbon emissions, which could reduce the carbon intensity of this hydrogen
supply chain effectively net-zero.
2. Hydrogen produced via water electrolysis, either on-site or from a nearby plant. The
characteristics of this supply option are:
 Scarcity – Purchasing hydrogen from an electrolysis facility is not a common option.
Availability is regionally uneven. Most electrolysis facilities are installed to serve internal
process needs at an industrial facility. However, there is growing interest in establishing
“grid-scale” electrolysis facilities. In 2019, Air Liquide announced the development of a 20
MW electrolysis plant at its facility in Bécancour, Québec. This could represent the world’s
largest single source of electrolytic hydrogen.
 Price-dependency – If a local electrolysis plant is the source of hydrogen, or if the end user
chooses to build their own electrolysis capacity on-site, then the cost of the hydrogen
supplied is mainly dependent on the price paid for the electricity that powers the
production process. A low-cost supply of electricity can produce low-cost hydrogen. This
is a major reason for siting the new Air Liquide electrolysis plant in Québec, where the
price of power is low and stable.
 Potentially less carbon-intense. If the electricity used to power the electrolysis plant is
from low-carbon energy sources, such as passive renewables (e.g., wind turbines), nuclear
reactors or hydroelectric generators, then the greenhouse gas emissions associated with
the hydrogen supply chain can be very low.
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Flexibility – Access to water and electricity is very common, so building and operating an
electrolysis plant sized to suit the user’s needs and circumstances is usually a technically
feasible option. To reduce hydrogen production costs, the electrolysis process can run
during off-peak periods when the price of power is at its lowest. If the unit is large enough,
the electricity system operators may even pay the user to run the electrolyzer at times
when the grid requires a stabilizing load on the power grid. The hydrogen produced in
this way can be considered a form of grid energy storage, valued for its capacity to make
intermittent renewables and baseload power more productive by providing a buffer
between power supply and demand. By contrast, steam-methane reformer facilities are
generally much larger (on the order of 50 X or more) than purpose-built electrolysis
plants, making construction an impractical alternative.

The analysis of impacts to railyard operating costs and emissions of running a hydrogen-powered switcher
locomotive, using the two supply options described above (i.e., hydrogen delivered from a steammethane reformer facility, and hydrogen produced on-site via electrolysis), are presented in more detail
in Section E of this report.
However, there may be other options that are practical in highly localized circumstances. For example,
hydrogen as a by-product of a nearby industrial facility, such as a chlor-alkali plant, or produced from a
local waste processing facility, could be a viable option that is relatively low in cost and carbon-intensity.
Moreover, there are emerging hydrogen production processes that may achieve commercial scale in the
coming decades that could significantly alter the economics of hydrogen supply, making it a broadly
appealing fuel alternative. To understand the range of hydrogen production and supply options, a
summary of key processes is presented as follows.
Electrolysis (electrolytic process)
There are two primary electrolytic processes that can produce hydrogen: PEM electrolysis and alkaline
electrolysis, both of which use an anode and a cathode.
When using a PEM, water at the anode reacts to produce oxygen and hydrogen ions (or protons), at
which point the hydrogen ions move across the membrane to the cathode. The electrons flow through
an external circuit, ultimately combining with the hydrogen ions to form hydrogen gas. Anode and
cathode reactions are both shown below:
Anode Reaction:
Cathode Reaction:

2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e4H+ + 4e- → 2H2

Alkaline electrolysis is a technology that has been used for many decades. It differs from PEM in that
it uses a liquid alkaline solution of sodium or potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte “membrane”.
Water and the electrons react at the cathode to form hydroxide ions and hydrogen. The hydroxide
ions are transported through the electrolyte to the anode, where they combine and give up excess
electrons to produce water, electrons, and oxygen. Anode and cathode reactions are both shown
below:
Anode Reaction:
Cathode Reaction:

4OH- → 2H2O + 4e- + O2
4H2O + 4e- → 4OH- + 4H+ + 2H2
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These electrolysis methods of hydrogen production are attractive in that, depending on the source of
electricity used, they can result in zero greenhouse gas emissions. A given power grid may not be ideal
for providing the electricity required for electrolysis because the amount and type of fuel used for the
generation of electricity may release significant amounts of greenhouse gases. However, the zeroemission profile of renewable (i.e., wind, solar, hydroelectric) and nuclear energy are increasingly
attractive electricity source alternatives, particularly where the cost of these technologies decreases.
Electrolysis may also offer opportunities for synergies with intermittent sources of power generation
(e.g., wind, solar). For example, hydrogen generation may be used at a wind farm to counteract the
inherent variability of the generator. This improves the reliability of wind power and provides an
opportunity for excess electricity produced at wind farms to be used to produce hydrogen.
Natural Gas (or Steam Methane) Reforming (thermal process)
Natural gas (or steam methane) reforming is the most common hydrogen production process in use
today. This method involves an endothermic reaction between high-temperature steam (700°C to
1000°C) and the methane found in natural gas. This reaction occurs under 3 to 25 bar pressure (44 to
363 psi) in the presence of a catalyst, to eventually produce hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and a small
amount of carbon dioxide. A “water-gas shift reaction” takes place immediately after, in which a
catalyst induces a reaction between the carbon monoxide and steam to produce carbon dioxide and
more hydrogen. During the final stage of this process, referred to as "pressure-swing adsorption,"
carbon dioxide and other impurities are removed from the gas stream, leaving pure hydrogen.
Steam Methane Reforming Reaction:
Water-Gas Shift Reaction:

CH4 + H2O + heat → CO + 3H2
CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 + heat

Steam reforming methods can also be used in conjunction with other fuels (e.g., ethanol, propane,
gasoline, etc.) to produce hydrogen. Using natural gas is a desirable option as it is a low-cost fuel, and
it allows for the use of existing pipeline delivery infrastructure. This can provide the commercial
hydrogen production capacity needed to support a full fleet of fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). Over
the long term, it is expected that hydrogen production from natural gas will be augmented with
production from renewable, nuclear, coal (with carbon capture and storage), and other low-carbon,
domestic energy resources.
The processes described next (i.e., gasification, biomass digestion and photolytic) are less common
and more exotic means of hydrogen production, but worth keeping in mind as the market develops.
Coal & Biomass Gasification (thermal process)
Gasification is a process by which organic or fossil-based carbonaceous materials (i.e., coal or biomass)
are converted into carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen at high temperatures and without
combustion. More specifically, coal or biomass is reacted with oxygen and steam to form synthesis
gas, which is a mixture that consists primarily of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. As noted previously
under Natural Gas (or Steam Methane) Reforming, a “water-gas shift reaction” takes place
immediately after, in which a catalyst induces a reaction between the carbon monoxide and steam to
produce carbon dioxide and more hydrogen. During the final stage of this process, referred to as
“pressure-swing adsorption,” carbon dioxide and other impurities are removed from the gas stream,
leaving pure hydrogen.
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Coal Gasification Reaction:
CH0.8 + O2 + H2O → CO + CO2 + H2 + other species
Biomass Gasification Reaction: C6H12O6 + O2 + H2O → CO + CO2 + H2 + other species
The production of hydrogen from coal and biomass can help to reduce total energy use, as well as a
country’s reliance on imported petroleum. Furthermore, it offers significant environmental benefits.
Biomass Digestion (Microbial Biomass Conversion) (biochemical process)
In fermentation-based systems, microorganisms break down organic matter (e.g., refined sugars, raw
biomass sources, wastewater, etc.) to produce hydrogen. In direct hydrogen fermentation, the
microbes can break down complex molecules through several different pathways and the by-products
of some of these pathways can be combined by enzymes to produce hydrogen.
Research is currently being done to improve the rate of hydrogen production via fermentation
systems and to increase the yield achieved from the same amount of organic matter. Microbial
electrolysis cells (MECs) serve as one such example – they are devices that harness the energy and
the protons produced by the microbes and introduce a small electric current to produce hydrogen.
Researchers are working on finding lower-cost materials and identifying the most effective type of
microbes to make this technology more feasible, since biomass is an abundant domestic resource.
Water Splitting (photolytic process)
Water splitting, or photolytic, processes use light energy to split water into hydrogen and oxygen.
There are two primary processes – photoelectrochemical (PEC) and photobiological water splitting.
PEC water splitting is a process by which semiconducting materials are used to convert solar energy
to chemical energy in the form of hydrogen. The semiconducting material is immersed in a waterbased electrolyte where sunlight energizes the water splitting process. In contrast, photobiological
water splitting is a process by which microorganisms (e.g., microalgae, cyanobacteria, etc.) use
sunlight to split water into oxygen and hydrogen ions. The hydrogen ions that are produced can then
be combined through direct or indirect routes and are then released as hydrogen gas.
Lifecycle emissions of hydrogen supply chain
As sustainability criteria increasingly informs long-term business planning around the world, the emissions
associated with fuels over their entire lifecycle is becoming an important characteristic. Lifecycle
assessment is concerned not only with emissions produced by the combustion of a fuel, but also the
emissions released (or incorporated) throughout its production and distribution to market. The carbonintensity of a fuel is a measure of the sum of greenhouse gas emissions produced over its lifecycle,
including its end-use. The metric is typically grams of carbon dioxide-equivalent for each megajoule of
energy, or gCO2e/MJ.
In some jurisdictions, the carbon-intensity (CI) of fuels delivered to market is regulated as a not-to-exceed
average, as part of government efforts to reduce emissions and promote the use of alternative fuels with
lower CI levels. The CI levels of fuels sold in a market can be assessed by the provider and presented to
regulators with proper evidence, or they can simply use default values published by the regulator for
different fuels. The default values are generated using lifecycle models. The following is a reference
lookup table for hydrogen pathways as alternatives to gasoline and diesel, per the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) for the State’s Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS).
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CA-GREET
Fuel Pathway
Code
HYF
HYFL
HYB
HYBL
HYEG
HYER
CBOB
ULSD

Carbon Intensity
Values
(gCO2e/MJ)

Hydrogen Production Pathway Description
Compressed H2 produced in California from central SMR of North
American fossil-based NG
Liquefied H2 produced in California from central SMR of North
American fossil-based NG
Compressed H2 produced in California from central SMR of
biomethane (renewable feedstock) from North American landfills
Liquefied H2 produced in California from central SMR of biomethane
(renewable feedstock) from North American landfills
Compressed H2 produced in California from electrolysis using
California average grid electricity
Compressed H2 produced in California from electrolysis using zero-Cl
electricity
CARBOB (CARB gasoline before oxygenate blending) – based on the
average crude oil supplied to California refineries and average
California refinery efficiencies
Ultra-low-sulfur diesel based on the average crude oil supplied to
California refineries and average California refiner efficiencies

117.67
150.94
99.48
129.09
164.46
10.51
100.82
100.45

The values in the above lookup table are the sum of the fuel pathway components identified, below,
showing the respective CI quantifications.
Fuel Pathway Component
NG Recovery
NG Processing
NG or RNG Transport
LFG Recovery
LFG Processing
H2 Production
H2 Production Non-combustion
Liquefaction
H2 Transport
Gaseous H2 Compression and
Cooling
Total Carbon Intensity

HYF
6.07
3.31
5.50

HYFL
6.07
3.31
5.50

20.46
64.09

21.79
68.26
45.28
0.74

7.21
11.04
117.67

150.94

Compression
and
cooling
assumed
California
Source: CA-GREET3.0 Lookup Table Pathways – Technical Support Documentation

HYB

HYBL

HYEG

HYER

9.47
0.79
42.74
20.46
7.78

9.47
0.79
42.74
21.79
8.29
45.28
.074

153.95

0

10.51

10.51

164.46

10.51

7.21
11.04
99.48

129.09

average

grid

electricity

(CAMX).

Similar tables are used by the Government of British Columbia for the Renewable & Low Carbon Fuel
Requirements Regulation. Currently, the Government of Canada is developing a similar regulation on the
CI of fuels, known as the Clean Fuel Standard.
Note that the CI of the fuel may be further adjusted to reflect the efficiency with which it is used in the
end-use application. Relative to burning diesel in a combustion engine, for example, hydrogen used in a
fuel cell is more efficient at generating power. Moreover, motive power in a vehicle is more efficiently
used in electric propulsion systems. These efficiency improvements mean less hydrogen is needed to
produce the same amount of work performed by diesel. The chart below visually compares the CI of some
identified types of fuel alternatives to gasoline and diesel in California, adjusted by the energy
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effectiveness ratio (EER). The application of the EER shows that hydrogen, as a vehicle fuel, is less carbonintense than diesel or gasoline even when the upstream CI levels are comparable. Put simply, the fuel cellelectric powertrain is more efficient than a conventional heat engine.
Each diamond on the chart represents a CI value generated by CARB’s lifecycle model. Some fuels have
many different values, closely overlapping in some cases. The spread of these plots form bands that
indicate the range of CI values resulting from variations in a fuel pathway.

Source: CARB website – LCFS Pathway Certified Carbon Intensities

Note that some of the fuel types have CI values that are less than zero. These points on the chart usually
reflect biogenic sources of energy, the production of which involves a net removal of carbon dioxide from
atmosphere. These fuel pathways are often expensive and only marginally available.
It is worth noting that for the range of hydrogen fuel pathways assessed by CARB, the spectrum of CI
values ranges from less-than-zero up to a maximum that is lower than the CI values for fossil diesel,
gasoline, natural gas (compressed or liquefied) and propane.
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SECTION APPENDIX C – BRIEF REPORT OF POTENTIAL MODAL CO-BENEFITS
Hydrogen supply options
A fleet of ten GP38-2 switcher locomotives converted to hydrogen fuel cell/battery hybrid powertrains,
as detailed in the preceding section of this report (Section C), will consume approximately 750 kilograms
of hydrogen per day when operating under the reference switchyard duty-cycle. With this relatively small
volume of fuel consumption, gaseous hydrogen is preferred over liquid hydrogen. There are two ways to
provide gaseous hydrogen fuel to the switcher locomotive fleet:



purchased from a third party and delivered to the switchyard by tube trailers; or
produced on site by electrolysis of water.

When considering the choice between off-site production and on-site production, off-site production
provides a different scope in terms of additional opportunities to utilize hydrogen at the switchyard
beyond its use to fuel the locomotives. Specifically, hydrogen that is trucked-in means that the supply of
fuel is not affected during a local electricity power outage. Indeed, a trucked in supply may even serve as
a long-term back-up source of power for other on-site systems, during power outages, for example.
Alternatively, an on-site electrolysis plant could be designed to generate excess hydrogen for short term
back-up power or for other on-site systems. In addition, an on-site electrolysis plant could also generate
ancillary services to the grid (e.g., frequency regulation, flexibility ramping, spinning reserve) while
producing hydrogen.
Inside- or outside-the-fence?
The nature of this question is to consider whether the electrolysis plant should be limited to opportunities
and applications “inside the fence” at the switchyard or to expand the design and build the hydrogen
infrastructure with capacity to provide fuel to private, third party customers “outside the fence”. The
incremental cost to increase the size of the hydrogen facility is relatively modest, compared to the costs
of the basic build. The core components need to be bigger and an additional fuel dispensing unit would
likely have to be installed external to the switchyard premises.
Generally speaking, one would expect the external dispenser to be set up for retail sales to the general
public, in which case the dispensing unit must be designed, certified and maintained to provide precise
metering under Measurement Canada specifications and oversight. In addition, many road vehicles are
designed for hydrogen pressurized to 700 bar to facilitate more on-board energy storage and thus greater
range (i.e., distance travelled between fill-ups). Whereas the concept switcher locomotive is designed to
use hydrogen pressurized to 350 bar (as are most other hydrogen-powered rail vehicles currently in use).
This mismatch will either limit the customer base or require the additional expense of adding 700 bar
compressor and storage capacity.
The opinion of the project team is that the administrative effort to comply with Measurement Canada
specifications for retail hydrogen dispensing, coupled with the extra investment, the potential disruption
or interference with on-site activities, and the extra management associated with supporting the
hydrogen fuel needs of third party clients, suggests that the more likely uses of hydrogen fuel, in parallel
to the switchyard locomotives, are those that are “inside the fence” (aside from one alternative,
addressed later). However, as hydrogen equipment is more widely adopted, the role of railyard as a node
that can serve a wider hydrogen network may become compelling.
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Opportunities common to on-site and off-site produced hydrogen
Railyards have a variety of mobile and stationary equipment that are diesel powered and could be
converted to hydrogen fuel cell power. Some or all of the following may be candidates:










Yard tractors (or shunt trucks): single seated trucks (the part of the cab that usually houses the
passenger seat is cut away for better visibility) that move semi-trailers around the switchyard
when cargo is moved directly between the rail car and a semi-trailer. They are typically unlicensed
and never leave the switchyard.
Yard forklifts: are “oversize” forklifts for moving cargo within the switchyard.
Container handlers: speciality forklifts that are equipped with lifting devices that can move an ISO
container and its contents within the switchyard.
Yard cranes: typically use cable to lift cargo between the rail cars and other means of conveyance.
Warehouse forklifts: conventional forklifts that are used in warehouses that may be adjacent to
a switchyard. Some 20,000 hydrogen fuel cell-powered forklifts are currently in operation
throughout North America.12
Road switcher locomotives: locomotives that perform short range services external to the
switchyard.
Stationary back-up power generator (two options):
A. Install a stationary hydrogen fuel cell instead of a diesel generator as a back-up source of
electrical power during a local power grid outage. For trucked-in hydrogen, this costattractiveness of this option depends on the proximity of the off-site hydrogen production
facility to the rail switchyard.
B. If appropriately equipped, it may be possible to take a switcher locomotive out of switcher
service and use it as a back-up source of electrical power during a local power grid outage.

Opportunities unique to on-site produced hydrogen


A fleet of 10 switcher locomotives that consumes about 750 kg/day of hydrogen will require a
water electrolysis plant in the order of 2½ megawatts electrical power input, in nearly non-stop
operation. A ramping electrical load of this size and nature, as described earlier, can be very useful
to the operator of an electricity grid, where the grid operator can control the flow of electricity to
the electrolysis plant.13 Manipulating the flow helps the grid operator to stabilize the frequency
and voltage profiles of the grid as the overall grid load fluctuates throughout the day. The nature
of this operation is, however, contrary to the fundamental design principles for on-site hydrogen
production (i.e., non-stop operation sized to match the hydrogen fuel consumption of the fleet of
vehicles). The water electrolysis plant would have to be oversized and only the excess capacity
made available to the electricity grid operator for ancillary services. The economics of oversizing
the plant for this purpose would depend heavily on the price the utility is willing to pay for access
to the electrolysis plant as a grid management tool.

12

U.S. Department of Energy, 2018. https://www.energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/fact-month-november-2018-there-are-now-more-20000-hydrogenfuel-cell-forklifts-use
13 A 2.5 MW PEM electrolysis plant began operation in Markham, Ontario in June 2018. Jointly owned by Enbridge Gas and Hydrogenics, the plant
provides grid services to the Independent Electricity System Operator, including energy strorage. http://www.ieso.ca/en/PoweringTomorrow/Technology/Whats-the-big-deal-about-energy-storage
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Special case – on-site production for outside-the-fence opportunities


As described above, an electrolysis plant installed within a railyard site that is sized to produce
more hydrogen than is required “inside the fence” can be a source of hydrogen for delivery to
users outside the fence. Once the railyard equipment needs are met, the balance of the hydrogen
produced can be used for a local retail dispenser, or collected by a tube trailer and then shipped
to local customers. The applications could include fuel cell-electric transit bus pilots, warehouse
forklifts, portable/stationary power generation or integrated community energy systems. In this
manner, the production of hydrogen on-site could become a new revenue stream for the host
railway company.

In summary, there is a meaningful list of alternative uses for hydrogen fuel at a rail switchyard. Indeed,
the hydrogen used to power locomotives can facilitate a broader program of emissions reductions
throughout the railyard and, to some extent, the surrounding community. Quantifying the volumes of fuel
may be an assignment for a future phase of the project.
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SECTION E
ESTIMATED AIR QUALITY, GHG AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS
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ESTIMATING THE IMPACTS ON RAILYARD EMISSIONS AND OPERATING EXPENSES

Activity E within the project work plan is concerned with estimating the operational impact of the
conceptual hydrogen-powered switcher locomotive, working in a railyard as a fleet of 10 units. This
analysis is conducted by the project team in two parts:
i.
ii.

estimate of emissions of criteria air contaminants and greenhouse gases relative to a diesel
baseline, based on the hydrogen sourcing options identified in the preceding section; and
estimate of operational costs required to keep the 10-unit switcher fleet running, relative to a
diesel baseline.

The assumptions and calculations underlying the estimations are presented herein. The implications of
these analyses are summarized as follows:




Using hydrogen as a fuel instead of diesel to power switcher locomotives in a railyard can generate
substantial reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases and criteria air contaminants.
o Hydrogen produced via steam-methane reforming of natural gas and delivered by a
merchant supplier to the railyard can reduce greenhouse gases by approximately 50%
over the fuel lifecycle.14
o Hydrogen produced on-site via water electrolysis using local grid-supplied electricity at
the railyard can reduce greenhouse gases by approximately 70% over the fuel lifecycle,
depending on the carbon-intensity of the regional grid power supply.
o Locomotive emissions of criteria air contaminants are virtually eliminated.
o For a fleet of ten hydrogen-powered locomotives, as conceptualized in this assessment,
the annual emissions reductions could range from 4,000-5,000 tonnes of greenhouse
gases (over the fuel lifecycle) and approximately 160 tonnes of criteria air contaminants.
The emissions reductions are achieved at a marginal financial cost. As a fuel, hydrogen is expected
to be more expensive than diesel for the foreseeable future, but not by an order of magnitude.
Compared to a diesel price of $1/litre, the cost of operating a hydrogen refuelling station in a
railyard, including maintenance, personnel, training, delivery, commodity costs and applicable
taxes, can range up to 2-3 times the cost of diesel.
o Special case: Over time, the operational costs of on-site hydrogen production via
electrolysis can generate a savings relative to diesel, depending on the price of electricity
and the future price of diesel.

14

A fuel lifecycle implies the entire supply chain beginning with extraction or harvesting of raw materials, the refining of those materials into a
useable fuel, the distribution of that fuel to the end-user and, finally, the use of the fuel to generate some useful work. In the case of diesel, the
fuel lifecycle modeled in this report includes the extraction of crude oil in Canada, followed by upgrading and refining into diesel. The diesel is
then transported to market where it is used in a locomotive. The focus of the lifecycle analysis herein is on air emissions, including regulated
criteria air contaminants and greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs). For GHGs, the sum of emissions produced during the “Well-to-Tank” portion of
the lifecycle is estimated, as well as the emissions produced at the end-use, in the “Tank-to-Wheels” portion of the fuel lifecycle.
In comparing diesel to hydrogen, most of the emissions associated with the diesel lifecycle are produced at end-use; whereas, emissions
associated with the hydrogen lifecycle are produced almost entirely “upstream” in the production of the fuel.
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Section I – Estimated change in emissions

The use of hydrogen fuel cells to produce onboard electrical energy to power switcher locomotives has
the fortuitous advantage of eliminating the polluting emissions from switchers powered by diesel engines.
Two categories of emissions are eliminated:
1. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O). Taken together, the global warming impact of these GHGs can be shown as a CO2equivalent value (CO2e); that is, a factor of 2.98275 kilograms per litre (kg/L) of diesel fuel
consumed.15
2. Criteria Air Contaminant (CAC) emissions, including oxides of nitrogen (NOX), particulate matter
(PM), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and oxides of sulphur (SOX). Except for SOX, which
is a function of the sulphur content of diesel fuel used (the dominant species of sulphur emissions
is SO2), each CAC emission factor is a function of the combustion characteristics of the specific
type of locomotive being operated. To establish standardized emissions factors for the CAC
emissions from locomotives in a specific operating service (such as yard switching), fleet
cumulative data are consolidated. As the fleet makeup varies yearly, for the purposes of
calculations conducted herein, the emissions factors in grams per litre (g/L) of diesel fuel
consumed were those listed for Yard Switching operations on Table 8, Page 26, in the 2017 edition
of the Railway Association of Canada’s Locomotive Emissions Monitoring report, shown as
follows.

NOX
69.14

PM
1.50

Emissions factor (g/L)
CO
HC
7.35
4.01

SO2
0.02

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The table that follows summarizes the difference in GHG emissions between the reference locomotive
(GP38-2) operating on the reference duty-cycle described in the report under Activity C, and the concept
locomotive converted to perform the same operations using hydrogen instead. There the annual diesel
consumption was estimated at 192,370 L and the annual hydrogen consumption at 24,756 kg. These
values are converted to GJ as common energy units.
Next, the emissions associated with the upstream portion of fuel lifecycle is considered. The GHGenius
lifecycle emissions modeling tool, Version 4.03, reports the sum of emissions resulting from the extraction
of crude oil, its refining into diesel and its delivery to the end-user as 24.135 kg/GJ. The model also
provides upstream emissions for hydrogen produced via SMR, which includes the extraction of natural
gas, its transport to an SMR plant, its conversion to hydrogen and its compression and delivery to the enduser by truck and tube trailer. It also provides the upstream emissions for hydrogen from on-site
electrolysis.

15

Railway Association of Canada. Locomotive Emissions Monitoring Report 2017. 2020. Per emissions factors appearing in Tables 14, 15 and 16.
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To indicate the magnitude of emissions reductions achievable using low-carbon sources of hydrogen, the
electricity used to power the electrolysis plant is assumed to be drawn from the grid in Ontario, reflecting
the average carbon-intensity of that province’s overall mix of electricity generation sources (which is
considered below the national average but not as low as some major hydroelectric generating provinces,
such British Columbia, Manitoba and Quebec)16.
The upstream and downstream emissions from each fuel pathway is summed in the table, and the
difference relative to the diesel baseline for the two types of hydrogen is shown.
Lifecycle GHG emissions calculations – comparing diesel to hydrogen (Ontario scenario)

Annual fuel use
Upstream
emissions
Downstream
emissions
Total lifecycle
emissions

Diesel reference
locomotive
192,370 L
6,906 GJ
24.1435 kgCO2e/GJ
166,735 kg
2.98275 kgCO2e/L
573,792 kg
740,527 kg
Diff. relative to diesel
x10 locomotives

Hydrogen concept
locomotive
24,756 kg
2,968 GJ
SMR
Electrolysis
120.7943 kgCO2e/GJ 79.6781 kgCO2e/GJ
358,517 kg
236,485 kg
0 kg

0 kg

358,517 kg

236,485 kg

-382,010 kg
-3,820,100 kg

-504,042 kg
-5,040,420 kg

Notes
Taken from section C estimates
Energy-equivalent units [GJ]17
[kgCO2e/GJ] Emissions factors
from GHGenius Version 4.03
[kgCO2e/L] Emissions factor from
RAC 2017 LEM report

As shown in the table above, no emissions are produced in the use of hydrogen by a fuel cell, but the
upstream emissions can be higher than that of diesel. Only in Quebec, where the carbon-intensity of gridsupplied electricity is the lowest in Canada, are the upstream emissions of hydrogen produced by
electrolysis lower than the upstream emissions generated by producing and delivering diesel to market.18
Regardless, the full impact of powering a fleet of 10 fuel cell-electric switcher locomotives, as
conceptualized in this report, over the full fuel lifecycle, is a net annual reduction of nearly 4,000 tonnes,
assuming hydrogen delivered to the railyard from an SMR facility. For hydrogen produced in the railyard
using an electrolysis plant, the reduction is highly sensitive to the emissions-intensity of the electricity
supplied. The table shows emissions calculations based on grid-power supply in Ontario (a reduction more
than 5,000 tonnes), but it could range from a reduction of more than 6,000 tonnes in Quebec to a net
increase of approximately 5,000 tonnes in Alberta.
These estimates should be regarded as products of averages that are continually changing over time.
Supply chains are dynamic systems and the inputs that influence the carbon intensity of the fuel vary. For
example, the carbon-intensity of electrical power generation in Canada has been declining over the past
decade – a trend that is expected to continue given current energy and environmental regulations.
16

Canada’s Energy Regulator. Canada’s Renewable Power Landscape 2017 – Energy Market Analysis. https://www.cerrec.gc.ca/nrg/sttstc/lctrct/rprt/2017cndrnwblpwr/ghgmssn-eng.html?=undefined&wbdisable=true
17
Generally, 1 litre of diesel provides 35.9 MJ. 1 kg of hydrogen is taken as roughly equal to 120 MJ. The calculations use 8.3417 kg-H2/GJ.
18 For the sake of comparison, the province of Quebec sees Upstream emissions per fuel unit using default grid power in Quebec is 23.8190 kg
CO2/GJ (diesel) and 33.0416 kg CO2/GJ (H2). While the CO2/GJ values are higher for H2, when the higher efficiency of hydrogen fuel use is taken
into account, the result is a lower upstream emissions total compared to the diesel upstream.
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Criteria Air Contaminant Emissions
As with the GHG emissions estimates presented above, the table below summarizes the difference in CAC
emissions between the reference locomotive (GP38-2) operating on the reference duty-cycle described in
the report of Activity C, and the concept locomotive converted to perform the same operations using
hydrogen instead. In this case, however, the CAC emissions produced upstream of the locomotive (i.e.,
the fuel supply chain) are disregarded.
There are two reasons for this approach. First, CACs are regulated principally to fulfill a public health
objective; namely, the mitigation of air pollution. Generally, CACs have been identified and characterized
according to the contribution made to human health impacts, including respiratory disease. Some CACs
are directly hazardous to human health, while some play a direct role in the formation of photochemical
smog, which subsequently impacts human health. Upstream CAC emissions may be from facilities that are
quite distant from the railyard, and thus may have little direct effect on people within the immediate area.
Second, comparative lifecycle modelling tends to be driven by climate change policy objectives as opposed
to air pollution, which is more often managed according to geographic zones. For example, in different
zones the levels of CACs targeted by public health officials can vary. In some zones, smog events can be
triggered by lower levels of HC or NOX in the atmosphere, while in other zones PM is the more critical CAC
to manage.
So, while CACs can be produced in one place, travel great distances on air currents, and then settle in
another area where they contribute to poor air quality, lifecycle modelling tends not to be a principal tool
used to address air pollution. Rather, air zone management uses many tools to achieve public health goals,
including strict regulations on emissions from identifiable sources. Locomotives are one such example.
Therefore, considering only the direct CAC emissions produced by the reference locomotive when
operating on diesel, based on an annual consumption of 192,370 litres, and referring to the CAC emissions
factors for yard switching service published by industry, the emissions of a 10-unit fleet are as follows.

One locomotive
Fleet of 10 locomotives

Switcher locomotive CAC emissions – annual operation
NOX
PM
CO
HC
SO2
[69.14 g/L]
[1.50 g/L]
[7.35 g/L]
[4.01 g/L]
[0.02 g/L]
13,300 kg
289 kg
1,414 kg
771 kg
4 kg
133,000 kg
2,890 kg
14,140 kg
7,710 kg
40 kg

Since no CAC emissions are produced by the concept locomotive converted to operate on hydrogen, the
above figures are also the avoided emissions, equating to nearly 160 tonnes of CACs annually (in the
aggregate) for a fleet of 10 units in a railyard.
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Section II – Estimated change in operating expenses

The Change Energy Services proprietary model for assessing operating expenses for hydrogen refuelling
installations was applied to each of the seven hydrogen refuelling scenarios described previously in
Section D. This model is calibrated using real-world costing for equipment and services. The results of this
modelling work are presented in the tables that follow.
Total operating cost estimates are composed of maintenance and personnel, electricity, training, and
delivery and commodity costs, described as follows:







Maintenance and personnel includes routine inspections, as well as major and minor compressor
overhauls. These costs apply only to the refuelling facility and do not include the maintenance of
the locomotives themselves. A very conservative assumption is that the costs of locomotive
maintenance for the diesel reference and the hydrogen concept are comparable. Indeed, the
project team expects that time and expenses for regular maintenance of the existing dieselgenerator system will exceed those of the fuel cell-battery hybrid-electric powertrain. To err on
the side of caution, the locomotive maintenance expenses are assumed to be equal for the
reference and concept designs.
The cost of electricity is based on the power required to operate the compressor(s) and the
electrolyser (as applicable). An additional 10% allowance has been included for ancillaries.
Training of personnel to operate the refuelling facility assumes two (2) operators and two (2)
training days per year to maintain knowledge and, if applicable, certifications. The cost of training
personnel to maintain the facility is also included, assuming two (2) maintenance staff and five (5)
training days per year.
Delivery refers to the cost of delivering the hydrogen to site and, therefore, does not apply to
Scenarios 1, 3, 5, and 6, in which the hydrogen is produced on-site via electrolysis. The cost of
water is not considered in any of the scenarios, as its contribution to overall operating expenses
is negligible.

Further assumptions include:





A sales tax of 13% is applied to each of these items, reflecting HST applied as if the railyard were
in Ontario.
The cost of diesel is assumed to be $1.00 per litre and is based on an annual consumption of
192,370 litres per each locomotive operating on the reference duty-cycle as previously described
in Section C.19
Any compliance costs associated with operating on diesel are not considered in the model. Nor
are any fees associated with greenhouse gas emissions (e.g., carbon permits under regulation,
carbon taxes). The effect of these assumptions is to disadvantage hydrogen in the analysis, but
this approach avoids unnecessary guesswork and keeps the analysis conservative.

For each of the scenarios assessed, a five-year forecast is presented in the tables below. This helps to
illustrate how the scenarios compare over time. Also, scenarios 1 through 5 were developed to serve as a
demonstration pilot, which is assumed to run for approximately two years. Therefore, the capital costs
19

The model incorporates an extrapolation of trends in energy pricing, resulting in a slight upward trend in the price of diesel and slight downward
trend in the price of electricity.
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and operating expenses for just the first two years of station operation are summed for convenient
comparison, for each of these scenarios.
Scenario 1 – One locomotive and a fast (cascade) refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
2-Year Operating Expenses

Year 1
$88,252
$335,147
$3,232
$0
$55,462
$482,094
$192,370
-$289,724

Year 2
$228,974
$334,347
$3,297
$0
$73,660
$640,278
$195,276
-$445,002

Year 3
$140,659
$333,549
$3,363
$0
$62,084
$539,654
$201,220
-$338,434

Year 4
$183,425
$332,752
$3,430
$0
$67,549
$587,156
$210,476
-$376,679

Year 5
$187,379
$331,958
$3,499
$0
$67,969
$590,804
$223,485
-$367,319

$3,916,011
$1,122,372

Scenario 2 – One locomotive and a fast (cascade) refuelling facility supplied by delivered hydrogen
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
2-Year Operating Expenses

Year 1
$3,380
$15,715
$3,232
$452,889
$61,778
$536,995
$192,370
-$344,625

Year 2
$144,102
$15,809
$3,297
$452,889
$80,092
$696,189
$195,276
-$500,913

Year 3
$55,786
$15,902
$3,363
$452,889
$68,632
$596,573
$201,220
-$395,353

Year 4
$98,552
$15,997
$3,430
$452,889
$74,213
$645,081
$210,476
-$434,604

Year 5
$102,506
$16,091
$3,499
$452,889
$74,748
$649,734
$223,485
-$426,249

$297,677
$1,233,183

Scenario 3 – One locomotive and a slow refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen that only
operates over an 8-hour period
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
2-Year Operating Expenses

Year 1
$49,094
$335,147
$3,232
$0
$50,372
$437,845
$192,370
-$245,475

Year 2
$96,778
$334,347
$3,297
$0
$56,475
$490,897
$195,276
-$295,621

Year 3
$51,357
$333,549
$3,363
$0
$50,475
$438,743
$201,220
-$237,524

Year 4
$97,118
$332,752
$3,430
$0
$56,329
$489,629
$210,476
-$279,153

Year 5
$98,255
$331,958
$3,499
$0
$56,382
$490,094
$223,485
-$266,609

$4,267,389
$928,742
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Scenario 4 – One locomotive and a slow refuelling facility supplied by delivered hydrogen
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
2-Year Operating Expenses

Year 1
$8,840
$15,715
$3,232
$452,889
$62,488
$543,165
$192,370
-$350,795

Year 2
$104,032
$15,809
$3,297
$452,889
$74,883
$650,910
$195,276
-$455,634

Year 3
$57,655
$15,902
$3,363
$452,889
$68,875
$598,684
$201,220
-$397,465

Year 4
$58,808
$15,997
$3,430
$452,889
$69,046
$600,170
$210,476
-$389,693

Year 5
$59,984
$16,091
$3,499
$452,889
$69,220
$601,683
$223,485
-$378,199

$1,539,487
$1,194,074

Scenario 5 – One locomotive and a slow fill refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen operating
over a 22-hour period
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
2-Year Operating Expenses

Year 1
$59,294
$174,485
$3,232
$0
$30,811
$267,822
$192,370
-$75,452

Year 2
$108,847
$174,620
$3,297
$0
$37,279
$324,043
$195,276
-$128,768

Year 3
$106,203
$174,756
$3,363
$0
$36,962
$321,283
$201,220
-$120,064

Year 4
$107,318
$174,891
$3,430
$0
$37,133
$322,773
$210,476
-$112,296

Year 5
$110,438
$175,027
$3,499
$0
$37,565
$326,529
$223,485
-$103,045

$2,792,875
$591,866

The following scenarios (6 and 7) were developed to serve as permanent facilities within a railyard. In
these cases, the sum of the capital costs and operating expenses is shown for the first three years. This is
to highlight that beyond this period, the cumulative expenses for the electrolysis plant scenario are less
than for the delivered hydrogen solution. In this instance, the higher capital outlay is recovered through
lower operating expenses over time.
Scenario 6 - Ten locomotives and a fast (buffer) refuelling facility supplied by electrolytic hydrogen
Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
3-Year Operating Expenses
Total 3-Year Expenses

Year 1
$106,617
$2,594,902
$3,232
$0
$351,618
$3,056,369
$1,923,700
-$1,132,669

Year 2
$249,337
$2,548,239
$3,297
$0
$364,114
$3,164,987
$1,952,758
-$1,212,230

Year 3
$202,026
$2,502,416
$3,363
$0
$352,015
$3,059,819
$2,012,196
-$1,047,622

Year 4
$202,187
$2,457,416
$3,430
$0
$346,194
$3,009,228
$2,104,764
-$904,464

Year 5
$161,813
$2,413,225
$3,499
$0
$335,210
$2,913,747
$2,234,845
-$678,902

$6,964,707
$9,281,175
$16,245,882
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Scenario 7 – Ten locomotives and a fast (buffer) refuelling facility supplied by delivered hydrogen over a
22-hour period
Year 2
$152,600
$133,419
$3,297
$4,528,890
$626,367
$5,444,573
$1,952,758
-$3,491,816

Year 3
$105,288
$133,523
$3,363
$4,528,890
$620,238
$5,391,303
$2,012,196
-$3,379,106

Year 4
$105,450
$133,627
$3,430
$4,528,890
$620,282
$5,391,679
$2,104,764
-$3,286,915

Year 5
$65,076
$133,730
$3,499
$4,528,890
$615,055
$5,346,251
$2,234,845
-$3,111,405

$2,007,711
$16,118,986
$18,126,697

Scenario 6: Hydrogen VS. Diesel Operating Costs
Hydrogen Cost (minus Capital)

Diesel Cost

$4,000,000
$3,500,000

Operating Cost ($)

Notably, scenarios 1 though 5
are more costly to maintain
than
the
diesel-fuelled
locomotive reference case.
The operating costs of the
hydrogen alternatives tend to
be two-to-three times the
cost of diesel over the 5-year
period examined. However,
scenario
6
shows
an
incremental
cost
that
decreases over time. The
inset charts compare the
operating expenses of the
diesel reference case and
scenario 6 (i.e., on-site
hydrogen production via
electrolysis), projected over a
10-year period. Towards the
end (year 7, approximately)
the use of hydrogen to power
the
fleet
of
switcher
locomotive becomes the less
expensive option.

Year 1
$9,880
$133,316
$3,232
$4,528,890
$607,791
$5,283,110
$1,923,700
-$3,359,410

$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

Year

Scenario 6: Annual Savings
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000

Savings ($)

Operating Expense
Maintenance & Personnel
Electricity
Training
Delivery & Commodity
HST
TOTAL
Diesel Cost
SAVINGS
Summary
Total Capital Expenses
3-Year Operating Expenses
Total 3-Year Expenses

$0
1

2

3

4

5

6

-$500,000
-$1,000,000
-$1,500,000

Year
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SECTION F
OVERVIEW OF CODES, STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
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REGULATORY FRAMEWORK REPORT
Activity F within the project work plan focuses on producing a brief overview of the regulatory framework
under which the concept hydrogen switcher locomotive would hypothetically operate. Important codes,
standards and regulations that would apply are identified, as well as notable gaps in the framework that
should be addressed over time to facilitate the commercial scale-up of hydrogen powered switcher
locomotives.

Overview of codes, standards and regulations
(from the perspective of operating hydrogen systems and equipment in railways)

The federal railway safety legislative and regulatory framework
Transport Canada is responsible for developing, administering and overseeing policy, legislative and
regulatory requirements for the safety of the rail transportation system in Canada. The Railway Safety Act
(RSA)20 formalizes the relationship between government and railway companies on matters of safety to
personnel, the public, property and the environment. This relationship is collaborative – not “command
and control” – and is intended to “facilitate a modern, flexible and efficient regulatory scheme that will
ensure the continuing enhancement of railway safety and security.” [see Section 3 of Act]
The RSA provides authorities to make regulations, rules and engineering standards that each have equal
force of law, and under which compliance is mandatory.
Regulations are statutory instruments approved by an appointed Governor in Council and apply to all
federally regulated railway companies.
Rules are developed by railway companies and approved by the Minister of Transport. A rule can be
submitted for approval by an association representing several railway companies, or a company can
independently submit its own, company-specific rules. Compared to regulations, rules have the
advantage of being efficient and flexible, as they can be approved in less time.
Engineering Standards are developed by railway companies and approved by the Minister of
Transport. The same criteria relating to rules applies to standards.

Railway Safety Act

Regulations

Rules

Engineering
standards
Guidelines

20

mandatory compliance

voluntary compliance

Railway Safety Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. 32 (4th Supp.)). https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/R-4.2/
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Parties subject to the RSA are: Railway Companies; Local Railway Companies; Railway company
employees, Road Authorities (which can include provincial and municipal authorities); and Adjacent Land
Owners and the general public.
A Railway Company operates or maintains a railway within the legislative authority of Parliament,
meaning that it meets one of the following criteria:





operates across provincial/territorial or international boundaries;
is owned, controlled, operated or leased by a federal railway;
has been declared by Parliament to be for the general advantage of Canada; or
is an integral part of an existing federal undertaking.

The term “railway” includes tracks, branches, extensions, sidings, railway bridges, tunnels, stations,
depots, wharfs, rolling stock, equipment, stores or other things connected with the railway. It also includes
communications or signaling systems and related facilities and equipment used for railway purposes.
To operate, a Railway Company requires:






a Certificate of Fitness, issued by the Canadian Transportation Agency, authorized under Sections
90-94 of the Canada Transportation Act (based on satisfactory third-party liability insurance
coverage for a proposed construction or operation of a railway),
a Railway Operating Certificate,
approved Rules, and
a Safety Management System.

A Local Railway Company is either a provincially-regulated short line, a light rail transit or a tourist train
that operates equipment on federally regulated tracks. It requires only a Railway Operating Certificate,
approved Rules, and a Safety Management System, but not a Certificate of Fitness.
Railway Operating Certificates are issued by Transport Canada to federal regulated railway companies
provided the Minister is satisfied with the company’s safety management system. The Railway Safety
Management System Regulations, promulgated under the Act, outline the characteristics of a satisfactory
system, such as accountabilities, reporting and the need for appropriate risk assessment methodologies.
This regulation formalizes a process of assessment and continuous improvement, but it does not specify
minimum technical standards to be achieved.
However, some technical standards are referenced in certain regulations established under the RSA for
commonplace equipment (e.g., diesel storage tanks). As previously described, references to technical
specifications and practices can exist as Rules that have been proposed by railway companies and
accepted by the Minister. Such rules may reference industry standards published, for example, by the
Association of American Railroads. This is intended to facilitate safe operations but not impede the
introduction of new technology, such as hydrogen equipment.
Indeed, the current modus operandi for the Rail Safety Group at Transport Canada regarding safety
implications of technology new to the railway sector is a ‘system of rules having the flexibility to adapt to
new or local situations.’ This would involve a submission from an hydrogen system proponent railway
company explaining the alternate motive power and fuel system, where and how it will be operated and
kept safe, the integrity of fuel reservoirs and connections, and how the monitoring and inspection will
occur. The foundational element of the submission is the risk assessment. Based on its review of the risk
assessment, consistent with the safety management systems regulations, the Rail Safety Group could
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approve use of the proposed hydrogen system on either a temporary basis (such as for testing and
demonstration), or clear it for in-service operation, or ask for further substantiation.
Confidence in the risk assessment is enhanced where applicable codes, standards and guidelines already
exist and can be referenced or adapted. For example, the Canadian Hydrogen Installation Code (CHIC),
establishes the requirements for any newly proposed hydrogen refuelling facility that would be associated
with a hydrogen-powered locomotive project. Furthermore, the CHIC includes a lengthy list of “Normative
References”; i.e., mandatory specifications that must be fulfilled in the design, construction and operation
of the facility. By demonstrating an alignment with such standards and equivalencies with prevailing rules,
the process of review can be facilitated.
The rail safety legislative and regulatory regime comprises the elements listed below. From the
perspective of integrating new hydrogen systems, including hydrogen fuel cell-powered switcher
locomotives and supporting refuelling systems, into federal regulated railway operations, the highlighted
elements are considered directly relevant.
Legislation


Railway Safety Act (1985, c. 32 (4th Supp.))

Regulations (Pursuant to the Act)







Railway Operating Certificate Regulations (SOR/2014-258)
Railway Safety Management System Regulations, 2015 (SOR/2015-26)
Notice of Railway Works Regulations (SOR/91-103)
Grade Crossings Regulations (SOR/2014-275)
Locomotive Emissions Regulations (SOR/2017-121)
Railway Safety Administrative Monetary Penalties Regulations (SOR/2014-233)

Other Regulations


Railway Employee Qualification Standards Regulations (1987-3 Rail) (SOR/87-150)

Rules


Canadian Rail Operating Rules (CROR) with Rules for the Protection of Track Units and Track
Work

Other Related Acts and Regulations (Pursuant to the Act)





Canada Transportation Act
Canadian Transportation Accident Investigation and Safety Board Act
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act
Canada Labour Code
o On Board Trains Occupational Safety and Health Regulations (SOR/87-184)
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In summary, approval for new railway technology at the federal level follows a bottom-up approach. The
railway company follows an established procedure to prepare a proposal that has been built on risk
assessment-informed decision-making. This typically involves detailed analyses where all the hazards
associated with the proposed new technology have been identified and the related risks have been
assessed. The following formula applies
Risk = Probability × Consequence
Calculating the risk requires both qualitative and quantitative analyses and, where required, adding safety
barriers until the risk is managed to an acceptable level of risk. In this process, it is important to
understand that no use of technology can produce a zero-risk condition. The stakeholders have set an
appropriate standard for the risk that is considered acceptable. Railway stakeholders in Canada (indeed,
throughout the North American rail sector) have used this approach to introduce innovative systems,
technologies and procedures. A recent Canadian example of alternative fuel and powertrain deployment
is the introduction and testing of prototype liquefied natural gas-powered locomotives by CN in Alberta
in 2013.21
In conducting a risk analysis, it is always advisable to convene as many relevant stakeholders as possible
early in the process, especially operational personnel and first responders, but also representatives of the
local community (i.e., anyone who could be feasibly impacted by the introduction and use of new
technology along the railway). A roundtable format can be used for the stakeholders to theorize every
possible way something could go wrong. In a railyard environment, these could include locomotivelocomotive collisions, sideswipes by other rolling stock or heavy road vehicles, derailments (due to, say, a
defective track switch or debris), or even fire underneath the locomotive fed by diesel leaking from a
nearby tank car or another locomotive’s fuel tank. The more people involved, the less likely something
will be overlooked. Referring to the risk equation above, the risk and associated severities can be
subjectively assessed. The reliability and accuracy of this approach depends on the involvement of
knowledgeable and experienced people.
The next step is to define a response plan (i.e., risk mitigation). All stakeholders must have the appropriate
tools and training to respond to the priority risks. Operational personnel and first responders must know:



How to approach a situation (e.g., a derailment, a short-circuit failure, a gas leak, etc.)?
How to make the situation safe to engage (e.g., a cut-off switch to isolate the short, the leak, or
any other danger)?

Once the plan is framed up, professionals with expertise in key aspects of the proposed system may have
to be retained to fully populate the plan with appropriate measures. Indeed, many of the experts and
stakeholders engaged in such a process could have some authority to inspect and approve a proposed
system or installation within a railway or railyard. These are explored in the following section.

21

Railway Age (W. Vantuono). Locomotives: Is LNG the next generation? 2014.
https://www.railwayage.com/mechanical/locomotives/locomotives-is-lng-the-next-generation/
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Other Authorities Having Jurisdiction, standards organizations and codes
The introduction and use of hydrogen systems would represent a technology change within a railway, and
thus would trigger a change to the safety management system, which would need to be reviewed by the
Rail Safety Group at Transport Canada. This submission should demonstrate that local Authorities Having
Jurisdiction (AHJs) have been engaged in the risk assessment and revision to the safety management
system, and that they do not object to the proposed operation. Such AHJs could include provincial
inspection and certification agencies (e.g., Technical Safety BC, Technical Standards and Safety Authority
(in Ontario) and the Electrical Safety Authority, as well as first responder organizations, such as the
Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs. Furthermore, it is expected that AHJs would consider it within their
purview to inspect and certify hydrogen system installations and supply chains within (and external to) a
proponent railway company.
Certification of hydrogen systems by AHJs is assessed against relevant codes, which reference standards
produced by accredited standards development organizations. Those organizations involved in hydrogen
systems in North America are:










SAE – Society of Automotive Engineers
CSA – Canadian Standards Association
ASME – American Society of Mechanical
Engineers
BNQ – Bureau de normalisation du Québec
NFPA – National Fire Protection Association
API – American Petroleum Institute
UL – Underwriters Laboratories
ANSI – American National Standards
Institute
ICC – International Code Council








AGA – American Gas Association
ASTM – American Society for Testing and
Materials International
IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers
CGA – Compressed Gas Association
IEC – International Electrotechnical
Commission
ISO – International Organization for
Standardization
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The following table summarizes the types of standards currently in use in North America, identifies the
custodian of the standards and, where applicable, the authorizing organization (note TC – Transport
Canada, ECCC – Environment & Climate Change Canada).22
Vehicles
Controlling Authorities:
US-DOT, TC (on crash
worthiness)
US-EPA, ECCC (on
emissions)
General fuel cell vehicle
safety:
SAE
Fuel cell vehicle systems:
SAE
Fuel system components:
CSA
Containers:
SAE
Batteries:
SAE
Emissions:
SAE
Recycling:
SAE
Service/Repair:
SAE

Compression, Dispensing
Controlling Authorities:
State, provincial and local
government (zoning,
building permits)

Storage
Controlling Authorities:
US-DOT, TC (over-road
transport, pipeline safety)

Infrastructure
Controlling Authorities:
TC
Measurement Canada

Storage tanks:
ASME, CSA, BNQ, NFPA,
API
Piping:
ASME, CSA, BNQ, NFPA
Dispensers:
UL, CSA, NFPA
On-site H2 production:
UL, CSA, BNQ, API
Codes for the
Environment:
ICC, NFPA, ECCC

Composite containers:
ASME, CSA, BNQ, NFPA
Pipelines:
ASME, API, BNQ, AGA
Equipment:
ASME, API, BNQ, AGA
Fuel transfer:
NPFA, API

Fuel specifications:
SAE, ASTM, API
Weights/Measures:
ASME, API, NIST
Fuelling:
SAE, CSA
Sensors/Detectors:
SAE, UL, CSA, NFPA
Connectors:
SAE, CSA
Communications:
SAE, UL, CSA, API, IEEE
Building and Fire Code
Requirements:
CSA (building code, fine
code, vehicle
maintenance fuelities
code)
ICC, NFPA

Although not specific to railway systems, the following international standards are often referenced for
safety and design certification, and may be relevant to the assessment of proposed hydrail systems:





For fuel cell module design and installation, including mobile applications:
o IEC 62282-2, IEC 62282-3
For on-board storage subsystems:
o CSA America HGV2 for compressed hydrogen gas storage
o ISO 13985 for liquid hydrogen storage
For system level, including mobile applications:
o ISO 23273 for safety elements in vehicles fuelled by compressed hydrogen
o ISO 6469 for electrical safety elements of hybrid electric vehicles
o IEC 60079-10 for classification of system environments and protective measures

22
This information was adapted from a CSA Group presentation at the North American Codes and Standards Forum convened in Ottawa in March
2017).
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For the production, transport and delivery of hydrogen:
o SAE J2719 and ISO 14687-2, describing hydrogen fuel purity requirements for fuel cell
vehicles
o CAN/BNQ 1784, used to guide the installation of hydrogen generating equipment
o NFPA 55, covering the safe storage of hydrogen in compressed hydrogen containers and
cryogenic containers (for liquefied hydrogen)
o NFPA 2, general coverage of hydrogen systems
o ISO TC/197, covering design, operation and maintenance characteristics of stand-alone
outdoor public and non-public, and indoor warehouse fuelling stations that dispense
gaseous hydrogen

For further information on codes and standards, often referenced in regulation, the following online
resources should be consulted:







Hydrogen/Fuel Cell Codes & Standards website: http://www.fuelcellstandards.com/home.html
Bureau de normalisation du Québec. Canadian Hydrogen Installation Code:
https://www.bnq.qc.ca/en/standardization/hydrogen/canadian-hydrogen-installationcode.html
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy. Safety, Codes and
Standards – Basics (website): https://energy.gov/eere/fuelcells/safety-codes-and-standardsbasics
International Standards Organization, Technical Committee 197. Corporate website:
https://www.iso.org/committee/54560/x/catalogue/

Understanding which of the various authorities to engage and the process of receiving approval for a
project or proposed operation requires some navigation. Often there are multiple tiers of government
from which approval must be received (or assurance of clearance to operate). Frequently there are
multiple AHJs within a given tier, as the chart below shows.
Authority Having Jurisdiction
Aspect
Bulk H2 fuel delivery, if applicable
On-site H2 fuel production, if applicable
On-site H2 fuel storage / compression / dispensing
On-site vehicle repair structure (i.e., maintenance
shed, garage)
On-vehicle powertrain

Federal

Provincial

Municipal

✓

✓

✓

✓

TC (RSG)

✓

✓

✓

?

✓

✓

?

✓

TC
TC (RSG)

TC (RSG)
TC (RSG)

TC – Transport Canada; RSG – Rail Safety Group
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Any measures taken in the future to advance a hydrogen fuel cell-powered switcher locomotive towards
testing and operation will involve navigating the AHJ approvals process.
While the standards identified above provide a reference from which to develop a safety management
system for hydrogen equipment in railway applications, it should be recognized that due to the mass of
the railcars and trains involved, collision forces in railyards and switching operations can be of much
greater magnitude than in on-highway, rubber-tire conditions. It is, therefore, important to consult
industry authorities. The Association of American Railroads (AAR), of which many Canadian railway
companies are members, establishes standards and recommended practices. These are published in
manuals often under the direction of various AAR committees, and should be considered in the
assessment of new technology deployed into rail service. Given the integrated nature of the North
American railway system and the movement of rolling stock across the Canada-U.S. border, it may be
appropriate to engage the Federal Railway Association (FRA) – the regulatory agency with authority for
rail safety under the U.S. Department of Transportation.
The AAR and FRA are actively assessing the emergence of alternative technologies and fuels, such as such
as batteries, compressed and liquefied natural gas, and hydrogen, and may develop standards and
practices that could be referenced in regulation.

Imagining the deployment of the concept locomotive and refuelling solution
For the purposes of tracing a link between legislation, regulations, rules and standards, consider a
hypothetical scenario in which the concept switcher locomotive identified in this study is deployed into
testing or some level of service by a federally regulated railway company, supported by the concept
hydrogen refuelling solution.
As it is subject to the Railway Safety Act, the railway company observes the following prohibitions:
17.2 No railway company shall operate or maintain a railway, including any railway work or railway
equipment, and no local railway company shall operate railway equipment on a railway, otherwise
than in accordance with a railway operating certificate and — except to the extent that the company
is exempt from their application under section 22 or 22.1 — with the regulations and the rules made
under sections 19 and 20 that apply to the company.
17.21 No railway company shall construct or alter a railway work otherwise than in accordance with
the engineering standards that apply in respect of the railway company, except to the extent that the
railway company is exempt from their application under section 22.1
This leads the project proponent to consider the Railway Operating Certificate Regulations and the
engineering standards detailed in the applicable rules. The operating certificate regulations set forth
Contents of an application (Section 4), of which the following are most relevant:
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An application must contain all of the following:
(c) a description of the applicant’s operations;
(d) a list of the rules that the applicant has in order to meet the conditions of issuance; and
(e) an attestation by the applicant’s chief executive officer or most senior officer that the application
is complete and accurate and that the applicant
(i) has the human and financial resources to operate and maintain its railway at the highest level
of safety, and
(ii) has or will have a safety management system that meets the requirements of the Railway
Safety Management System Regulations, 2015.
Also set forth in the regulation are Conditions of issuance (Section 5), of which the following are most
relevant:
(a) the applicant has rules that reproduce the Canadian Rail Operating Rules or that provide an
equivalent level of safety to them;
(d) the applicant has rules respecting employee qualifications;
(e) if the applicant’s operations involve the operation and maintenance of line works, the applicant
has rules that set out minimum safety standards for track;
(g) if the applicant’s operations involve the transport of freight, the applicant has rules that set out
minimum safety standards for
(i) freight cars,
(ii) train brakes,
(iii) locomotives, and
(iv) retroreflective materials and their application on railway equipment; and
(h) the applicant has the human and financial resources to operate and maintain its railway at the
highest level of safety.
These conditions – of application and of issuance – tie to several regulations and rules within the
framework, each of which could be explored. However, for the purposes of example and to appropriately
limit the scope of this analysis, the Railway Safety Management System Regulations and the rules for
locomotive safety will be examined in more detail here.
The Railway Safety Management System Regulations state the purpose in Section 2 to “establish the
minimum requirements with respect to the safety management system that a company must develop and
implement for the purpose of achieving the highest level of safety in its railway operations.” The system
is composed of processes, procedures, plans and methods, defined in Section 5, as follows:
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A railway company must develop and implement a safety management system that includes
(a) a process for accountability;
(b) a process with respect to a safety policy;
(c) a process for ensuring compliance with regulations, rules and other instruments;
(d) a process for managing railway occurrences;
(e) a process for identifying safety concerns;
(f) a risk assessment process;
(g) a process for implementing and evaluating remedial action;
(h) a process for establishing targets and developing initiatives;
(i) a process for reporting contraventions and safety hazards;
(j) a process for managing knowledge;
(k) a process with respect to scheduling; and
(l) a process for continual improvement of the safety management system.
Furthermore, Section 10 of the regulations require that the railway company’s safety management system
include a list of instruments relating to railway safety, including any regulations, rules and standards that
apply, or any exemptions granted under the Act.
Focusing on the risk assessment process (in the context of technology change only), Section 15 of the
regulation requires that:
(1) A railway company must conduct a risk assessment in the following circumstances:
(a) when it identifies a safety concern in its railway operations as a result of the analyses conducted
under section 13;
(c) when a proposed change to its railway operations, including a change set out below, may affect
the safety of the public or personnel or the protection of property or the environment:
(i) the introduction or elimination of a technology, or a change to a technology,
(ii) the addition or elimination of a railway work, or a change to a railway work,
(v) a change affecting personnel, including an increase or decrease in the number of employees
or a change in their responsibilities or duties.
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(2) The risk assessment must
(a) describe the circumstances that triggered the requirement to conduct the risk assessment;
(b) identify and describe the risks associated with those circumstances;
(c) identify the factors taken into account in the risk assessment, including the persons who may
be affected and whether property or the environment is affected;
(d) indicate, for each risk, the likelihood that the risk will occur and the severity of its consequences;
(e) identify the risks that require remedial action; and
(f) identify the remedial action for each of those risks.
Introducing a switcher locomotive into operation that has been converted from its original diesel-based
powerplant to a hydrogen fuel cell-based prime mover would, based on the above regulatory
requirements, trigger a risk assessment. This rolls up into the railway company’s safety management
system, which is a requirement of its operating certificate. The same applies to the installation of
hydrogen refuelling equipment, which will require new procedures and training of personnel.
Although not specified in the regulations, there exist world-class standards for risk assessment processes
that a railway company can choose to follow (e.g., ISO 27001, CSA Z1002). As discussed earlier in this
document, remedial actions to address identified and characterized risks can be facilitated by referencing
industry-recognized standards for hydrogen installations and use hydrogen equipment.
Railway Operating Certificate Regulations also require that railway company’s operations involve the
transport of freight, it has rules that set out minimum safety standards for locomotives (among many
other requirements). The Railway Locomotive Inspection and Safety Rules are pursuant to the Railway
Safety Act and, therefore, should be considered. Section 10 of these rules state that:
After January 1, 2015 new and remanufactured locomotives travelling at speeds exceeding 25
MPH (40 KPH) shall be designed and constructed as a minimum in accordance with the latest
revision of the “Association of American Railroads Manual of Standards and Recommended
Practices” (S-580) or to an equivalent standard to provide for safe operation and for the protection
of operating crews, and property from accidents caused by functional failure of locomotives. Such
standard shall be kept on file by the railway company and made available to the Department upon
request.
The rules also set forth a number of specifications regarding the characteristics of braking systems, audible
alert systems (e.g., horns, bells) and rail clearance. A review of these rules identifies aspects of the
converted locomotive operation that must be respected, but none appear to be barriers to the proposed
design.
Regarding the reference to the AAR standards and recommended practices, the project team is assuming
that the converted locomotive could operate at speeds above 40 km/h, possibly in road switching
operation. Thus, S-580, which is concerned with crashworthiness specifications, is considered an
applicable standard. Considering the conversion that is conceptualized in this project does not impact the
structural elements of the locomotive, it is assumed that crashworthiness performance is maintained.
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However, the new subsystems will need to withstand impact and vibrations consistent with those of GP382 locomotive. The solution can be tested and characterized for submission as evidence of equivalency.23
In time, experience gained with operating hydrogen systems in freight rail operations can lead to the
development of new rules. In the interim, the flexibility of the regulatory framework allows project
proponents to develop training and procedures that maintain and enhance a high standard of safety,
consistent with intents of the overarching legislation.

Analysis
In the preceding discussion, the obligations of a railway company under the regulatory framework in
Canada, which links legislation, regulations, rules and standards, and requires the approval of multiple
AHJs, reveal no apparent barriers in law to the introduction and use of a hydrogen-powered switcher
locomotive and its supporting refuelling equipment, such as is proposed in this project. By engaging the
various AHJs and the stakeholders impacted by the conceptual deployment, the quality of the safety
management system will improve, as the layered requirements of the various standards and criteria serve
to self-reinforce the design of the overall initiative.
Note that the operation of hydrogen systems by a railway company are also subject to the terms of the
Certificate of Fitness. This means that the company’s financial wherewithal and/or the liability insurance
it holds can accommodate the deployment of the proposed hydrogen systems. Hydrogen systems existing
within industry, such as industrial gas plant and petrochemical refineries, and at the retail level, such as
public hydrogen refuelling stations, indicate that insurance companies are capable of providing suitable
coverage.

23

Note that S-580 first appeared in 1990 for newly-built locomotives. This preceded the manufacturing of the GP382 model. However, there are conditions in which rebuilt locomotives trigger a requirement to comply with a
crashworthiness rules (i.e., the nose, S-580, and the fuel tank, S-506).
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SECTION G
IMPACT ON RAILWAY OPERATIONS
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Activity G within the project work plan is composed of two elements of research, investigation and expert
analyses that have been conducted by the project team:
i.

ii.

scan of published literature and online resources, as well as consultation with railway sector
stakeholders and experts, to assess the changes and preparations that Class 1 railways would
need to confront when adopting hydrogen as a fuel alternative to diesel; and
high-level assessment of the expertise and certifications that railway operators would need to
acquire to properly operate and maintain the hydrogen reference solution, consisting of the
converted locomotive and supporting refuelling equipment.

The findings of these activities are presented in this assessment report in two parts, as follows.

Section I – Operational prerequisites (i.e., changes railway companies should consider)

Locomotive operation
The locomotive conversion proposed in Section C of this report assumes that operator controls will remain
as similar as possible, in terms of operator input and system response. Nonetheless, there will be some
marked differences perceived by the operator and by ground crew. One of the most obvious will be the
noise generated by the prime mover. The high-amplitude, low-frequency of the diesel engine and
generator sets will be substituted by low-amplitude, higher-frequency sounds of the blowers and gas
plumbing systems. The locomotive will not be silent, but the operating sounds will be at a much lower
decibel rating and travel less distance. Personnel may need to rely on audible signals (i.e., horn, bell) for
safety.
Start up procedures, operation of dynamic braking and idling of the converted locomotive are expected
to be similar. As with a diesel engine, the fuel cells will run at idle when there is no external demand for
power. Fuel cells must generate minimal power to maintain proper internal conditions (e.g., temperature,
humidity) for the immediate ramp up of voltage. Batteries, too, must be kept under certain conditions for
operational efficiency. So, both diesel and fuel cell-powered locomotives will run at stand-by power when
they need to be operationally available.
Despite these similarities, time should be budgeted for operators to become familiar with the unique
characteristics of the converted locomotive, for the development of any special procedures that may be
needed and for subsequent training of other operators. Some of these procedures may include seasonal
and cold-weather management. Hydrogenics fuel cell power module, for example, are capable of cold
storage at -40 degrees Celsius, and start up from a cold-soak below -30 degrees Celsius, so cold-weather
operation is not expected to be a challenge.. However, if the converted locomotive is off for an extended
period of time, there may be some special procedures to follow for storage and start-up. In very warm
ambient conditions, the performance of the radiator cooling system may also become a limiting factor. If
thermal management is not optimal, the fuel cell power modules may shut down for self-protection
against damage.
In sum, a period of learning and adjusting to the unique operating qualities of the locomotive should be
part of any piloting and early commercial demonstration program. The designation of a first-operator (i.e.,
a test-pilot) may be part of an initial deployment into testing. Part of the job of the operator is to work
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with the maintenance team to put the locomotive through it trials and, based on the experience,
contribute to the development of an operator’s manual.
Beyond this early phase of deployment, the locomotive is expected to become a familiar piece of
equipment in a typical railyard, used alongside and interchangeably with other locomotives.

Locomotive inspection and maintenance
Initially, a program of inspection and maintenance may need to be a shared responsibility of the railway
company and the converted locomotive integrator and critical subsystem suppliers. The purpose of this
period would be a transfer and consolidation of required knowledge, and the development of a manual
of maintenance procedures and training material. Work on hydrogen equipment may also require
specialized training and certifications (addressed later in this section).
A railyard maintenance team is not expected to be familiar with some of the subsystems on the converted
locomotive (in particular, the fuel cell power modules and the battery pack), nor how the various
components integrate and operate together. An aim of early testing and trials should be “shake out” the
various modes of failure, so that corrective and maintenance procedures can be developed. This is an
important part of readying the technology for commercial success and market scale-up.
It is important not only to repair and replace parts that fail or become damaged, but to study and
understand the events leading to failure. Certain data can be gathered during locomotive operation to
help with this analysis. For example, accelerometers could be fitted on the locomotive to measure the
speeds and forces involved in collision events. These data can inform the subsequent redesigns of the
locomotive system, or to identify appropriate limits on operational characteristics.
A program of regular inspection is also important to prevent critical system failures. For example, fuel cells
and battery packs tend to be relatively rugged equipment. Often it is the failure of some supporting part
of the overall system – say, a blower fan or a fluid hose – that precipitates a larger problem. In some cases,
visual inspection and testing can identify these problems; in others, self-diagnostic capabilities may be
built into certain subsystems (especially for fuel cell power modules and battery packs). Additionally, the
accumulation of data on the status of the power distribution system (i.e., the central bus and the various
connected subsystem loads) should also be facilitated by an onboard memory solution. Such data can be
downloaded and analyzed to identify malfunctions, possibly characterized by drops (or overages) in
anticipated loads.
Scheduled servicing is also part of the converted locomotive regime. Fuel cell stacks, which are part of the
power module assembly, need periodic overhauling like diesel engines. Fuel cell stack assemblies are
composed of layers of plates that direct the flow of air and hydrogen gas. Sandwiched between each plate
is a polymer membrane-electrode cell assembly. Over time, the membranes degrade and this eventually
erodes voltage output capacity of the stack. To restore optimal performance, the stack should be opened
and the membranes replaced. The schedule for this servicing will vary by power module manufacturer
and locomotive use, but once every several thousands of hours would be expected (i.e., perhaps once
every two to four years).
Note that the fuel cell power modules, when the time comes for an overhaul, could be swapped with new
replacement units relatively easily and quickly. Unlike overhauling a diesel engine, in which the entire
locomotive is taken out-of-service for the work, older fuel cell power modules could be changed out and
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new ones installed in a matter of a few hours, without removing the locomotive from service for long. The
concept conversion proposed in this study is composed of eight fuel cell modules, each rated at
approximately 50 kW. Conceivably, each module can be overhauled on its own schedule, further reducing
locomotive downtime, and enhancing availability. Fluid changes and refills should also be reduced in the
converted locomotive, as there are no moving engine parts to be lubricated. Similarly obviated are engine
air filter changes.
Battery cells also degrade over time. The cells comprising a battery pack (or the entire pack itself) will
eventually be retired from service and replaced with a new pack. The timing of this replacement is
uncertain as it will depend on the cycling of cell charge and discharge, as well as the conditions in which
they operate. If the battery chemistry and design is well-matched to the duty cycle, the battery pack would
be expected to last a decade or longer. There is no specific end-point for battery life – just a gradual
decline in energy storage capacity. A battery pack should have residual value and continue to be used in
other, less demanding services upon be being retired from the locomotive.
Maintenance structures
If a converted locomotive is to be brought into an enclosed building for servicing or repair, the accidental
venting of hydrogen could pose a safety risk. Hydrogen is not toxic, but it can easily ignite if mixed with
air (specifically, oxygen). Hydrogen rises and disperses quickly in atmosphere – a quality that can make it
inherently safe, provided the pathway to atmosphere is not obstructed. If hydrogen accumulates in the
roof of a structure, mixes with oxygen and is then subject to an igniting spark or flame, it can explode. If
there is a risk of hydrogen escaping from the locomotive into the building, then the structure must be
modified to comply with building codes for this purpose, developed by a range of standards-writing
authorities, including the CSA and the NFPA.
Many buildings conform to these codes. Examples include warehouses in which fuel cell-powered forklifts
are operated and refuelled with hydrogen, and maintenance bays for natural gas-powered transit buses
and trucks. Indeed, the use of liquefied natural gas-powered locomotives have led to standards and
procedures for safe servicing and storing indoors. In addition to modifications made to an existing railyard
structure to align it with code, procedures to prepare a hydrogen-fueled locomotive for moving indoors
may be developed (e.g., purging of pipes and vessels to evacuate any hydrogen of concern).
Consulting with the local fire chief and other authorities having jurisdiction (e.g., municipal government,
building inspectors) is strongly advised, as part of an early-stage process of planning for the deployment
of a converted switcher locomotive into a railyard.
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Installation and operation of hydrogen refuelling system and equipment
Hydrogen gas does not contain as much potential energy as liquid diesel. Hence, the converted locomotive
will require more frequent refuelling. Per the analyses in the preceding sections of this report, the
reference duty-cycle is expected to require once-daily refuelling (i.e., every 16-21 hours of operation)24.
Hydrogen refuelling requires a modest level of training, as the process is not complicated. In general, the
procedure is expected to be similar to refuelling with diesel, but it may take more time as hydrogen gas is
pressurized onboard the locomotive in the storage cylinders. Railyard personnel may notice (and come to
appreciate) the absence of odour and oily spills.
Some space must be sited adjacent to track in the railyard, such that the locomotive can be brought
alongside the hydrogen dispenser and refuelled. A temporary installation can be rigged, but a concrete
pad to which the equipment is secured may be preferable.
As previously described, refuelling one switcher locomotive can be achieved with the delivery of a
hydrogen tube trailer, connected to a compression and dispensing system. For ten or more switchers, it
may become cost-effective to install an electrolysis plant to generate hydrogen on-site, but this will
require power and a supply of potable water. Hydrogen generated by electrolysis will also require a
storage vessel into which the hydrogen is pressurized.
The hydrogen equipment need not be continually monitored but regular inspection for damage is
appropriate. Repair should be conducted by personnel certified to work on hydrogen equipment. Local
fire and provincial safety inspectors may also need to conduct scheduled inspections, so access will need
to be provided.
While on-site hydrogen storage and refuelling of converted locomotives may be procedurally analogous
to diesel, it nonetheless represents a second energy system to manage within the railyard. In the longterm, hydrogen could potentially displace the need for diesel equipment, but for practical purposes,
personnel will need to maintain two systems in parallel – liquid diesel and gaseous hydrogen. That, and
the logistics of daily refuelling, are the key operational issues to address.

24
Diesel switcher locomotives, in regular use, would probably be refuelled on a weekly schedule, but this would vary between switchyard
operations.
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Section II – List of capacities and certifications railway personnel should acquire

Certifications will be required from all tiers of government. At the Federal tier, overall approval of the
project by the Rail Safety Group at Transport Canada is the foundation of approval that will set the stage
for provincial and municipal approvals.
At the Provincial tier there are likely to be several AHJ’s who focus on specific technical aspects of the
project. For example, the AHJ responsible for boiler and pressure vessels will focus on the hydrogen fuel
storage cylinders in the compression compound and issue an approval “certificate” for those components.
It is also not uncommon that some AHJ’s will issue an “operating licence” that expires periodically and is
subject to a renewal fee. More important, the operating licence includes inspection provisions that could
result in suspension of the operating licence if non-compliance with the terms and conditions is found
upon inspection. Provincial involvement with the locomotive is typically minimal.
Certification at the municipal tier is typically focused on the construction phase of the project and the
Certificate of Occupancy must be issued by the Chief Building Official before the stationary hydrogen
infrastructure can be put into service. The municipal AHJ’s will typically have no jurisdiction related to the
locomotives.
Self-certification will undoubtedly be a key finding in the risk assessment that will reviewed by the Rail
Safety Group at Transport Canada in the course of approving a new hydrogen-centric project. The
hydrogen train industry is in its infancy, such that the Rules, Engineering Standards and even Guidelines
described in Activity F Overview of Codes, Standards and Regulations do not currently cover hydrogen
trains. The risk assessment will require the project proponent to identify every party who might be
exposed to the hazards associated with hydrogen and then ensure that they are trained and certified
according to the nature of their exposure to the hazards. The project proponent will be required to engage
parties with the expertise to develop suitable course materials, train and test the participants and issue
“certificates” of competency. Periodic re-training and continuous record keeping will be elements of the
program.
A fundamental theme of the training will be teaching the participants to “know what you don’t know”. In
other words, there are obvious and inviolable boundaries to the tasks that a participant is permitted to
undertake. And those tasks are frequently quite different. For example, the operator of the hydrogen
switcher locomotive will have different responsibilities and training than the technician that maintains
and repairs the hydrogen powertrain on his/her locomotive. This may be the single most important lesson
to be learned from the training program.
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The table below provides an overview of the certifications that could apply to a hydrogen train project:
Hydrogen Infrastructure Certification & Training
Aspect
Fuel supply,
if trucked in

Fuel supply,
if on-site water
electrolysis

Technology

Federal

Provincial

1. Tube trailers

Transport Canada:
trailer specifications,
cargo manifests,
driver TDG
certificates

AHJ varies by province /
territory: vehicle
GVW’s, vehicle road
worthiness, drivers’
licence

None

Receiving station
operators,
emergency first
responders

2. Decanting bays
+ decanters

Transport Canada,
Rail Safety Group:
project approval

AHJ varies by province:
pressure vessels and
pressure piping,
electrical safety, fire
safety, operating
engineers inspector,
fuels safety, installation
technicians,
maintenance & repair
technicians

Chief Building
Official, Chief Fire
Official
Certificate of
Occupancy

Receiving station
operators,
emergency first
responders

1. Electrolyzer
+ purifier

Transport Canada,
Rail Safety Group:
project approval

AHJ varies by province:
pressure vessels and
pressure piping,
electrical safety, fire
safety, operating
engineers inspector,
fuels safety, installation
technicians,
maintenance & repair
technicians

Chief Building
Official, Chief Fire
Official
Certificate of
Occupancy

Receiving station
operators,
emergency first
responders
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Aspect

Technology

Federal

Provincial

Municipal

Self

Fuel Dispensing

1. Compressor
+ gas control panel
+ ground storage
+ dispenser
+ balance of plant

Transport Canada,
Rail Safety Group:
project approval

AHJ varies by province:
pressure vessels and
pressure piping,
electrical safety, fire
safety, operating
engineers inspector,
fuels safety, installation
technicians,
maintenance & repair
technicians

Chief Building
Official, Chief Fire
Official
Certificate of
Occupancy

Receiving station
operators,
emergency first
responder
Locomotive
refuelling
technicians

Repair Shed

1. Normal HVAC
+ purge ventilation
+ safety controls

Transport Canada,
Rail Safety Group:
project approval

AHJ varies by province /
territory: electrical
safety, fire safety, fuels
safety

Chief Building
Official, Chief Fire
Official
Certificate of
Occupancy

Building
maintenance
technicians,
locomotive
technicians

Locomotive Powertrain

1. Gas storage module
+ fuel cells
+ battery packs
+ DC/DC converters
+ DC/AD inverters
+ equipment cooling
systems
+ air compressors
+ air conditioners
+ safety controls
+ master controller

Transport Canada,
Rail Safety Group:
project approval

AHJ varies by province /
territory: fuels safety

None

Locomotive
engineers,
locomotive repair
technicians,
locomotive
refuelling
technicians,
emergency first
responders

Image credits: Tube trailer: Fiba Canning; Electolysis plant: Hydrogenics; Repair shed: CN Railway (Edmonton, AB).
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SECTION H
RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADVANCE PROJECT
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Preamble
The preceding sections of this report present the outputs of work undertaken by the project team to
assess the design and deployment characteristics of a hydrogen fuel cell-powered switcher locomotive
and its deployment in Canada. Interest in reducing or eliminating emissions of greenhouse gases and
criteria air contaminants from locomotives in railyard switching service was a principal motivator, as was
the prospect of contributing to an innovation agenda in Canada’s transportation sector. Both motivations
align with the Pan-Canadian Framework on Climate Change and the Memorandum of Understanding
between Transport Canada and the Railway Association of Canada for Reducing Locomotive Emissions.
Comprising both quantitative and qualitative assessments, the work included research and investigative
measures, concept-level engineering design, modeling and calculations, and expert analysis. The results
of the work included:






a review of existing uses of hydrogen technology in railway applications, globally;
an appropriate reference locomotive was identified as a candidate for conversion;
a conceptual design and refuelling solution was developed;
an evaluation of the operational impacts; and
an assessment of applicable regulations, rules and standards.

No technical or operational barriers were identified by the project team that would fundamentally
prevent the envisioned conversion from being implemented and demonstrated in a Canadian railyard.
Indeed, several potential advantages were recognized by the project team.
However achievable this outcome may be, many hurdles that may impede progress are expected to arise.
Success will depend, therefore, on a clear plan for implementation and a shared understanding of the
purpose of the overall initiative. To this end, the project team proposes a set of recommended principles
and actions for both federal government and railway industry stakeholders to consider as follow-on
phases of work to the initial assessment, herein.
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Principles


Innovation is the means. Innovation is fresh thinking that creates value.25 The railway industry
uses innovation to create value for shareholders by enhancing competitiveness. Government has
an interest in supporting innovation that creates value for the public in the form of broadly applied
social, environmental or economic goods. The perceived value of hydrogen fuel cell-powered
switcher locomotives is two-fold:
o an absence of harmful combustion emissions26 with little or no compromise in operational
performance, as well as a reduction in maintenance impacts and vehicle noise, which
benefit employee health and safety, and the health of the public; and
o the cultivation of a fuel alternative to diesel, the supply chain for which could be
significantly decarbonized – possibly to a point of zero carbon-intensity.
The technologies already exist to realize this concept. Innovation is about packaging these pieces
into a useful, working product, and both industry and government have roles to play in creating
the conditions for success.



Commercial success is the goal. This initiative is guided by a long-term vision of hydrogen as a
commercially viable alternative to diesel as a railway fuel. Switcher locomotives are considered
an appropriate, initial application to assess whether hydrogen is up to the challenge in freight
operations. Demonstrating that this technology works in a railyard environment is an important
step, but to have value the initiative must ultimately lead to widespread market adoption
(possibly including road switching and mainline service). Commercial scale-up will be driven by
railway companies if a hydrogen switcher locomotive is reliable, easy to use and maintain, and
gets the job done while eliminating emissions. There must be a practical economic value
proposition. Remaining mindful of this goal will guide decision-making throughout the innovation
process.27



Attitude is key. The path to commercial success is an exploration. No locomotive model was ever
perfect on its first design. A prototype is expected to “fail” in unexpected ways.28 This is how
critical learnings and discoveries are gained, from which the product is improved and refined until
it is judged ready for market. Progress with hydrogen-powered locomotives in Canada will inspire
other, similar initiatives around the world. This should be welcomed, and collaboration
encouraged. From the perspective of government and railways, the deployment of a zeroemission locomotive is not a competition to be won, but a potential systems-change to be
assessed and then catalyzed, if demonstrated to be feasible and appropriate. Beginning with the
right attitude can make all the difference.

25
Definition credited to Richard K. Lyons, Professor and Former Dean, Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley, and the William & Janet Cronk Chair
in Innovative Leadership.
26 Fuel cells emit only water vapour, but the production of hydrogen can contribute to emission “upstream” within the supply chain, depending
on the process and inputs.
27
Eggleton, P.L., “New railway technology follows the ‘5D’ stages of the innovation cycle: Definition, Design, Development, Demonstration, and
Deployment.” The Innovation Cycle in Transportation Technology Development, presented at Panamerican Transport Congress, Buenos Aires,
May 1983.
28
The use of “fail” may be too harsh in this context. Engineering development is systematic debugging until things are “fixed” to a certain level
of performance.
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Actions advised
The following recommended actions are presented as a roadmap for government to consider. These
should be considered as steps in a process, as opposed to a priority listing in order of importance.
1. Partner with industry. As an innovation initiative intended to generate public and private
benefits, it is appropriate that this be executed jointly by government and industry. If the pilot
development and deployment of a hydrogen fuel cell switcher locomotive is proposed by a
federally regulated Railway Company, then government will have more flexibility to support the
initiative in several important ways. Public funding can be mobilized on the basis of support for
Canada’s clean technology providers and integrators, cultivating new manufacturing skills and
jobs in the transportation sector, and creating research and development opportunities including
valuable intellectual property. Drawing on its extensive knowledge base and engagement with all
sectors of society, government is also able to facilitate cross-sector collaborations and mobilize
experts, as needed, to advance the initiative. This public contribution would be levered by the
dedication of private sector resources, not least of which includes the value of an appropriate
venue with requisite equipment and infrastructure, trained personnel and a degree of operators’
risk.
Example: A Class 1 Railway Company acts as project proponent, providing the railyard venue
for the pilot deployment, the locomotive hardware, the resources of the railyard team and
allocation of corporate funds, while government (federally and possibly provincially) de-risks
the initiative with contributions of public funding, the support of in-house experts and
engagement of regulators.
2. Treat the initiative as a program. The potential for commercial scale-up of hydrogen fuel cellpowered freight locomotives will be built on a series of success milestones, including the success
of initial testing, followed by shakedown trials, followed by a period of regular switchyard service,
then road switching service and so on. Throughout, performance should be continually
monitored, inspections and maintenance conducted, and regular reports provided to internal
team members and external stakeholders. In due course, learnings should be shared with
manufacturers to inform the ongoing development of commercial locomotive products. Taken as
a whole, this scope of activity is consistent with a program to be resourced and managed, which
goes beyond simply demonstrating technology as a short-term project. Indeed, there is a
hydrogen railway ecosystem to be defined, developed and demonstrated herein, which includes
service and supply chain elements. A formal government or industry program need not be
established for this purpose, but the parties to the initiative should treat it as a multi-year,
systems-based undertaking.
Example: A deliberate, staged approach to converting and testing the locomotive and its
critical subsystems may accelerate progress towards a commercial goal. The initial trials may
be simplified by conducting tests of the vehicle equipped only with the fuel cell power
modules or the battery packs. This would allow the behaviour and control of each of the major
subsystems to be fully understood and characterized before trials of the fully integrated
locomotive begin, setting the stage for a more robust and valuable demonstration period.
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3. Involve key stakeholders. The organizations and individuals that would be impacted – directly or
indirectly – by the commissioning and operation of a hydrogen fuel cell-powered locomotive in
railyard switching service should be identified and convened early in the innovation process. The
diversity of perspectives and knowledge mobilized through this engagement will contribute to the
success of the overall initiative. Practically, this facilitates the development of an effective safety
management system for the demonstration of a hydrogen fuel cell-powered locomotive and the
associated support systems and infrastructure. Proactive engagement can also build momentum
and help promote the initiative.29
Such organizations could include:
 safety and inspection agencies
 local community associations,
 railway labour, unions
municipal representatives
 first responders (e.g., fire-fighting,
 insurance providers
emergency services)
 financers, equipment assessors
 railway industry associations
 governmental technical support
 engineering consultants with
and innovation agencies
relevant expertise
 academic research institutes
 railway rolling stock suppliers
 civil society organizations
4. Consider opportunities to improve design. The complete conversion of a locomotive’s tractive
and auxiliary power systems is an opportunity to effect desirable improvements to other, related
systems. Where possible and where the costs are not significantly increased, enhancements to
lighting, heating, controls, signalling and operator comfort systems can be assessed during the
conversion process. To the extent that such changes can make the prototype locomotive more
attractive to railyard personnel, potentially more usage data and valuable experience can be
gathered during the pilot phase.
Example: The utility of operator cab air conditioning was noted during the literature review
for this project. The power output of the fuel cell modules could be used to support this
additional load (indeed, it may benefit power module efficiency to have such loads at idle).
The heat output of the power modules is low-temperature, possibly well-suited to cab heat.
5. Integrate communications planning. The methodologies, design decisions and findings of the
initiative should be documented for internal and external audiences. Regular communications will
maintain positive engagement and help to support parallel developments in railway innovation
and hydrogen supply chain. Success will inevitably draw attention of news agencies and journals,
so a media plan is also advisable. An appropriate level of transparency in reporting will enhance
credibility and engender stakeholder support in the long term. Proper documentation will also
constitute a foundation of knowledge and experience on which follow-on initiatives can build.
Example: In the case of locomotive design, the timeframe over which some models evolve
from initial plans to full market adoption can span decades. The learnings from a hydrogen
fuel cell-powered switcher locomotive pilot, if well documented, can inform further design
work in other applications, such as mainline propulsion. A rich legacy of design innovations
could emerge from a modest pilot if the knowledge is effectively mobilized.

29
Eggleton, P.L., Oliver, R., Riemer S., Hydrail Deployment in Canada – Defining the Prerequisites, TP15389E Prepared for Transportation
Development Centre, Transport Canada, April 2018
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6. Proudly celebrate the initiative. In the interest of brand enhancement and accountability to the
stakeholders and the public, industry and government should embrace opportunities to promote
this innovation initiative. However, the perpetuation of the hydrogen fuel cell-powered
locomotive demonstration should not be held as a crusade. Objective assessment of the
prototype performance and the value of the learnings at key milestones should inform the
progression of the initiative. Pride should be taken in the learnings and discoveries emerging from
demonstration and pilot trials, but value to the market should remain the pragmatic pursuit.
7. Cultivate low-carbon hydrogen supply chains. The initial pilot deployment of a fuel cell-powered
switcher locomotive can operate on any commercially available hydrogen that meets the requisite
purity specifications. Industrial gas producers and merchant gas suppliers are expected to be able
to satisfy this demand for most prospective railyards. However, this hydrogen is commonly
produced through the reforming of natural gas – a process that emits carbon dioxide (albeit less
than the diesel fuel it is displacing), the product of which is often called, “grey hydrogen.” To
maximize the value of the initiative from a sustainable development and innovation perspective,
opportunities to acquire hydrogen from local, lower-carbon sources should be scoped and
developed, where practical. This could help build a local market for low-carbon hydrogen,
supported by production and distribution infrastructure, that creates new economic value and
associates the deployment of hydrogen in railway applications with society’s efforts to realize
deep decarbonization objectives.
Example: Low-cost, low-carbon hydroelectricity, such as available in British Columbia,
Manitoba and Quebec, could power the production of hydrogen through electrolysis (often
called, “green hydrogen”). Natural gas resources in Alberta and Saskatchewan could be
developed into another major supply of net zero-carbon hydrogen, when coupled with carbon
capture-and-sequestration and/or utilization (often called, “blue hydrogen”). Other sources
of renewable and nuclear power, which comprise a share of the electricity generation
potential in Ontario and Atlantic Canada, could support hydrogen production while also
providing valued grid services to the electricity system operator.
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Roadmap elements
Practical steps to advance this initiative beyond the conceptual phase can be outlined as follows. These
are not recommendations; rather, they illustrate how a demonstration/deployment roadmap could be
structured and populated with specific actions. The intent is to provide an appreciation of the detailed
planning that should be undertaken. The project team advises that the potential for success is heavily
dependent on comprehensive planning.
Preliminary (post-Phase 1, preparations for Phase 2, 3)
Establish and define the initiative
 scope the initiative, including the plan to evolve the prototype
 identify principal parties and their respective roles, draft work packages and agreements
 confirm venue for testing, service trials
 identify prospective locomotive(s) for conversion
 mobilize funding, critical resources
Phase 2 – Engineering design
Locomotive
 identify subsystem component suppliers, specifications
 develop comprehensive budget of expenses, accurate for phase 3 implementation purposes
 conduct system simulations
 develop conversion plan (“blueprint”)
 develop testing regime, protocols (subsystem and system-level testing)
 secure control system designer
Refuelling solution
 scope hydrogen sourcing options
 negotiate terms of supply
 design system components
Supporting systems
 based on proposed design, proceed to convene stakeholders and conduct risk assessment
and develop proposed changes to safety management system
 engage authorities having jurisdiction, present plan
 engage community of interest, communicate plan, gather input
Phase 3 – Implement conversion
Locomotive
 establish work site, mobilize crew
 secure and arrange delivery of locomotive
 place orders for subsystem equipment
 conduct subsystem tests
 execute conversion design
 verify control system operation
 develop operational, maintenance manuals
 test system integration, complete certifications
 arrange delivery to railyard test site
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Refuelling solution
 survey site, establish installation crew
 place orders for equipment, services
 build station, commission, inspect and certify
 conduct training for operational, maintenance personnel
 schedule deliveries of hydrogen
Supporting systems
 conduct ongoing hazard identification and risk assessments at key milestones
 develop comprehensive program for trial period (i.e., schedule of tests, data gathering)
 develop program of inspections and maintenance to complement trials
 engage personnel on the development and execution of programs
 define success and conditions for closure of trial period
Launch and manage initial trials
 deploy locomotive, initialize refuelling equipment
 execute trials per comprehensive program
 execute inspections and maintenance per program
 continual monitoring and control of overall program
Conclude pilot trial period
 bring formal trial period to a close, per defined success conditions
 conduct analysis and produce final reporting to stakeholders
 prepare for hand-off of locomotive and refuelling solution to next phase of initiative

Note that the market success of a locomotive product (or a conversion service) may involve a series of
prototype iterations and test periods. With constraints on funding and time, innovation initiatives are
often compressed and rushed. One prototype operated over a short test period may not generate a
sufficient basis on which to leap to commercial production, in which all the risks have been learned and
all the solutions have been integrated. It may be appropriate that over the product development process,
locomotive manufacturers increasingly assume a leadership position, once the interest of the customer
has been demonstrated.
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